HOW TO CREATE CHRISTMAS ENCHANTMENT IN YOUR HOME

ORNATE CHRISTMAS TREES

FANTASIES IN LIGHT YOU CAN MAKE YOURSELF

ROMANTIC WRAPPINGS FOR OUR PRESENTS

EASY WAYS TO FIX FLOWERS FOR CHRISTMAS

HOLIDAY TABLES... THE PRETTIEST EVER

DELICIOUS RECIPES FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS BAKING

SPECIAL FEATURE: FLOWERS AND ART A RADIANT SETTING

HUNDREDS OF MINUTE IDEAS
Free decorator door panels when you buy a new Amana decorator refrigerator-freezer.

We'll give you your choice of over 329 designs and wood grains. And if you're too busy to decide on a decorating scheme between now and Christmas, start enjoying the refrigerator now, and pick up the panels any time during the next six months.

Your new Amana has a lot of exclusive designs inside, as well. Like an automatic icemaker that you can add now, or years from now, because Amana makes the only one that's easy to install in your home.

And so the milk isn't frozen just because the ice cream is, Amana gives you two temperature controls. One for the freezer. One for the refrigerator. Setting one won't affect the other.

There's a new fresh fruit bin that you can convert to a glide-out shelf.

There's also a "little refrigerator within the big refrigerator," especially for fresh meat, with its own temperature control. Keeps meat 8 to 10 degrees colder, so it stays fresh twice as long as an ordinary meat keeper.

All this plus adjustable cantilevered shelves on recessed tracks in the refrigerator, that go where you want them.

Of course there are some things you wouldn't want to change. The handsome built-in look of our design. Even the biggest side-by-side (25.5 cu. ft.) is only 35 3/4" wide. And freezer-at-the-top models, only 32" wide.

Nobody plays Santa quite like Amana

Amana has a Christmas gift for you.
Carvel Hall thinks in addition to being functional, a steak knife should be beautiful. So we spare no expense to insure each of our blades ends in a beautiful handle.

What's more, we offer something else very rare in a knife handle: Variety. Everything from contemporary to colonial to traditional designs.

We are also offering you, from now till January 31, 1971 another thing you'll like; A bargain.

If you send us $3.75 and the coupon, we'll send you the 15" Byfield Slicer pictured in it. It ordinarily costs $7.50 and looks like it costs even more.

You'll never have a better opportunity to get your hands on one of our handles.

Gentlemen: Rush me the Byfield Slicer shown below.

Carvel Hall, Dept. H
Crisfield, Maryland 21817

Name (Please Print) ____________________________
Address ______________________________________
City _______ State _______ Zip _______

Enclosed is my □ Check □ Money Order for $3.75. (No C.O.D.s)

his first collection for bed and bath.
Permanent-press sheets and pillowcases, quilted bedspreads (as shown), sheared woven towels with coordinating bathrugs and shower curtains, printed towels and bath sheets, quilted bedspreads, printed blankets, solid-color blankets with embroidered bindings.
Pink, Blue, Gold. Sheets from $6.50; bath towels from $4.00.
At the stores you love most.

Pierre Cardin designs for the bed/Only Fieldcrest does it like this.
If you have an eye for beauty and an instinct for value...

Ballerina can be yours as a gift

with membership in Sculpture Collectors and no obligation to buy anything now or ever.

Besides being a fine example of contemporary sculpture, Ballerina is a fine example of what Sculpture Collectors, Ltd. is all about. It was commissioned exclusively for members, and created by a young sculptor named Anthony Cipriano.

If you never heard of Anthony Cipriano before, that's precisely the point. Once a sculptor's fame goes beyond the small circle of art experts, the value of his work shoots sky-high. For collecting purposes, he becomes the exclusive province of the very rich.

Sculpture Collectors is always on the lookout for fine sculptors who haven't yet reached the impossible price brackets. Anthony Cipriano is one of them. His work has been exhibited in museums. And won a number of prizes. But, without Sculpture Collectors, you might not even have heard his name until he was beyond your reach.

For people who want to make fine sculpture a part of their everyday lives.

Four times a year, Sculpture Collectors will give you the opportunity to purchase new works by upcoming artists like Anthony Cipriano. Each work is individually signed, then hand-cast in Foundry-Stone (a newly developed polyester that permits a wide variety of textures, colors and finishes) in an edition sufficient to meet the needs of membership.

As a member, you are never obligated to buy anything. In fact, when a work does appeal to you, you may keep it for 30 days before making up your mind. If you decide to purchase it, you will pay between $25 and $45. Never more.

Enjoy "Ballerina" for 30 days—then decide whether to join.

Fill out and mail the coupon below, and we'll send you Ballerina by Anthony Cipriano. Live with it for 30 days. At the end of that time, if you want to join Sculpture Collectors, simply send us our $10 membership fee. And keep Ballerina as your free gift for joining, along with a complimentary subscription to an authoritative sculpture journal, The Foundry Mark.

Sculpture Collectors

Please enroll me as a member and send me my introductory gift of membership, Cipriano's Ballerina, cast in Foundry-Stone. If I choose, I may return it within 30 days, thereby canceling membership. Otherwise, I will pay my $10 lifetime dues. I have no obligation to buy anything, now or ever.

One membership per family. Offer available only in U.S.A.

15 DO
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Never buy a fine French wine by the bottle. Buy it by the label.

B & G. It's the easy way to be sure.
B & G. It's 245 years of wine making. The choice of the reds and whites from the great wine provinces of France since 1725.
B & G. It's this beautiful wine and 35 others—a whole library of fine French wines in a two-letter word.

B & G. French made easy.
BARTON & GUESTIER, 36 FINE WINES IN ONE FINE FAMILY.

Imported by General Wine and Spirits Company, Browne-Vintners Division, NYC.
When I was young, I used to find great pleasure in imagining myself sitting at the head of a great big double bed in the middle of a huge room, completely surrounded with books. My real-life room and bed are considerably smaller than I used to envision, but the books are there. Books are my constant companions and my best friends. If I suddenly came into a lot of money, I think I would spend it on travel and books—books I've had my eye on but have considered self-indulgent, books to give as presents to my friends, and, for my own old favorite books that are dog-eared and worn, brand-new bindings.

Bindings are a very extravagant luxury, but there are some books I am so fond of—decorating and architecture books and even some fiction I've reread several times—that I feel they deserve as beautiful a place to live as I can possibly give them. Each binding should suit the contents of the book. For instance, I see a book on Louis XV decoration in a baroque color like red or orange, one on Louis XVI in a classical green or blue. I have seen only one beautiful instance of a collection of books bound all alike. A Greek scholar I knew had all his old classics rebound in vellum that varied in color from pale cream to the amber tone of honey. Never, never would I have matched bindings by the yard. I hear some people even buy their books by the yard, never reading a word of them. They might just as well put up plywood panels covered with backstraps. People who simply do not read should fill their apartments not with books, but with evidence of their interest in other things.

My one contribution to the actual design of furniture was the set of brass bookcases I made for Cole Porter's apartment, and which I also have at home. Perhaps it is significant that I did not design something to sit on, or to have dinner at, but something to hold books. Bookshelves should be
a matter of thought and imagination rather than expense. Of course you can have brass, glass, or solid oak, but you can also buy shelves by the mile of plain unfinished pine from the carpenter or the department store. You can have them finished in any color lacquer, or covered with leather or rattan, or marbledized. You can paint them yourself, or edge them with tooled leather. My one piece of advice: the more the better. I love to see doors and windows completely surrounded by bookshelves as though someone had cut openings right through the wall of books. I love to find, every time I visit a family, a few more little bookshelves that have sprung up since the last time I was there. Books will grow in a house like a vine if you just provide something to support them.

Breakfronts make beautiful bookcases, especially the big ones that look built-in. I know a small library on Long Island that was actually constructed around two enormous antique mahogany breakfronts—shelves above, cabinets below—that extend almost the entire length of two opposite walls. Their fronts are flush with the walls, which turns their bulk into great depth. What I don't like are books arranged in breakfronts with porcelain birds and Lowestoft plates. That reduces the books to mere decorative objects, which I think is criminal. I don't think bookcases should have glass doors either. In a French room I might reluctantly allow grillwork, but generally I think you should be able to read a title from across the room, and take a book down instantly, without the nuisance of opening a door. If the books are old and rare and fragile, by all means put them behind glass—and keep the door locked. They are not reading matter, in this instance, they are treasured possessions.

Breakfronts should be easy to get at

love to see books piled on tables, but I don’t mean those coffee-table books that people get as presents, then go mad trying to figure out what to do with them. I’ve actually seen stacks of them used in a living room as tables, complete with candles. Imagine what would happen if you wanted to take one of those books out and look at it. What I do mean are piles of books to read, to use, to refer to—like the ones Pauline Rothschild has stacked around her bed.

To give a charge of energy

How exciting it is to visit someone and find the book of the moment—politics, ecology, whatever—right there on the living-room table. It might be the one open current from the outside world in an otherwise peaceful retreat. But
Surprise! It's pure luxurious linen to the eye and touch. But 75% Dacron® makes it carefree as can be. Permanently pressed (no ironing), machine washable, soil releasing, elegant beauty with no bother.

Colors galore, all House & Garden right. A complete range of sizes. Mix or match cloths and napkins for exciting combinations. At all fine stores everywhere.

Let yourself go!

Colors designed in 1971 House & Garden Colors... your choice of 14

© Du Pont Registered trade mark

BARDWIL & CO • NEW YORK • FIFTH AVENUE
Jingle Bells

J&B Rare pours more pleasure.
it charges the whole house with energy, and makes for instant conversation. You can carry even this pleasant idea to extremes, however. One brilliant English decorator used to keep a basket by the sofa filled with a bargain-basement pandemonium of the latest books. She called it keeping abreast of the times. I call it showing off.

There isn’t a room in the house—including the bathroom—where books aren’t first-class decoration. I can’t imagine a guest room without at least one small bookcase, or if there isn’t enough room, shelves built in under the windows. Good guest-room books could be volumes of current short stories, or best-selling paperbacks you can lend without worrying about their return. I never lend hardbound books I love unless I’m sure the borrower will treat them with respect and be meticulous about returning them. The replacement copy of a book that has been lost just isn’t the same as that original familiar volume.

Rooms for books aren’t pine-paneled dens any more, nor need they have dark walnut walls like those in traditional town houses. Bedrooms and dining rooms are being turned into libraries. Other people plan serious libraries, with walls of books to the ceiling, library steps, and a table in the center. And they make sure there are enough comfortable chairs to read in—or have dinner. I have friends whose large entrance hall stretches to the left and right of the front door. They have lined each wing with floor-to-ceiling bookshelves and placed a great red lacquer table in the middle.

When you decorate with books, no room color is wrong. In very small intimate libraries I lean toward the deep, rich warm colors. But pale ones are also beautiful, as they are in a summer villa in the south of France where the library was designed as a cool, quiet room. Its walls are strié the color of straw, the furniture is a yellow and green print, the windows overlook a grove of olives. I know another library—in a Pennsylvania farmhouse—that has pure white walls and a Scotch plaid rug, with scarlet furniture and red flannel curtains. In winter, it’s the coziest room in the world. I would never have dreamed of a blue library, but in the Château Mouton-Rothschild the lofty library walls are all painted a deep soft blue, the furniture is blue velvet, and the shelf sections are divided by vertical beams marbleized in blue. The books—of every color imaginable—just sit on their shelves and glow.
There are thirty-three Weldwood panels under $8.95. One for every room in our castle.

For our turret room we used Weldwood's newest: Estate. Specially priced at just $5.49.

You don't have to pay a fortune to get genuine Weldwood paneling. Or settle for a choice between dark walnut or light walnut.

New Estate ($5.49 for 5/32" panel), a dramatic, textured lauan available in six handsome colors, is just one of thirty-three Weldwood panels priced under $8.95. You can make your selection from a wide variety of woods, and finishes from the darkest tones to the very lightest—to match any decorating style.

Whether your problem is a big house or a small budget (or both), the name to remember is Weldwood.

See your local lumber or building supply retailer. Or your Weldwood Headquarters Dealer, listed in the Yellow Pages under Plywood.

Make your move to WELDWOOD PANELING

U.S. Plywood

Panel prices are the manufacturer's suggested retail prices and do not include installation.
You're invited to a feast... for the eyes.

Detail from The Wedding of Cana by Paolo Veronese—one of the 131 sparkling, full-color illustrations in Louvre/Paris.
And the first course is the Louvre in Paris...

GIN with the Winged Victory of Samothrace: she's over 2,000 years old—but every bit as inspiring as the day she was created. Move on to another famous lady, the Mona Lisa; see if you can decipher the meaning behind her famous, enigmatic smile.

Then browse through the most famous collection of Impressionist paintings ever assembled, including Monet's "Impression, Sunrise", awash with sunlight...Gauguin's Tahiti, alive with color, contrast and mystery... Van Gogh's final self-portrait—bright, primeval—disconcertingly prophetic.

Continue your tour of the Louvre. Stroll through the most beautiful corridors and galleries on Earth. Stop and admire the arts of ancient Mesopotamia—there's never been anything to compare with their fabulous idwld art. Let your eyes roam across the surface of a Byzantine Mosaic; can you pick out the detail that delighted ancient emperors?

And you can keep going, as long as you wish. There are endless delights in the Louvre—paintings and sculpture...friezes...jewelry...facts and fantasies. They span centuries and styles, encompassing the greatest artistic achievements of mankind.

It's truly a visual feast. And it's only the beginning, since Louvre/Paris is the first volume in Newsweek's unparalleled new art series, Great Museums of the World.

Louvre/Paris is a giant clothbound book with 131 illustrations—every one painstakingly reproduced in full color. As your introduction to this remarkable new series, this impetuous volume can now be yours to in-

An unprecedented publishing project

What is the Great Museums series?

It's a never-before library of art books that lets you explore the world of great art as if you were taking a personal tour: museum by museum. And it brings the entire panorama of man's creative genius into your home for you, your family, your friends to enjoy for years to come.

The quality and scope of the series is un-
ivalved—with public and critical acclaim rarely heard in art circles. Publisher's Weekly considers these volumes "superlative". "An extraordinary home library of museum experiences" is how The Cleveland Plain Dealer described them. And the reviewer in The Washington Post's Book World found the series "very beautiful".

The color photography—one of the most outstanding features of the books—was all specially commissioned by the publisher. A team of expert Japanese art photographers was sent to the world's most famous mu-

...every one with all photographs in dram-
atic color.

Compute the price...

The price per volume? Amazingly enough, it's only $6.95 (plus a modest shipping and handling charge). That's right. Only $6.95 is all you pay for each luxurious volume in Newsweek's Great Museums series—even though the quality of the paper, the color reproduction, the binding and the authoritative text are comparable to that of art volumes costing more than twice the price.

Feast your eyes—for ten days—free

Don't miss this no-risk opportunity to begin your collection of these distinctive volumes in such a convenient and inexpensive way. Our plan, you'll find, is indeed simple:

1. The reply form will bring your copy of Louvre/Paris (176 pages; 9 1/2" x 11 3/4" overall) to examine at your leisure for ten days—without cost or obligation.

2. At the same time, you may choose—as a free gift, to keep—a beautiful 21" x 27" master-

3. If you're not thoroughly delighted with Louvre/Paris, return it in ten days—and owe no-

4. On the other hand, should you decide to keep Louvre/Paris, just send $6.95 (plus the small shipping and handling charge). You will then receive future volumes of Great Museums at regular two-month intervals—every one as lavish and dynamic as the first...every one with all photographs in dram-

5. Each volume will be offered on the same ten-day free examination basis—at the same low price of only $6.95 each, plus shipping and handling.

6. At no time are you under any obligation to buy. You accept as few or as many of the books as you wish—there's no minimum. Build your library at your own pace, accord-
ing to your own preferences. And you're free to cancel whenever you decide.

No money to send now.

No obligation ever!

With nothing to risk, but much to gain—don't you agree that it will certainly be worth your while just to examine Louvre/Paris for ten days...at our expense?

Send for your first "feast" today. Merely fill out and mail the postpaid reply form—and be sure to tell us which of the three canvas prints you want as your free gift. If the reply form is missing, write to:

Newsweek/Great Museums of the World
144 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10022

Special Deluxe Edition—also available

If you prefer, you may choose Louvre/Paris and all future volumes in your library—in a special Deluxe Edition. This exquisite binding is handsomely tooled in gold, has the look and feel of custom-bound leather volumes that would cost you as much as $25. Yet, you pay only $2.00 more per book. There is a special box on the reply form; be sure to check it if you wish each of your volumes in the Deluxe Edition.
Now, for every woman: the second deodorant™ you may need whether you know it or not.

Norforms, the internal deodorant, stop feminine odor where it starts.

Sure, your underarm deodorant protects you. Under your arms. But what about an even more serious odor problem—internal feminine odor? For that you need Norforms, the second deodorant™. It's every woman's worry...

Germs inside you every day cause internal odor—an odor different from the one on the outer vaginal area. So even regular bathing or feminine sprays won't solve the problem. They can't get inside to give protection internally where this problem starts. And many doctors say you shouldn't douche daily.

Is there any solution?

Yes. Norforms...the internal deodorant. Just insert! These tiny suppositories spread an antiseptic germ-killing film to stop odor internally where it starts. And they're so safe, you can use Norforms as often as necessary to feel fresh and secure.

Make your second deodorant, Norforms, the internal deodorant.

FREE ... 12-page booklet, "Answers to Questions Women Ask Most Often." Send coupon to: The Norwich Pharmacal Company, Dept. HG-12, Norwich, New York 13815.

Name
Street
City
State Zip

Don't forget to use your zip code.

The Norwich Pharmacal Company

SOME NOTES ON

GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH

BY REBECCA WARFIELD

HOW TO GIVE A GARDEN OF EDEN FOR CHRISTMAS THIS YEAR . . .

It's so much easier when you stop wrecking your brains trying to remember what someone once said they thought they liked—when you stop trying to figure out a person's type (do you really know any types?) and when you stop wrestling with the unknown. It's so much simpler when you do something entirely different or perfectly natural and just give someone those things that almost all the people on earth know and react to instinctively—the tremendous pleasures of flowers or fruits and, with them a note saying something enormously flattering that you really mean . . .

APPLES are rarely used in fragrance, but there seems to be a whole orchard in Lanvin's winey, racy, Rumeur ($8.50 for a quarter of an ounce).

CARNATIONS. There's a legend that won't be stillled—though scientists say it isn't so—that carnations are aphrodisiac. In any case, Mary Chess has a famous Carnation that smells like sugar and spice ($6 for a quarter of an ounce) . . . Roger & Gallet's Blue Carnation has an Edwardian elegance ($12 for half an ounce) . . . Oeillet Maritime is a delicious wild carnation from France at Caswell-Massey ($13.50 for an ounce). There are dozens of long-stemmed carnations packed into Caron's famous Belodgia ($6 for an eighth of an ounce).

GARDENIAS. Their knockout punch—so right in nature—doesn't always survive in fragrance, so you have to watch it. However these are very tasty translations . . . Mary Chess's Gardenia ($8.50 for a quarter of an ounce) . . . Chanel's splendid Gardenia ($8.50 for a quarter of an ounce) . . . and we all know that Elizabeth Taylor adores Tuvache's Jungle Gardenia ($12.50 for half an ounce).

GERANIUMS are a most unusual pleasure in Lanvin's bitey, greeney, original Spanish Geraniums ($5 for two ounces of mist).

HELIOTROPE is a most remarkably delicious purple flower—its uniqueness caught precisely in Caswell-Massey's Heliotrope ($25 an ounce).

HYACINTHS to restore the soul—Ann Havilland's Blue Hyacinth spray perfume ($3.50 for one quarter of an ounce).

JASMINE is very intense, transporting and part of the magic in most great perfume compositions, but Le Gallion lets you have it straight ($15 for a half ounce) . . . and a sweet, wild jasmine, Jasmin des Bois by La Ducale is at Caswell-Massey ($15 for an ounce and an eighth).

LAVENDER is surprisingly full of beans, so why not reverse
All my men wear English Leather. Every one of them.

"All my men wear English Leather. Every one of them."

ENGLISH LEATHER COLOGNE, $3.00

LIME AFTER SHAVE, $2.50

GIFT SETS, $3.00 TO $10.00

PRODUCTS OF MEM COMPANY INC., NORTHVALE, N.J., ©1970
A magnificent gift box, of early Colonial design, featuring our justly famous Tricorn scent. Contains 3 ounces of cologne and 3 ounces of Shave lotion $8.00

**English Pomander Ball**
- a traditional Gift!

A whole Seville orange, aromatically treated and painstakingly mounted with studded cloves. For perfuming the linen or clothes closet. Enclosed in a gold cardboard box together with its romantic story. $4.50

**CM’s Giant Size Soap**
Dangling by a Rope!

Our celebrated Vegesperm soap suffused with our selected distillate of bitter sandalwood. Lasts and lasts to the final luxurious bubble! Nestled in a metallic gold sheathed, see-through box. $5.00

---

**GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH continued from page 16**

the usual procedure and give lavender to that super-swinger on your list . . . either the unbeatable classic English Lavender by Yardley of London ($3.50 for two and a half ounces) or exotic Lavender-Tabac Eau de Cologne by Patricia House ($5 for one and three quarter ounces) . . . never for your grandmother.

**Lemon** is extremely sensuous in a Spray of Naté, bath and body perfume by Jean Naté ($3.75 for an ounce) and also Eau de Love by Menley and Charles ($3.75 for two ounces) . . . for gentlemen, the best of two fruits in Caswell-Massey's Lemony-Lime ($10 for four ounces).

**Lilacs** can go on breeding “memory and desire” in Mary Chess's White Lilacs ($6 for a quarter of an ounce) . . . in Lilac Blue by La Ducale [$15 for one and one eighth ounces] at Caswell-Massey . . . in New York State’s own Highland Lilac by Lilac-Time of Rochester ($4.50 for an ounce of the essence).

**Lily of the Valley** is supposed to bring luck to those who wear it, as it says in the title of Muguet des Bonheur by Caron ($8.25 for one quarter of an ounce) . . . and then there’s the celebrated Muguet des Bois by Coty, sweet and wild ($5 for one fifth of an ounce) and Le Gallion’s beautiful Lily of the Valley ($18.50 for one and one fifth ounces).

**Lime**. A super-cooler. Iced Lime, a man’s cologne by Atkinson’s of London ($4.50 for four ounces) . . . and limes by the galore in Royall Lyme—an after-shave lotion for gentlemen, a cologne for gentlewomen ($5 for four ounces.)

**Magnolia** is the word for romance in the Southern states—White Magnolia Eau de Parfum by Helena Rubinstein ($2.75 for two ounces).

**Oranges.** Caswell-Massey’s No. 6 Cologne for Men is made from orange blossoms and their new Pomander Cologne is pungent with bitter-sweet orange peel ($4 for three ounces) . . . Orang Eau de Cologne by Patrician House ($2.50 for an ounce) and quite a hit of Chiaro's charisma is due to the bright tang of the orange's skin ($7.50 for three and three-quarter ounces) . . . many oranges stir around in Citruswood, Elizabeth Arden’s cologne for men ($5.50 for four ounces).

**Patchouli.** This strange, strong plant from India, so highly prized at present, haunts the jasmine in Kenneth’s interesting perfume Ramu ($18.50 for half an ounce).

**Roses. Look at all these roses . . . Damask Rose (it's a blush-red flower) by La Ducale at Caswell-Massey ($15 for one and one eighth ounces) . . . White Rose, pure and deep, by Caswell-Massey ($25 an ounce) . . . Red Roses by Yardley of London ($2.50 for two ounces of toilet water) . . . La Rose, tender and true, by Marcel Rochas ($10 for one quarter of an ounce) . . . There are armloads of roses in Caron’s exhilarating Joy. Your note with Joy could read “I know this will be a self-fulfilling prophecy” ($5 for one eighth of an ounce).

**Tuberoses** are not roses but small creamy-white flowers of the lily family with an intense, passionate fragrance. Not everyone can wear them, but when you can, wow . . . Tuberose by Mary Chess ($10 for half an ounce) . . . and...
Andrea's new

**EYECOLOGY**

the beginning of a beautiful relationship between your eyes and the rest of your face

Find your face...Fit the lash!

**TRIANGULAR?**

Play it soft! Choose any personalized ANDREA style that concentrates length and thickness of lashes at center of eyes, for a wide-open, more rounded look. Complete the effect with Lower Lid lashes on transparent band.

- Natural Medium Flutters
- Natural Sunbursts
- Starlites
- Medium Spidery

**SQUARE?**

Play it "way out!" Try some of these ANDREA lashes that sweep out long and lush at the corners of your eyes, for a look that's feline and sexy. Make it a devastating double play, by adding Lower Lid lashes.

- Feathery
- Standard Sunbursts
- Heavy Exotics
- Heavy Spidery

**OVAL?**

Play the field! Yours is the classic shape that other women try to emulate. Every ANDREA lash becomes you—so, take your choice from these and the many other styles in the world's greatest custom collection of eye fashions.

- Medium Demi Flutters
- Long Janes
- Sultry Points
- Natural Heavy Flutters

Show your face to your personal ANDREA eyedresser at a nearby cosmetics counter. Whether it's one of these basic types or one of your own, she'll make your eyes shape up.

**Andrea**

100% EUROPEAN HAIR Real Lashes
FOR THE REAL WOMAN

© 1970 Andrea Raab Corp.
THOUGHTS FOR THE HOSTESS
BY MARY MOON HEMINGWAY

We're told 'tis the season to be jolly. Jolly, perhaps, joyful certainly. But when all is said and done, there's a radiant seriousness about Christmas that withstands the most mawkish assaults, the most shallow sentimentalizing. I'm all for celebrating Christmas in all seriousness. For instance, when planning your holiday consider bringing a party to someone in the hospital or homebound—a party complete with tree, trimmings, food, and a few friends. It's well to take all ages seriously, too. One of my favorite holiday parties is a "ladies' luncheon" for my eleven-to-thirteen-year-old friends. I do it up with all the elegance I can muster, patty shells and finger bowls and frills. They love it.

If you want unhampered jollification, there's nothing so refreshing as a children's party even if your own young are no longer quite that young. Gather together a bunch of kids and let surprise be the keynote. Have them come dressed in costume, perhaps as a favorite hero or heroine, as one of the saints particular to the twelve days of Christmas, as mythical animals, or in ethnic dress. Finger food is recommended—cold barbecued spareribs, cold fried drumsticks, carrot and celery sticks, potato chips, buttered biscuits, lots and lots of punch—the wilder the mixture of soda, fruit juices, and sherbet, the better. For dessert, a prize cake and candied apples. For entertainment, surprise them with a spider web and guessing games (identifying objects by taste, touch, sight, and smell), and for a finale, a surprise take-home package pulled from a fish pond, a Jack Horner pie (made from a hatbox), or a piñata. Just clear one room and let the party swing.

To entertain my own peer group during the holidays, I like an open-ended brunch with drinking before, after, or during according to choice. Lots of creamed finnan haddie and potatoes diced in cream; paper-thin blueberry and buckwheat pancakes; a variety of muffins, jams and jellies; spiced applesauce; fresh pineapple sticks, and a big macedoine of fruit as a first or last course depending upon the whim of the eater.

For homesick transplants, for sentimentalists, or just for good eating, how about a gift of an old-time New England food: baked beans (the yellow-eyed kind), brown bread with raisins, Indian pudding, corned beef hash, or a great group of pickles and relishes—Christmas from Vermont, as nostalgic as a paisley shawl? Plymouth Products of Plymouth, Va., offers all of these as well as wheels of their superlative native cheeses. Country fare with flair. Naturally Plymouth has an excellent maple syrup, too.

A great present for any family, whether they have everything or not, is fresh holly flown from Oregon. The Brownells of Milwaukie, Ore., have been shipping holly from their holly farm in bunches or sprays, arrangements, wreaths, or swags for over fifty years. In addition to the usual dark green variety, they also have rare silver or gold variegated hollies. They even sell holly corsages and holly honey.

Continued on page 24

PERSONAL SHOWER

At last, a shower just for you. It's completely controllable. You can hold it in your hand; adjust its spray. Or use it as a wall shower at any height you prefer. Bathe with complete freedom as you have never bathed before. Shower without wetting your hair. Pamper yourself with soak and spray tub baths for that soothing, relaxing satisfaction so welcome to your body and nerves. Add an Alsons Personal Shower to your bath. 22 models to select from. Available with brush and bidet attachments, wherever finer home products and plumbing goods are sold.
When you want STYLE and COMFORT...it's LA-Z-BOY®!

Selecting your style will be a shopping pleasure, as there are numerous LA-Z-BOY® styles to fit your favorite room decor. LA-Z-BOY® chairs are available in a breath-taking array of decorative colors and fabrics featuring DuPont ZePel Soil and Stain Repeller. DEMAND A GENUINE LA-Z-BOY®. There are many imitations, but only one LA-Z-BOY®. See your authorized LA-Z-BOY® dealer today.

NEW TOTAL ACTION
DU PONT
ZE PEL
SOIL/STAIN REPELLE
Christmas is a glorious gift to be shared

Part cruise director, part Louisa May Alcott, part Saint Bernard is one formula for keeping your family in the best of spirits over the Christmas holidays. That—and believing.

Believe, and know that Christmas is a gift, a glorious gift, a privilege to be shared. It's anticipation, participation, a certain pride, and certainly no time for prejudices. No one is ever too old for Christmas. Where can you find a more attractive older man than Mr. Claus?

The most important step is not to venture near the market place the week before Christmas. Everything should be done. The garlands swagged; the wreaths, whether they be of wheat or spruce, rounded and bowed; the presents wrapped. It's a tinsel challenge, but once it's done you're golden. It makes it so much easier to follow the star.

That's the week for traditions to come home again. The week to help your younger children make those oilcloth cornucopias filled with cranberries for the bird tree. The week for lingering visits with older aunts and uncles you might not see as much as you would like other parts of the year. It's a time to take your godchild for a soda fling, your grandchild to The Nutcracker Suite. It's the time to give, rather than give up.

It was the Duchess of Bedford who first showed me the light. One December years ago, when our four young children were meant to be napping but were probably opening all the windows of the Advent calendars, I read a magazine article telling me how the Duchess prepared for Christmas. Over the year she would collect treasures and store them in her seventeenth-century armoire. Then when the season arrived, she was ready, she was relaxed. A relaxed mother at Christmas, after all, is one of the best spirits of all.

I still haven't an armoire, and that red wagon with "Chieftain" on its side would never have squeezed in, but I do gather and make gifts throughout the year. Maybe one gift will only be a beautiful, long peacock feather, but I know just the right person for a peacock feather.

This fall, when our orchard was laden, we made apple pie after apple pie with a twist of lemon on top, as well as bread with a touch of honey. These will come out of the deep freeze the week before Christmas, wrapped in lavender and white checked gingham, tied with a red ribbon and delivered to friends. Once I'm ready for Christmas, I'm ready for anything. As for my husband, his spirits were at their peak, he claims, the Christmas Eve he discovered I had stopped buying toys to assemble.

With children in the house, Christmas spirits are usually so high you don't need any extra voltage. You just have to be sure they're on the right current and keep them generating.

This year our older son made our Christmas card, a photograph of an airy blossom of Queen Anne's lace that looks like a crystal snowflake. And the minute the school holiday begins, the other son can hardly wait to start testing those fickle Christmas tree lights. The girls' needlepoint pillows will be finished, I hope, for the needles are big, the pillows small.

But you mustn't let your expectations be too great. The same photographer son may decide he would rather sing carols with a young lady than with his family on Christmas Eve. Even traditions sometimes have to bow down to another kind of star.

Still, the sharing of traditions seems to be one of the happier ingredients for good spirits. It's the service at church, the family feast, it's stockings with small presents tied on the outside as well as the tangerine in the toe, bowls of apples and walnuts, the eggnog grandfather makes only on Christmas Eve, and then only with heavy homemade cream. It's the expected and the surprise. And it's never too late to make a new tradition.

One family had no Christmas at home at all last year. Instead they gave the tree, decorated; the presents; and the full meal to a family who probably never before had such a day. Another family gives funny presents to each other on Christmas Eve that they must wear at Christmas dinner. Last year grandmother was splendid in a "Snoopy" T-shirt.

Indeed, there are all sorts of plums to pull out of your Christmas pudding to keep spirits right over the holiday. As Mr. Dickens wrote "...it is good to be children sometimes, and never better than at Christmas."

Our Christmas is very much a country Christmas. So I talked to other women in other domains, with children of different ages. Here's how they wear Christmas on their sleeves, how they keep the candles glowing:

Elizabeth's children, ages four and six, have a German nurse who brings part of her homeland to them every Christmas. "We start thinking of Christmas, thanks to Greta, from the first Sunday of Advent. When we open our bedroom doors every Sunday morning we find a small surprise waiting for us, which she made herself. The first Sunday it is the Advent wreath; the second, a gingerbread man; then a star beautifully cut from golden paper; and finally on the fourth Sunday before Christmas we'll find our shoes sitting there very proud and very polished. Greta's thought and kindness make Christmas even more special for us."

Iva, on the other hand, has an elf. "He's 3 inches tall, lives in the bookcase, and the children know he's doing special before-Christmas research for Santa. He's a great help, although invisible. Then when the children get out of school, I let them decorate their own rooms and we glue and paste presents and put braid on everything possible and we pop (Continued on page 105)
Violets in the Snow . . . The simplicity of fine handmade Milk Glass, the delightfully contrasting accent of sparkling crystal and the delicate beauty of hand painted sprays of Violets. Each a personalized creation because of the care and skill of human hands. Violets are a beauty worth collecting . . . A loveliness worth sharing.

Wildflowers in winter. *Wildflowers wrought in iron,* painted to life, gathered together to form a candlestick or larger candelabrum, an enchantment anytime, but even more so blooming midwinter on a dining table. A mixture of familiar blossoms, buttercups, et al., may be set off with live greens tucked in and around them for vernal freshness. On a New Year’s table they would hint at the promise of spring to come. The Mayhew shop “grows” them.

Color me red and green and sprinkle me with snow—the cliché picture of Christmas. Wouldn’t it be just as gratifying to color Christmas the way it is wherever you are, using local glory rather than the foreign and the exotic? When we were living in the tropics, we set a festive table all in green—green cloth, green glass plates, masses of green and white caladium leaves with limes and smooth-skinned avocados heaped high in the center. On the other side of the coin, I like to think about the Christmas table when I was a child in New England—white damask cloth, polished apples, rose hips, bayberry and barley and fir tips in a pewter bowl, all lighted by bayberry candles in pewter stands. In the Southwest, you might mass small pots of succulents with squatty candles, and if you are lucky enough to have one, a santo or terra-cotta *nacimiento* group. Christmas comes in all colors.

The whoopee enjoined for New Year’s Eve pleases me just about as much as the canned carols that have assailed my ears since Thanksgiving. A pox on forced hilarity. Instead, a group of us has gathered for many years in each other’s homes to face the future together with the emphasis on **quiet recreation coupled with haute cuisine.** The party starts late in the afternoon at one house with high tea, sandwiches to cakes, for dinner is late. After a reasonable time, back home again for rest and dressing, the group regathers in black tie and finery in another house. We round robin the locations annually. A slow-paced cocktail hour with a sufficiency of smoked salmon, caviar, pâté, whatever fancy we fancy precedes dinner, which is always special—perhaps a crown roast of lamb, asparagus, wheat pilaf, and a triumphent dessert. Everyone contributes something so that no one is overworked. At the stroke of midnight we toast each other and our hopes in champagne, then throw the dime-store glasses in the fireplace. As Pepys would have it, “And so to bed.” No straining for frantic fun.

**Have you ever thought:**

- Of “buttering” a steak or baked potato with Bour­

  sin cheese, that subtly herbed, cream-type French cheese? Incidentally it may be frozen if wrapped in plastic wrap, then in a plastic bag. Thaw it via the refrigerator.

- Of filling fresh or canned peach halves with chutney,

  baking them, and serving as an accompaniment to turkey?

- Of *carillon music* on tape or record as background

  music for a holiday open house?

- Of *permeating the house with pine scent* before

  a tree trimming party to set the mood?

- Of making *hollandaise sauce* with orange or lime

  juice instead of lemon for an interesting change?

(A) LADYLITE: Gold tone $14.95.

(B) LADYLITE: Hand-engraved cat $19.95.

(C) LADYLITE: Hand-engraved floral $22.50.

(D) PETITE: Sable finish $13.95.

(E) PETITE: Gold tone $14.95.

**Ronson, of course**

A bevy of beautiful butane lighters by Ronson . . .

exquisitely decorated, delicately styled. A very feminine, efficient and attractive way to light your fire.
When your family stands up, will your dishwasher lie down?

A dishwasher never gets a holiday, but holidays are a lot of extra work. There's all the family, and all those dishes. For your own peace of mind, get a KitchenAid dishwasher.

It'll take load after load, day after day. Because it's built better to work better and last longer.

When you're the world's oldest and largest maker of commercial dishwashers, with over 80 years experience, you just can't lie down on the job.

We test-run every dishwasher before it leaves the factory.

So before the holidays get to you, get to your KitchenAid dealer. He's in the Yellow Pages. Or send the coupon.

KitchenAid Dishwasher Division, Dept. ODA-12
The Hobart Manufacturing Company,
Troy, Ohio 45373
Send me free literature on KitchenAid dishwashers:
Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State __ Zip ____________
The 7am chair.
It's a Berkline.

Wait till they see Floyd. Trouble is he thinks he's a person. He doesn't realize how big he is, or how heavy. But I don't mind. That's what I'm here for, I guess. If I'm good enough for the rest of them to stretch out and relax in, I'm good enough for Floyd. He knows a comfortable chair when he sees one. And in case of an accident, I know my Scotchgard® protector will save me.

Be sure to stop in at the Berkline dealer near you. And also write for a free brochure. The Berkline Corporation, P.O. Box 100 HG-2, Morristown, Tennessee 37814.

The magnificent impostors, Mayfair by Berkline.

Christopher Owen, thirty-two, was born in New York City, went to architectural school at the University of Virginia, and did postgraduate work at Columbia. He started his own architectural practice in New York City four years ago and has done office projects, brownstone renovations, and designed several houses. "I'm definitely not a specialist," he says. His weekend house on Block Island, see page 82, was very much a team effort, with his wife, Sylvia, a talented, professional interior designer, working on the inside.

How should one go about finding land for a weekend house?
I believe people can be divided into two types, mountain people and sea people. The first thing is to decide which type you are. Then it's essential for the land to be within easy reach of wherever you are living. It's no good if you have a drive of six hours or more. I would say look for a larger piece of land than you actually need, with the idea of reselling part of it. With today's escalating land prices, this may give you land for your house at little or no cost, and you can also control your neighbors. We have done this, in fact, selling off three acres of our original six-and-a-half-acre lot.

How important is privacy for a weekend house?
Very important, particularly if you want a salable house. We are virtually protected on all four sides from any building that's apt to take place within the next few years. On one side there's a farm; over the hill, a yacht club; and below the land, a tidal marsh. We are, in essence, very well protected.

Your house was completed in six months—even with a contractor coming over with workmen from the mainland and all the problems of transporting materials. How was this done?
Continued on page 28
This is the best toaster you can buy.
Even if it only toasted bread.

No, we’re not putting you on. It’s true. Our toaster does more than anybody else’s. That’s because it’s an oven, too.

We call it Toast-R-Oven®. It bakes potatoes, makes a mini-meat loaf, pops popovers, top browns cheese sandwiches. Does hors d’oeuvres, biscuits, croissants, muffins.

Even if it only toasted bread, this Toast-R-Oven still would be great. It takes on almost any shape or size bread. Even thinks for you. Opens its door when the toast is done.

From General Electric, where else.

*Trademark General Electric Company"
Well, it's a small house to begin with, but the contractor really kept at it. It was an unusual design and it offered a challenge. I might add that most people on the island thought it was lunacy to build such a house. They think mainly of putting up a prefab in the fastest possible time, but of course, this wouldn't have suited our purposes. In fact, it's only the second contemporary house on Block Island.

Does a contemporary house like this need a lot of supervising?

Not really any more than a conventional house. At the outset I went up once every three or four weeks. Once when the foundations were set, then when the framing was one third up, and maybe twice more before the house was completely framed. You have to spend more time supervising as work progresses because so many details have to be reviewed.

Why did you choose red cedar wood for your house?

Wood is good in a salt air climate. Materials that tend to rust or need a lot of maintenance in terms of painting don't make a great deal of sense. In general, choosing materials is a matter of each individual situation, but an excessive variety of materials is unfortunate. They should be reduced to the simplest number. Don't try to overdo it.

Should a weekend house be designed for the future or just with today's needs in mind?

We planned our house looking ahead to the future. We have no children now, but the house allows for an expansion of our family. This is why the guest quarters are on the first floor, completely isolated and well away from the bunk rooms at the top of the house, which will eventually be children's rooms. The children will not disturb the guests.

You seem to have so much room—for bedrooms—in a tiny house. How was this achieved?

Cutting down on the bedroom space and making bunk rooms was a major factor. They are as simple as possible with storage drawers under the bunks and hanging space behind the doors. You don't need lots of space for things in a weekend house.

Was the house designed with thoughts about easy maintenance?

Yes, my wife and I feel that a weekend house must be simple to run. It's no fun if you get away to the sea and then find you have lots of chores to do. That's why we chose oak floors that can be easily vacuumed. The all-electric kitchen has a self-cleaning oven, dishwasher, and garbage disposer. There's very little exterior paint work to need redoing every year. Also very little furniture indoors—we tend to loll on the floor on cushions and look at the view. And we're leaving the garden with wildflowers and no lawn.
First step to Fitness

EXCLUSIVE LIFE-TIME SERVICE AND REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

This Borg scale in normal use will serve you dependably for many years. Should at any time your scale not perform satisfactorily, just return it postage prepaid! See below address. INCLUDE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

If the difficulty is due to faulty materials or workmanship, we will repair or replace the scale free of charge and return it postpaid.

If the difficulty results from normal wear after many years of use, or is due to abuse, dropping or damage, we will repair your scale for a minimum charge of $1.00 plus postage up to a maximum charge of $3.00 plus postage.

Borg-Erickson Corporation
Chicago, Illinois 60651

- Beautiful—twice winner of the National Houseware’s Design Award.
- Exclusive mechanism—coined beam “first-class lever” system found on no other scale.
- Dependable—every time. Step on it twice. Compare the results.
- Safe—exclusive low-profile design and special vinyl “feet” prevent tipping and slipping.
- Warranted—every BORG carries an exclusive written lifetime warranty to assure complete customers satisfaction.
...the start-the-day weigh!

Low sleek lines, graceful shape, gay colors, and a sensible out-of-the-way handle. It's the Borg "Fiesta"...a new idea in personal scales that makes fitness fun. Beautiful for the bedroom, an attention-getter in the bath. In your choice of colors—and for the man, in woodgrain too!

$11.00

To my mind, the year's most exquisite book is Imperial Gardens of Japan (Walker/Weatherhill, $32.50 pre-Christmas then $37.50) with its absolutely breath-taking photographs by Takeji Iwamiya, many reproduced in superb color, double-page-spread size. A large book elegantly bound in purple silk, Wild Flowers of the World (Putnam, $15) represents a really first-rate buy—almost 200 beautiful paintings in color by Barbara Everard of more than 1000 wild flowers. Explanatory texts by Brian D. Morley.

Great Historic Houses of America (Coward-McCann, $19.95 until Jan. 1; then $22.50) by Phyllis Lee Levin provides a tour of fifty memorable houses spanning some 300 years of American history. Treasure Rooms of America's Mansions, Manors and Houses (Coward-McCann, $19.95 until Jan. 1; then $22.50) by Rita Reif describes fifty-four great showcases spanning more than 250 years. Look them over and take your choice. Homeowners or prospective ones will particularly appreciate The Dream House Encyclopedi (Wyden, $12.50) by Hubbard H. Cobb. The subtitle "Everything you need to know to remodel or fix up farms, barns, old mansions, vacation cottages, brownstones—or any house you now have" about sums up the contents.

TEXTILES, PORCELAIN, FURNITURE

For the already interested layman or someone in search of a new interest: Printed Textiles (Viking, $16.95) by Florence Montgomery describes and illustrates English and American cottons and linens from 1700 to 1850. Spode (Praeger, $32.50) by Leonard Whiter is a history of the Spode family, factory, and wares from 1733 to 1833. The Book of Famille...
Rose (Tuttle, $25) by George C. Williamson is neither a botanical textbook nor a French version of the Forsythe Saga, but a complete account of the Chinese porcelain made in the Yung Cheng and Ch'ien Lung periods with the rose-red color derived from a salt of gold.

People with a penchant for antique furniture should relish Early American Furniture (Knopf, $17.50) by John T. Kirk, which tells how to recognize, evaluate, and care for both primitive and sophisticated pieces of Americana.

**FOOD, BEAUTIFUL FOOD**

One of the most encompassing and interesting of the new cookbooks, An Encyclopedia of Chinese Food and Cooking (Crown, $14.95 pre-Christmas; then $17.50), by the Irving Changs and Austin Kutschers describes the various quite different Chinese cuisines and explains the implements and ingredients used in cooking. The book also has over 1000 recipes adapted to American kitchens. There is a list of stores throughout the country where ingredients can be obtained.

A most entertaining book about food—fact and anecdote filled—undoubtedly wins the longest-title-of-the-year award: The Enriched, Fortified, Concentrated, Country-Fresh, Lip-Smacking, Finger-Licking, International, Unexpurgated Foodbook (Grossman, $12.50 until Jan. 1; then $15) by James Trager. Just about everything you might wish to know about food is here—the history of all sorts of viands, regional peculiarities, superstitions, controversies (macrobiotics—good or bad? MSG—safe or dangerous?), and more. Delightful reading, tremendously informative but remember, it is not a cook book and has no recipes.

Anyone who owns Volume I of Julia Child's *Mastering...* simply BEAUTIFUL! The Borg "Virginian," richly finished in brocaded vinyl for those who want a touch of splendor while keeping fit. A highlight in the most luxurious dressing room or bath—in your choice of white, black, avocado, or gold. $13.00

The Art of French Cooking will want Volume II (Knopf, $12.50). So will everyone else—and for them you can get both volumes boxed for $25, a great present for all cooks.

**FOR CREATIVE HANDS**

We’re sure all needlepointers—both veterans and beginners—will be enthusiastic about House & Garden’s handsome and enormously instructive new book, Needlepoint Design (Morrow, $13.95 pre-Christmas, then $15.95). Written by our creative crafts editor, Louis J. Gartner, Jr., a master needlepointer himself, the book teaches you how to create your own designs, and covers everything from basic stitches, selecting canvas and wool, to transferring patterns to canvas. Bonus: more than 100 of Mr. Gartner’s lovely original designs that you can adapt directly from the book (for some of them, see page 86).

The Gloria Vanderbilt Book of Collage (Van Nostrand Reinhold, $9.95 until Jan. 1; then $12.95) tells how to make a simple and decorative collage out of materials found in any household, how to use collage in new and interesting ways. (For Miss Vanderbilt’s collages applied to gift wrapping, see page 48.)

**OTHER TIMES, OTHER PLACES**

Looking Forward (American Heritage Press, $14.95) compiled by Ray Brosseau is off-beat and fun. It is subtitled “Life in the twentieth century as predicted in the pages of American magazines from 1895 to 1905” and boy were some of these predictions on target (see the 1898 cartoon about pollution on page 41)! Particularly amusing are the reproductions of old...
BOOKS AND RECORDS FOR CHRISTMAS
continued from preceding page

magazine advertisements. The Splendours of Leningrad
(Cowles, $29.50) presents Leningrad’s buildings, parks,
streets, and—above all—its fabulous art treasures. The photos-
graphs are stunning and it may be a bit captious of me to
wish that their captions were right with them rather than in

RECORDED MUSIC AND SPOKEN WORDS

There is a wide choice of music brilliantly reproduced on
records to give as Christmas presents. This being the year of
the Beethoven Bicentennial, there has been a flood of Bee-
thoven recordings. Here are three worth considering:
The Complete Piano Trios (Columbia M5 30065, $29.98) with
the Istomin-Stern-Rose trio; The Five Piano Concertos
(RCA VCS-6417, $12.98) with Artur Rubinstein; The
Thirty-Two Piano Sonatas (London, CSP-2, $50) with
Wilhelm Backhaus.

For the opera buff: Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin
(Melodiya/Angel, SRCL-4115, $17.98) conducted by Mstislav
Rostropovich with members of the Bolshoi opera. Bizet’s
Carmen (Angel, SCL-3767, $17.98), the 1875 Opéra-
Comique version with Grace Bumbry, Jon Vickers, Mirella
Freni. Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice (London, OSA-1265,
$11.96) with Marilyn Horne, Pilar Lorengar. Meyerbeer’s
Les Huguenots (London, OSA-1437, $24) with Joan Suth-
erland, Martina Arroyo. And for devotees of sacred music,
Verdi’s Requiem (Columbia M2 30060, $11.98) in a new
recording with Martina Arroyo, Placido Domingo, Ruggero
Raimondi, conducted by Leonard Bernstein.

A chance to hear two giants of the music world discuss
their work and their lives is offered in two handsome
packaged Columbia albums: Nine Masterpieces Con-
ducted by the Composer Igor Stravinsky (D55-77,
$29.98) is a six-album record. On five of them, Stravinsky con-
ducts his own music; the sixth is a recording of Stravinsky
conducting a rehearsal and also reminiscing. Pablo Casals
(M5 30069, $29.98) is a five-record, limited edition, box-
album with many of the legendary Casals performances, som-
what available for the first time on LP’s. One record is devoted
to Casals himself telling about his life in music and his quest for
world peace. Both albums contain handsomely produced
booklets about their subject and complete discographies.

Records of the spoken word make excellent presents for
the literati among your acquaintances. Caedmon, the name
predominant in the field, has John Steinbeck’s The Re-
Pony (TC2047, $13) read by Eli Wallach; English Re-
monic Poetry (TC3005, $19.50) read by such stalwarts of
the English stage as Claire Bloom, Anthony Quayle, Sir Ralph
Richardson. And fun, especially for children, American Tall
Tales (TC1317 and TC1320, $6.50 each) read by Ed Begley.
An unusual album The Black Experience (Spoken Art
SA3002 $39) is a six-record set of speeches, songs, poem
and historic documents tracing the history of the black ma-
in America.

And a special Christmas treat for the whole family:
America’s favorite master of light verse reading his own
Yuletime poetry in Christmas with Ogden Nash (Caed-
mon, TC1323, $6.50).
We’re on the final countdown to Christmas. The pile of brightly wrapped packages in the sewing room is growing daily, and we are all going around with check lists in our heads. Tom’s includes testing the Christmas tree lights before tree-trimming day, making sure the tall step-ladder is in good repair and readily available and that the fire extinguisher is working. Tina and Sally have organized a shopping bag of wrapping paper and a tray of ribbons, tags, marking pens, scissors, and Scotch tape. We try to wrap two or three things at a time as they come from the shops, rather than making a big deal of doing everything at once. Then all I have left to do at the last minute is to stuff the stockings, which for me is the real fun.

Every year we try to add a permanent treasure to our collection of holiday decorations. Last Christmas it was a new star for the top of the tree; and this year it’s a hanging mobile candelabrum for the hall—a slivery spiral of matte-finished chromed steel, about 2½ feet high. It has thirty-three arms to hold stubby candles, and when they’re lighted it’s breathtaking. Even the gentlest draft keeps it slowly turning. The candles—we have both red and white—are special slow-burning ones that will last for a whole long evening. I found the candelabrum at Georg Jensen in New York.

This year we’re going to have more than a full house for Christmas. We’ll set an extra table in the library where I’ll use my lovely, old, faded, red damask tablecloth. For the centerpieces, both there and in the dining room, we’ll start with blocks of Styrofoam, cover them with bits of pine, fir, holly, and blue spruce, and use them as bases for bayberry candles. Then we’ll add Scandinavian birds, shellacked tangerines and lady apples, and a few small Christmas tree ornaments, all to be anchored with pieces of wire. And this year, I do not plan to spend Christmas day nursing a turkey. We’re going to have squabs from the poultry farm in the country.

Just before Christmas there always seems to be at least one extra cleaning job to do. The other day I noticed that somehow some nasty sticky spots had developed on the living room rug and bloomed all around the coffee table, so I decided it was time to try a new rug cleaner I’d heard about—Johnson’s Glory Spot Remover. I applied it directly on the spots with its own little sponge applicator, rubbed it in until it foamed, then wiped it off. My spots were stubborn, but they were improved with one shot of Glory and disappeared completely with the second. The small bottle of cleaner holds only 2½ fluid ounces, but that goes a long, long way.

I’ve always got a weather eye out for antiques that can be put to contemporary use. The other day I picked up a lovely old oyster plate that will make a great Christmas present for Barbara. I plan to fill the oyster wells with desk supplies—paper clips, rubber bands, erasers, et al.—because the clear Bristol blue border of the dish will look so pretty on the desk in her blue and green sitting room.
Isn't it time you started collecting signed originals by Waterford?

Each piece is an original work of art, made wholly by hand, with love, in Ireland. Each piece is an investment in beauty that will enchant you now and reward you ever after as it grows in value. Write for free brochure. Waterford Crystal, 225 Fifth Avenue, New York 10010.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

ANTIQUE

BY LOUISE ADE BOGER

STONEWARE JUG

This pitcher of heavy pottery belonged to my husband's family in England. Each side depicts a jousting knight. In script on the bottom is "Published by W. Ridgway, Son & Co., Hanley, September 1, 1840." I will appreciate anything you can tell me about it.

B. T.—New York, N.Y.

The impressed "Published by" marks indicate the date and by whom the design was registered. W. Ridgway, Son & Co. was active from 1838 to 1848. Many molded stoneware jugs of this type were produced in the 1830s and 1840s. Your design of the jousting knight is illustrated in Geoffrey A. Godden's book British Pottery and Porcelain.

SWEDISH SPIRIT CUP

My silver "skol" is a family heirloom from Sweden. It is 1 1/4 inches high. On the bottom are "ET," a number "03," three circles, and a mark that looks like a castle. Can you tell me where, when, and by whom it was made?

T. H. P.—Everett, Wash.

Your silver spirit cup was made by the Swedish silversmith Ernst Tengvall, who worked at Halsingborg from 1803 to 1823.

VICTORIAN SETTEE

What is the style and age of this settee? It has five carved faces of women, each of them having a different expression, in the walnut framework.

E. R.—Hartford, Ky.

Your unusual chair-back settee is in the nineteenth-century Revived Renaissance style popular about 1860 onward. Your settee rather has the look of the Rutherford B. Hayes era, 1877 to 1881. Continued on page 36.
Merry Christmas, bedroom.

Say Merry Christmas to every room in your house with LUCITE® Wall Paint. LUCITE is the paint that lets you forget about ghosts of walls and ceilings past. Whatever you cover with LUCITE wet, will stay covered after it dries.

LUCITE Wall Paint and LUCITE® Interior Enamel in 26 matching colors make it easy to give your place a bright new face for the holidays.

Get your home ready for the holidays and start giving your family a Merry Christmas right now. Pssst! Don't forget to spray the decorations, too. Do them up proper with fast-drying, easy-to-use LUCITE® Spray Paint. Pick the holiday colors you want, then just push the LUCITE button.

Look in the Yellow Pages for the LUCITE retailer nearest you. Or call 800-243-6000. Free any time, any day. Dial as you normally dial long distance. (In Conn., call 800-942-0655.)
Henredon goes to many lengths to please you.

Henredon Upholstered Furniture means grace, comfort, beauty — plus something special — value. The sofa shown here, for example, can be built to the length you specify. So you can select exactly what satisfies your upholstered furniture need. The selection of fabrics, the custom look, and the built-in comfort and quality (like the dressmaker touches on the chair) will also meet your decorating demands. Henredon Upholstered Furniture is meant to work for you — graciously — and to blend in perfectly with your other furniture. As it does here with Folio Ten, Henredon's collection of classics. For brochures showing both Henredon Upholstered Furniture and Folio Ten Collections, send $1.00 to Henredon, Dept. HG 12-70, Morganton, N. C. 28655.

Enclosed is a photograph and an attempt to copy the markings on the back of my Swallow platter. I hope you will be able to tell me from these how old it is. W. C. M.—Olympia, Wash.

The Staffordshire potter James F. Wileman operated the Foley China Works at Fenton from 1869 to 1892. According to the diamond-shaped registration mark, your pattern, "Swallow," was registered at the London Pattern Office on April 23, 1881.

The Willels Company of Trenton, N.J., was well known for its Belleek wares made during the 1880s and 1890s. Your mark, comprising a snake coiled to form a W with "Belleek" above and "Willels" below is its characteristic mark.

We inherited this table from my husband's family, native Bermudians, and were told it is a "gaming" or "hunting" table. The top is a solid piece of mahogany. Any facts about it will be appreciated.

R. H. T.—St. George's, Bermuda

Richard Goeing (note the "e") of Bristol, England used the Lamb and Flag mark with his name from about 1715. He died in 1764, so your platter was made sometime within this fifty-year span.
On July 4, 1980, your family will still be saying "thanks"

What a Christmas gift! For the whole family. Years and years of cool, clean summers. Fresh. Free of summer’s noise. Summer's humidity.

Why buy now? To have it then. But mostly to save! Money, Delay. Substitution. Indecision. Discomfort.

It's off-season. So prices are lower. The pace slower. A small down payment now reserves the equipment, the installation time, and guarantees the price! The low, low Christmas price.

But what do you put under the tree this Christmas? Your participating Lennox dealer has a special symbolic gift... one that will delight and surprise your family with news of the wonderfully big gift to come.

You'll find your nearby Lennox dealer in the Yellow Pages. Lennox Industries Inc., 782 S. 12th Avenue, Marshalltown, Iowa 50158.

Lennox Central Air Conditioning
After coffee...

enjoy **Bénédictine**

La Grande Liqueur Française

There is only one Benedictine, the liqueur made for over 400 years at the Abbey in Fecamp, France. And now, discover **Coffee D.O.M** 1½ oz. of Benedictine. A cup of hot coffee. Topped with whipped cream.

For a set of four **D.O.M** mugs, send $5 to Benedictine, Dept. D. Box 462, Trenton, New Jersey 08603

86 PROOF
What people are doing...

About Christmas this year across the country... Home-grown presents—walnuts, rosemary, mint, and thyme, pickled tomatoes and apple butter, wrapped in gingham packets and hung on a stick, bindle-style, are the Donald Johnstons’ way of saying Merry Christmas. Everything is grown and made on the Johnston farm in Boonville, California. A presents-for-pets party is given each year by a friend of ours for all her very young friends who own a dog, a cat, or a bird. Each guest is given a little Christmas tree trimmed (according to pet) with chew sticks, catnip mice, or packets of birdseed. A rag-doll tree draws all the children he knows to Sir David Webster’s London house on Christmas afternoon. The dolls (the tree’s sole decoration) come from anywhere they can be found—Portobello Road, the Victoria and Albert Museum—and each child takes one home. A tree trimmed in good spirits—tiny bottles of liqueurs hung on ribbons—is wheeled in with coffee by Mary Ann Moross after Christmas dinner. There is something especially festive about sipping an exotic like creme de violette.

Spangled tree hung upside down from the ceiling is the main attraction in artist Carol Blanchard’s 14-foot-high living room. “It’s like a green chandelier.” Big and bold tissue-paper flowers are the presents Mrs. Charles-Louis de Maud’huy makes for her friends each Christmas. She keys the colors of each bouquet to those of the room the flowers are to blaze in. Very personal needlepoint cushions are turned out each year by Mrs. Charles Caine for friends with country houses where the Caines spend summer weekends. Design motifs are thoughtful: a rose borrowed from a friend’s rug; Japanese irises for a lady who grows and adores them; a stitched portrait of a pet dog or cat reproduced from a photograph Mrs. Caine has quietly snapped during a visit. A Christmas Eve picnic indoors is architect Harry Van Dyke’s refreshment for guests who drop in at his Hudson Valley house. A great cook, Mr. Van Dyke fills little baskets with a country pâté, a tiny loaf of bread, shrimps remoulade, fruit, cheese, and Christmas cookies. People eat when and where they like, and the punch bowl is never empty. A supper for all ages to start Christmas early—the night before Christmas Eve—is a tradition at the Ernest H. Martins. Mrs. Martin invites all her friends and all their children, sets up a buffet with huge bowls of chili, salad, and fruit and platters of smoked turkey.

Swags of greenery laced with tiny white lights and attached to the ceiling or molding with each loop caught with a red velvet bow is designer Julian Tomchin’s decoration for a room too small for a tree. A children’s clay-modeling party is San Francisco sculptress Ruth Asawa Lanier’s holiday salute to the young. The youngsters are given as much baker’s clay as may appeal to the Rodin in them, plus expert instructions for turning a mud pie into pretty tree ornaments. Planting a tree for a child for Christmas makes a lifelong gift—an idea inspired by actor William Holden’s custom of planting a tree for his friends’ children’s christening present. A tree iced with mirrors is Mrs. Edgar White’s Christmas sparkler. She buys tiny mirrors in many shapes from a theatrical supply house, pastes them on lengths of thread, swathes the tree with them. Caroling on horseback is a Christmas Eve sing-out for the Baltimore Green Valley Hunt Club. Sung-out, minus fox, they jog back to the club for eggnog and dancing. Caroling on foot begins at Manhattan’s Brick Church, circles several blocks, and ends with a party. The invitation to carol includes a map of the proposed route so singers can alert friends. A tree-cutting, tree-planting party is given the last Sunday before Christmas by the Arch Diacks of Portland, Oregon. Guests, cautioned to bring spades and axe, drive to the Diacks’ country retreat, cut their own Christmas trees, and plant new ones to replace them (seedlings are supplied by the Oregon Forestry Department); then gather around a roaring fire for hot wassail and roasted frankfurters.

HOW TO CREATE CHRISTMAS ENCHANTMENT

Because two hands, a little thought, and love can bring so many Christmas enchantments to life, much of our December issue is devoted to this very special kind of magic... trees and glorious ways to trim them, even to make them... a way of wrapping packages that turns them into keepsakes... enticing table settings glowing with hospitality... light decorations so dazzling you would never suspect that their makings came from a hardware store... fresh ideas for bouquets arranged with wit and charm... food so luscious that, as a present, it could head a Christmas list. Turn the page to learn more about the joy of creating holiday enchantment—for your friends, your family, your house, and yourself.
THE GLORIOUS TREE

"Worlds may wither unseen,
but the Christmas Tree is a tree of fable,
A phoenix in evergreen,
And the world cannot change or chill what its mysteries mean
To your hearts and eyes now."

—The Christmas Tree by C. Day-Lewis*

Of course, you'll have a tree, whether it's 20 inches high, or 20 feet tall. A tree is the Christmas magnet, drawing people together. Somehow it activates the holiday air. On the next seven pages we show you how to make and decorate many different trees, with fruit and nuts, candies and cookies, lights, mirrors, herbs and flowers. All of them are invitations to display personal ingenuity and talent, to give your friends, your house, or your garden a very special Christmas gift.

"Our tree is our Christmas," says Julie Britt, in red, opposite page. "We like to do something new each year. We once had a tree entirely of white doves; then there was one that was all lemons, which smelled so beautiful. This year we have an everything tree. Tom gets up on a ladder and starts decorating from the top down. You have to with a big tree because it's so wide at the bottom. We made the star from silver straws and silver balls tied together. Our friends always come and help. We give them a basket of ornaments, and they do their own thing."

COPYRIGHT 1954 BY C. DAY-LEWIS, REPRINTED BY PERMISSION OF THE HAROLD MATSON COMPANY, INC.
A great little table tree, left, a bouquet of brilliant French silk anemones, with a plume of red velvet ribbon. At Ronaldo Maia. Tin chocolate molds shine on a fragrant herb tree, top, made of rosemary tucked in and around a topiary wire frame. The base is an Italian ricotta cheese basket. Other small decorative baskets of herbs are tied on with raffia. Designed by DeDe Faye. For the glinting mirror tree, above left, cut gauze-backed mirror into triangles and snap in two, cover a cardboard cone with cement and stick triangles in place, working from top to bottom and overlapping, for a stacked look. Designed by Yura Chute at Reflectibles. The marvelous do-it-yourself light string on the pine tree, above right, is made with 25-watt “wick” lights set in plastic sockets (here sprayed Sun Yellow). They attach to transparent plastic cord with special clip-on adapters. 40 feet of cord, 36 bulbs light a 4-foot tree. By John Saladino.
HOW TO CREATE CHRISTMAS ENCHANTMENT

FLOWERING TREES...
Iced with daisies,
swirled with anemones,
garnished with herbs

White daisies frost a delightful 3-foot boxwood tree, left. “Scrape the daisy stalk,” says florist Ronaldo Maia, “slip each flower into a watering tube, and poke them into the greenery, making garlands as you go.” Tree at Ronaldo Maia. The delicate basket of silver plate by Gorham. A tree in Mrs. Walter Driscoll’s yard, top, with strings of peanuts and popcorn, bunches of grapes and red apples for the birds. Rock candy crystal makes an 18-inch tree, above left. Candy is glued to a cone. Designed by John Cianciolo at Parrish Woodworth. The 4-foot tree, above right, of pine needle sprays, is treated with fire-resistant foam, then candles (waxed to doctor’s tongue depressors) are wired into the cone. At Ronaldo Maia. The punch bowl of silver plate by Towle.
HOW TO CREATE CHRISTMAS ENCHANTMENT

DELICIOUS TREES...
Spiced with gingerbread, colored with candies, fashioned with fruit

Deck the tree with lots of good things to eat. “Get double the quantity,” says Ronaldo Maia, “then everyone has fun doing it.” A flourish of bows sets off the gingerbread cookie tree, left. Ronaldo Maia. An alabaster fruit tree, top, sprinkled with festive mini bows. To copy pile up plastic fruit, then spray terra cotta. The central Styrofoam cone should be covered with florist’s sticky tape so the fruit stays in place. At Ronaldo Maia. The blue and silver tree, above, sits on the mantel in the blue and white living room at the Villa Calaouty. Mme. Manuel de Yturbe’s house in Biarritz. She made all the elegant ornaments herself. Angels carry the “Noel” in a Jacob’s ladder. Beadle
Gumdrops, raspberry drops, and sour balls mingle with other candies in the delicious 17-inch table tree, right. At Ronaldo Maia. The base, a glistening "Contemporary" bowl of sterling silver by Kirk. The little 18-inch carnation pyramid, above left, is made from four dozen white flowers and three dozen red, set in stripes in a cone of wet florist's foam. At Ronaldo Maia. Fluted bowl of sterling silver by Lunt. The apples, above right, are fixed to a Styrofoam cone with hairpins. Start from the bottom, alternating a layer of apples with boxwood. Trim the boxwood with scissors for a crisp finish. "LaPaglia" stemmed compote of sterling silver by International. Mr. William Merrill's Christmas table, below, is centered with a fruit tree of grapes, love apples, strawberries, kumquats, and sugar pears. At The Greenery.
HOW TO CREATE CHRISTMAS ENCHANTMENT

FRAGRANT TREES...
Scented with pomanders,
wreathed with roses,
scattered with bouquets

An orange and cinnamon tree, left, spreads a wonderful scent. Stick three dozen oranges with cloves in many different patterns and pile the fruit around a 20-inch Styrofoam cone, filling the gaps with cinnamon sticks. At Ronaldo Maia. Graceful “Mandarin” bowl of silver plate by Reed & Barton. A tree in the window of Mrs. Howell H. Howard's New York house, top, is trellised with marvelous red silk roses, tiny Christmas lights, and traditional tinsel. On Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hampton’s tree, above, the Christmas ornaments are all handmade, symbolizing Biblical figures: the angel for St. Matthew, the lion for St. Mark, the bull for St. Luke, the eagle for St. John, and the shell for St. James. “They're cut from shirt cardboard, each about 6 inches high,” says Mrs. Hampton. “We paint them on one side and sprinkle the other with silver glitter.” Added to these are lots of crosses: Maltese, Greek, and Christian. And the tree is finished with lights and ropes of tinsel.

VAN CUYLENBURG

Shopping information, page 110.
A delicate Brazilian Christmas tree, right, hung with tiny raffia baskets of silk flowers, many velvet streamered bows, and a bouquet of silk flowers on top. At Ronaldo Maia. The breadsticks, below left, are threaded together with wire, then set in a base of Italian bread, with a bread figure for fun. At Ronaldo Maia. Oval “Baroque” bowl of silver plate by Wallace. Pinecones and dried flowers mix with nuts, bottom left. They’re mounted on a 19-inch Styrofoam cone covered with sticky florist’s tape. Start from the top and work down. At Ronaldo Maia. The stemmed “Rose” bowl of sterling silver by Stieff. A tree of festive packages, below right, each wrapped differently, stands 3½ feet high. The 3-foot plastic evergreen, bottom right, decked with handmade animals from Germany. Both by John Cianciolo at Parrish Woodworth.
How to turn out your own romantic wrappings

Ideas from Gloria Vanderbilt

When House & Garden asked Gloria Vanderbilt (Mrs. Wyatt Cooper) if she would wrap some Christmas presents for us, she said she would, and found herself “doing five collages at the same time. The top of each box and the four sides.” Here are four of her fantasies, and on the next page Mrs. Cooper will tell you what you need and how to proceed to turn out your own romantic wrappings. A painter since she was a child, Mrs. Cooper became interested in collage a few years ago and has worked on it so hard that she is now, as a collageist, going right to the top of the tree. In her recently published Gloria Vanderbilt Book of Collage, she quotes her dictionary’s definition of the technique as “composing a work of art by pasting on a single surface various materials not normally associated with one another.”

Her own definition is “a puzzle with a million answers, all correct.” She also feels that composing a work of art (which she can’t help doing) is not nearly so important as the fun involved. “Anybody can do it, and you’re apt to find the necessary materials right on your own shelves. At this very moment, I’m impatiently waiting for some sheets with blue and red flowers to wear out. The print will be marvelous in a future collage!” (Continued)
"In a collage, try always to include something you love."

"Unconsciously, we make collages everyday without knowing it," says Gloria Vanderbilt Cooper. "Whenever a woman gets a certain look in her eye and dashes to a table to rearrange the objects displayed there, it may seem like just puttering to her husband, but she's really making a tabletop collage. That's what collage is—arranging and rearranging as your impulses move you. And although wrapping a present in the manner of a collage is far simpler than doing an actual picture, the basics are the same. So, first of all, gather your materials. I keep an arsenal of supplies in my studio—colored papers, fabrics, old lace, paper lace, ribbons, photographs, greeting cards, valentines, aluminum foil, cutout flowers, what have you. Don't attempt anything until you have a stockpile, and try to build it with things that have a special appeal for you. You'll also need a good pair of scissors, and a white glue. I use Sprayment, which works like hair spray.

"Now, since a Christmas present is so very personal, think of the friend you are giving it to before you wrap it. For instance, my oldest and best friend is Carol Matthau, Mrs. Walter Matthau. She's a springtime kind of girl, beautiful, sentimental, mad about flowers. Before I wrapped her present [page 48], I put together a little assembly of things that reminded me of her—apple green tissue, three kinds of flowered ribbon, a braid of embroidered silk roses, a band of Spanish lace, a marvelous old valentine with a little girl in a pink coat and hat edged with ermine, some sprays of paper lilies of the valley, and some funny little Victorian paper Christmas trees. I wrapped the box in tissue, cut the little girl out of the valentine and mounted her on silver lace paper, then experimented with what should go where. Try never to glue anything down until you have an arrangement that really pleases you. Just move things about until something clicks, and that's it. When I had Carol's arrangement the way I wanted it, I glued everything down, tied on the ribbons, and added a gold paper medallion with a written greeting to Carol pasted in its center. Remember, someone else might assemble the same elements in quite another way and achieve a totally different effect. That's the wonderful thing about collage. You have no one to please but yourself, and you can do anything at all that gives you the satisfaction of having created something all your own. Don't think about it, just do it.

"Always, I try to include something I am very fond of—a photograph, a bit of embroidery, perhaps a pressed flower. I find that my affection for it influences the form the collage takes, probably because personal feelings, for me, are a much stronger guide than any training in art. For my husband, for example, I wrapped a present in red tissue—he loves red—then framed a favorite photograph of our two little boys and me in a white and silver valentine that I mounted on petals of green and hot pink tissue. As I always do, I cut out bits of pattern in the lace so the colors beneath would glint through, and to let the elements breathe. It adds to the delicacy. I tied up the box with a red and white stylized ribbon, cherry red and moss green rope yarn, and a beautiful old black velvet ribbon with purple, orange, and gold flowers. It looked as if it had belonged to the Medicis.

"And now, wrap away. You'll find, as I did, that the more you develop your inner response to things, the more your imagination will grow, and out of this you will arrive at your own personal style."
Spur-of-the-moment bouquets
Fresh for your house and to give to friends

At Christmas when the field of wildflowers near her house is brown and the garden a ghost of itself, Mrs. Gianni Penati bicycles to a local florist to gather flowers as much like summer’s as possible. She improvises her bouquets in improvised containers—a breadbasket, a tiny box with a saltcellar as liner, a sugar canister enameled a wonderful blue, the bright red sand pail of her young son Giannotto, right. Friends who come to visit often leave with a surprise bouquet. Mrs. Penati is a painter—Dabney is her signature—with three one-man shows to her young credit. Her arrangements are like small paintings, paint-box pure and touching in their evanescence. “The baby with his shepherd hat and the daisies,” her photographer-husband says of the moment he captured, right, “could be one of her paintings. I don’t care about flowers so much—I would just plant cabbage and herbs—but I like that bouquet, classic and white. I like what my wife does with flowers and her sense of color.”
For her wrapping paper last Christmas, Mrs. Penati used poster paint and plain paper to copy the pattern of an old Red Schoolhouse quilt, above. "This is the kind of thing that happens when we're out of something," she says. Her imaginative eye helps her, too, in seeing ways to improvise her spur-of-the-moment bouquets.

The flag among the cornflowers, left, was borrowed from a ship model. The green container is a small Tyrolean box with its lid off. "I often stick flowers in something I never use that way again. I picked this box for the cornflowers because I wanted to think of a way to keep that bluest of blues, and blue looks wonderful with that particular green." A touch of anemone red, she felt, would also make the blues more intense. Mrs. Penati's sensitivity to color, by talent and training, is apparent throughout her house—the placement of a shrimp plant near a yellow and white striped sofa; an apricot, green, and white quilt on the living room floor to confirm her inspiration that the quilt is precisely the pattern to copy for a rug.
**Inspired by the rooms they're in**

**VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS TABLES**

**for parties from breakfast to supper**

"To make your party decorations most effective, take one strong element in your room and multiply it," says flower designer Stephen Barany. "It's much more dramatic to emphasize one color or one material than to mix a lot of unrelated bits and pieces." Working with Tiffany & Co., Mr. Barany has created a series of holiday parties that illustrate his maxim. In each case, table appointments, all from Tiffany's, and decorations were inspired by the room itself. The party tables will be on display at Tiffany's throughout the holidays.

Christmas morning breakfast in painter Richard Neas's Bucks County house is served on a table, left, drawn up in front of the fire in the green and white, flower-sprigged sitting room. The table setting, too, is green and white with just enough red to make it Christmas: green and white china; a linen square thrown over a green and white checked cloth; a stack of wooden berry baskets painted green and heaped with shiny red and green glass currants. Luxurious grace notes: a silver reindeer, a silver berry box. As traditional as the room: holly wreaths at the windows, a garland of pine and a fat bouquet of poinsettias on the mantel.

Christmas dinner in the kitchen is another Neas holiday tradition. The whole kitchen, above, was decorated with calico, hemmed for napkins, stitched into fruit-shaped beanbags piled in a basket to make a centerpiece. For over the fireplace, a pine garland was studded with more beanbags, and even the ribbons were cut from calico. On the table, sunny, yellow-glazed earthenware plates, the silver, and the crystal are all authentic reproductions of eighteenth-century design.
Supper at midnight—champagne, caviar, smoked salmon, and cold lobster—for a few close friends is the kind of holiday party Richard Neas likes to give in his city apartment. The decorations, all silvery and shining, were inspired by the steel and glass dining table, a very modern element in a basically traditional room. Metallic leaves in a crystal vase glow against the warm brown wall, bare branches sprayed with silver paint and dusted with glitter sparkle in the center of the candlelit table. Everything on the table is either crystal or silver: crystal goblets for water, while wine, and champagne; bamboo-patterned plates for the salmon; silver service plates, champagne cooler, candlesticks, and a silver shell for the caviar.

An all-afternoon wrapping bee with plenty of time for tea and talk brings a group of friends to the Peter Sharps' library. To let the packages Mrs. Sharp wraps in the colors of her favorite needlepoint pillow take center stage, only two kinds of ornaments—white lights and clusters of tiny, shiny bright red baubles—decorate the Scotch pine Christmas tree. Refreshments for the wrappers: traditional tea and sandwiches served in cups and on plates in a traditional Imari design of red, gold, and blue.

A tree-trimming party at interior designer Stephen Mallory's country house is delicious with an arrangement of eatables—some for trimming the tree and others for a late supper. Red taffy apples (wonderful fakes) are wound between gold tinsel and lights on the tree, still rooted in a ball of earth that will be replanted after the holidays. (The Mallorys have Christmas all the year round.) For the buffet table, a small stylized tree was planted in a Delft vase, decked with more apples and a flow of plaid ribbons that reappear as ties for the napkins. A supper of boeuf Bourguignon, salad, red wine, and strawberries is spread out on a blue and white, pattern-on-pattern table.

"Something as personal as trimming the tree is shared with only our closest friends," says Stephen Mallory, "and, of course, with our daughter, Brooke, who always comes down for a quick look."
SPARKLING DECORATIONS OF LIGHT

New designs to make yourself from easy-to-find light bulbs

Lights, however brightly or quietly they shine, are always a magical part of Christmas. Light bulbs today come in such splendid colors, such a dazzling range of sizes, and light up in such intriguing ways that your Christmas decorations this year may be no farther away than the nearest hardware store. To see how these lights can work, shining as centerpieces, reflecting in mirrors, or brightening a stairwell, we asked nine designers, architects, and artists particularly interested in light to show some of their sensational ideas. Lots of their schemes, shown here, look like one-of-a-kind light sculptures, but all are made out of just samplings of great electrical makings you can scoop up in variety and hardware stores and combine with your own variations. Many of the newest lights the designers chose look equally beautiful on or off—big chrome and gold bulbs, which mirror everything around them, and whisks of light-conducting fibers, which produce a glow like delicate fireworks. Most ingenious are the everyday shapes the lights are attached to: a Chinese checkers board, plastic funnels, a coil of piano wire, and, straight from the kitchen, muffin tins and cake-cooling racks. Directions for eleven ways to create very different effects with lights are detailed here. Ideas to spark your ideas.

A spiral of shimmering lights

The feathery centerpiece, left, started with a very simple idea... what a twist of piano wire can do. The wire is coiled in a circle and then stretched so it spirals upward like a ramp. The lights are added next, little strings of miniature bulbs twisted up the length of the coil, their wires concealed with white masking tape. The fine, white whisk-broom shapes, producing hundreds of little pinpoints of light, are actually bundles of plastic fibers that conduct light from bulbs out to the end of their tips. These fiber lights come in sets with caps, right, that can fit over standard miniature lights. Adding even more shine to the arrangement: some bulbs left uncovered and a tinsel garland wrapped the length of the coil. Frances Whitney designed the centerpiece. Particularly known for the belts and jewelry she carves out of nickel silver, and ribbon twists of acrylic sculpture, Mrs. Whitney is intrigued with all the ways you can work with a curlicue.
SPARKLING DECORATIONS OF LIGHT continued

bouquet of lights and a muffin tin tree

Instead of real flowers for the table, a basket of flowers made of light bulbs... 5-inch ones, little pointed lights, round theatre marquee bulbs. Arrange them all together in the middle of a buffet or reflected in a ball mirror. Interior designer John Rieck got the idea when he was looking at a big basket of flowers in a restaurant. To make his 30-inch-high bouquet of lights, opposite page, he put bulbs in sockets spliced onto lamp cords and threaded them around florist’s sticks, which he wrapped with green florist’s tape and stuck into a piece of Styrofoam in the basket. Final touches: fake leaves, whisks of light fibers. Straight as a tree, the column of lights, left, is actually made of muffin tins, bolted together in the back, with colored and chrome bulbs and sockets set in muffin pockets. Threaded together with transparent electrical cord, the tins hang or stand, can rotate in any direction, and you can add as many units as you want. Bright plastic bracelets glued around bulbs intensify the light colors. Designed by architects Hardy, Holzman, Pfeiffer, and Michael Ross, this muffin tin “tree” could hang anywhere.

buying guide to light bulbs

1. 3½-inch purple Globelite with a crystal finish, $2.50 by Duro-Test. 2. Prism bulb with candelabrum base, $1.25 by Vogue. 3. 6-inch Blacklight blue fluorescent lamp, $1.75 by Sylvania. 4. Transparent green sign lamp, 51c by General Electric. 5. 9-watt “flasher bulb,” 24c, and clear bulb with intermediate size base, 34c by General Electric. 6. 5-inch, 60-watt aluminum “Tovibulb,” $5.60 by Tovi and Perkins. 7. 50-watt indoor spotlight, $1.49 by General Electric. 8. 5-inch transparent blue Globelite, $3.66 by Duro-Test. 9. 25-watt colored opaque bulbs, 42c each by General Electric. 10. Assorted clear and opaque replacement bulbs for standard size Christmas tree lights, 49c for six by General Electric. 11. Clear 40-watt bulb, $1.37 by Duro-Test. 12. 25-watt “Sno Glo” bulb, $2.77 by Duro-Test. 13. Green “Merry Midget” 35-light set, $4.95 by General Electric. 14. 5-inch green Globelite, $3.66 by Duro-Test. 15. White “Merry Midget” light set, $4.95 by General Electric. Fiber-Lite caps, $7.50 set of ten by Poly-Optics. 16. 24-watt Colortone transparent bulb, 51c by Westinghouse. For shopping information, please turn to page 110.
Silver bulbs and mirror towers

Obelisks covered with mirror, each with a large silvered bulb on top, and pyramids surfaced with two-way mirror (each with a bulb inside) make splendid lightworks. When the bulb is switched on, the mirror becomes transparent so you see the bulb inside, its image reflected many times. Architect-turned-fashion designer Giorgio di Sant' Angelo has planned these lights as pointed shapes because "pyramids are an age-old religious form. Like trees, they have the true shape and feeling of Christmas." The base of each of these pyramids (12 to 30 inches high) is a plywood box with its sides covered with mirror. (A glazier will cut mirror for you.) The box top, slightly lower than the sides, has a hole cut in it to hold the bulb and socket. Strips of wood added just in from the edges of the box top make grooves for the four bases of the triangles of mirror, and allow them to lean in toward one another. The Tovilbulbs, below, that sit on the obelisks like finials, are lined inside the globe with a thin coating of metal—silver or gold. When they are turned on, their filament suddenly visible, the bulbs emit a gentle glow; turned off, they look like solid metal orbs—a wonderful solution for any spot requiring a "naked" bulb, and perfect as a sculptured topknot for the obelisks.

Massed on a front-hall table with Christmas presents or in the midst of a collection of old silver or arranged on a buffet or by a fire, these mirrored lights shed a very special kind of holiday brilliance. Also, because of their architectural quality, they need not be classified as strictly Christmas decorations. They gleam just as effectively in June as in December, and are completely amenable to any setting, a totally traditional room, right top, or—at the other end of the scale—in the very, very contemporary apartment, right, of designer Alain Lariviere.
Seven more light ideas to make yourself

The electrified checkerboard star, 1, made from a plastic Chinese checkers board, and the light cord wreath, 2, are two of many patterns you can make by inserting miniature jewelike bulbs through any surface with small holes in it. The bulbs come in many colors, pull in and out of their sockets like penpoints if you want to switch colors. You can add a “winker” bulb to each string to program the lights to blink on and off. The star and wreath were both designed by architect William Grover, who has cast light sculptures inside plastic, programmed fireworks by computer. The wreath is eight strings (of thirty-five lights each), pushed into holes drilled in a circular pattern on clear plastic—the cords, deliberately exposed, are the greenery. You can build a similar light structure with any perforated surface—a pegboard, even a sieve or colander, if you want a dome of blinking lights. The dazzling light board over the fireplace, 3, goes up and comes down like a painting. The base of photographer David Massey’s design is a 36-by-50-inch piece of plywood. Then lengths of plug mold (3- or 6-foot strips of electrified track you plug bulbs into) are attached to make the pattern. Next, plastic mirror is cut to cover areas between the lines of plug mold. Five-inch Tovibulbs are plugged in around the perimeter. The center lines are lit with big blue and green transparent bulbs. Spaced across the cater-cornered stripes—the
Tiers of tunnel bells (white plastic kitchen bell in disguise) could make a whole wall of light or a room divider, even a chandelier. Architect Paul Rudolph sliced off the necks of the bells to fit over the sockets of tiny bulbs like ping-pong balls. So his bells can swing at different heights like wind bells, they are attached to the parallel plastic rods with loops of transparent cord. The top rod is extended from the ceiling with fishing line, which also ties the rods together. Designer John Saladino, who designed both the electric wreath, and the cake rack tree, says, “It’s exciting to use industrial objects in old traditional shapes.” The wreath he made of dozens of little tic cord holders, usually found concealing wires along a baseboard, are best on mirrors or glass. Here they hold strings of miniature lights. Ends of the light strings are intentionally left on the table—“Celebrate the simple materials you use. Don’t hide them.” The collage of circles over the fireplace is composed of cake-cooling racks wired together into a tree shape, the top rack hung from a picture hook. Lighting it from underneath—baby spotlights in a mantel-top strip of plug mold. The fluorescent tube tree, designer John Harris describes as “a Christmas tree with an after effect, its bulbs give it a halo.” He constructed it completely out of black light tubes in fluorescent light fixtures (6- to 36-inches long) bolted end to end to give the “tree” its shape. For a change of pace, you could use different colored tubes or slip tinted plastic sleeves over white ones.

For shopping information, please turn to page 110.
WHY
MAN
CREATES
ART
AND
WHY WE
RESPOND
TO IT

A provocative exploration
introducing the current
Centennial Exhibition
"Masterpieces of Fifty Centuries," at
The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

UNITY IN DIVERSITY
BY KENNETH CLARK

EDITOR'S NOTE: Author of many books and essays on art, most recently Civilisation, based on his celebrated television series, Kenneth Clark has been Director of the National Gallery in London; Chairman of the Arts Council of Great Britain; and Chairman of the Independent Television Authority. He has recently been elevated to a life peerage with the title, Lord Clark of Saltwood. His essay, "Unity in Diversity," is the introduction to the volume Masterpieces of Fifty Centuries based on a Centennial Exhibition at The Metropolitan Museum of Art. The book is published by E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc. in association with The Metropolitan Museum, $12.50. A soft-cover edition is on sale only at the Museum, $4.95.

The historian of art is bound by his profession to dwell on diversity. He is trained to distinguish between different schools and successive styles; and if he reads the writings of his predecessors, he must be surprised, and perhaps depressed, by the diversity of their judgments. The works of art they admire, and the reasons they give for admiring them, seem to differ in every decade. He may well feel that the appreciation of art is merely a matter of fashion, and, as with fashion in dress, one comes to accept anything; with the difference that there is no unvarying human body under the dress. Students of esthetics, on the other hand, have tended to the opposite extreme. They have tried to find a single cause for the pleasure that we derive from works of art, and have usually been driven back to such vague terms as rhythm, harmony, or significant form, which do no more than push the need for definition one stage further into the penumbra. Neither approach is satisfactory. The historian loses his sense of values, the esthetician loses touch with direct experience.

We need a philosophy of art based on experience, but only during the last fifty years has this become possible. Thanks to photography, easy travel, and the liberal policies of museums and galleries, we can now see and compare the best surviving works of every culture. Fashion will always play a part in our judgments, but it has become a much more superficial part. Fundamentally we are far more inclusive. We can never again be in the position of our ancestors, who believed that all medieval art was barbarous and all Chinese art frivolous. Even the generation before our own thought Byzantine mosaics "stiff," Bernini "vulgar," and Guido Reni "ridiculous." We can accept them all and respond to them with a delight that may vary in degree according to our mood or our personal preference, but is basically the same.

This inclusiveness is sometimes taken as a sign that we lack any real stylistic conviction. I think that this misinterprets an important development of our mental outlook. We have lost a great deal in the last fifty years, but one thing we have gained is a wider horizon. We have a better understanding of the past, a firmer conviction of the unity of mankind, and a realization that the appreciation of art cannot be limited to a small section of society. All these new inclusions are related to one another.

One result of our wider horizons is that the line between museums and picture galleries has tended to disappear. In the last century picture galleries still retained the character of salons or academies, with oil paintings in gold frames packed from floor to ceiling; and museums were thought of primarily as collections of historical specimens, amassed and arranged in order to provide information about the past. Under these conditions it was almost impossible to form any...
ception of the totality of human achievement. The Metropolitan museum of Art has been one of the first modern museums in which the visitor can pass easily from one epoch to another, from ancient Egypt to Degas, and gain thereby a more vivid feeling of the unifying forces in art. It is entirely appropriate that the culminating exhibition of its centennial year should be conceived on these lines, with a bold vision and a regard for excellence never attempted before. This not simply an exhibition of “masterpieces”: It is an opportunity to study and compare the creative powers of man; and it is an opportunity consider, from direct experience, what we mean when we use the hatabile expression “a work of art.”

The very earliest man-made objects to which one can apply the word “art” fall into three categories: There are sculptured figurren; there are cave paintings of animals; and there are pots or bones decorated with abstract designs. Ultimately they all have the same intention, but they try to achieve it by different means. They want to make the stand still; they want to give disorder a shape; they want to make the feeling, born of the recurring seasons and the movements the heavenly bodies, that there must be some pattern in the universe.

Of these three modes of art, the first produced the greatest works cause men discovered that the desire for personal or godlike immortality could be achieved by what we call form. What meaning can attach to that mysterious word, which is used so blithely by critics of writers on esthetics? A study of the Metropolitan’s exhibition could help us to decide. An Egyptian portrait, a figure of Gudea, statue of a Greek youth of the fifth century B.C., and a figure fromἑς Cathedral or Rheims, or a fresco by Giotto or Masaccio, all be accepted without argument as showing a sense of form. The same would be true of Titian’s “Man with a Glove” or Cézanne’s Madame Cézanne.

All these are representations of human beings: and I think it obiable that the sense of form is closely dependent on the intense awareness of the living creature, human or animal. At a very early stage in man’s development he felt that the living body must be simplified in order to conform with certain fundamental shapes—the sphere, the egg, the pillar, the pyramid—which seemed to him guarantees of order and permanence. We must suppose that this feeling was instinctive. Certainly it antedates the consciousness of Euclid’s geometry and has been used subsequently by painters and sculptors who have a knowledge of measurable calculation. We can imagine that the early sculptor who formed the features of a head conforming to an void, or the body conforming to a column, had a deep satisfaction. Now it looks as if it would last.”

Thus began that interplay between observation and the idea, which underlies the greatest art. We may agree that in certain early eras—the figure of Gudea or the Greek Kouros—the idea has too identiy the upper hand. A head like a melon escapes the triviality of imitation, but it does not interest us as much as a head by Titian. The portrait is a thorn in the side of the student of esthetics. Given the interest in ourselves, which grew up in the fifteenth century, individual likeness was bound sooner or later to supersede the ideal. One may say that it began to do so with Jan van Eyck and the Flemish portrait painters. But even in the apparently impartial scrutiny of van der Weyden or Memling the underlying sense of form remains. Only, perhaps, in the work of Holbein (who used a mechanical aid) are we conscious that description has become more important than the idea, although it is description so skillful and economical that it still gives us an esthetic shock.

In the Renaissance the sphere and the cylinder returned. That the classical oval did not necessarily preclude inner life is proved by the marble busts of Florentine ladies, whose sensuality is enhanced by the geometrical form in which it is enclosed. The process culminates in the Mona Lisa where a head as perfect as a new-laid egg reveals an inner life of baffling complexity.

Given the interest in ourselves, which grew up in the fifteenth century, individual likeness was bound sooner or later to supersede the ideal. One may say that it began to do so with Jan van Eyck and the Flemish portrait painters. But even in the apparently impartial scrutiny of van der Weyden or Memling the underlying sense of form remains. Only, perhaps, in the work of Holbein (who used a mechanical aid) are we conscious that description has become more important than the idea, although it is description so skillful and economical that it still gives us an esthetic shock.

The portrait is a thorn in the side of the student of esthetics. Having established to his satisfaction that art does not consist in imitation, he must face the fact that three of the greatest artists that ever lived, Titian, Rembrandt, and Velasquez, gave the best of their talents to painting portraits, and that in rank only just below them, artists like Frans Hals and Houdon did practically nothing else.

It looks as if the old Greek doctrine that art consists in imitation is not quite so foolish as it sounds, always allowing that imitation means transformation into a medium—paint, terra cotta, stone, or bronze—which is in itself an act of self-revelation. It is even possible that by giving his whole conscious attention (Continued on page 106)
THE JOY OF LIVING WITH FLOWERS AND ART

The very personal collection of Enid Haupt

Blessed with a life so full and so busy that "I have never known a moment's boredom," Enid Haupt is an editor, a collector of paintings, and a horticulturist so dedicated that her love of nature approaches pantheism. "My church," she says, "is under the trees." A gardener of enormous expertise, she grows every flower she can coax into life, does her own topiary trimming ("I carry my clippers around like some women carry their jewels"), and offers her plants the same love and understanding she gives to her friends. When asked to name her favorite flower, she could not. "It's simply the flower I have in my hand at the moment." Nor can she name her favorite painting. "I have never bought a picture I didn't love at first sight, and it has never taken me more than fifteen seconds to make a decision. Long before I could buy paintings, I haunted museums and galleries, studying, absorbing, and when finally I could buy, I knew exactly what I wanted. I also believe that paintings, like people, must be surrounded by living, growing things. To me, nature is the saving grace of mankind." It is no wonder that, in her New York apartment, Mrs. Haupt lives in a picture-hung garden, half of it growing, half of it—thanks to painters like Monet—immortal. In the way she complements her paintings with flowers of exactly the right color, shape, and character, she is, in her inimitable style, as much of an artist as the great names on her walls, and we can think of nothing more inspiring than a little journey through these rooms for anyone interested—and who in the world is not?—in a beautiful way to live.

Picasso's 'Beggar's Breakfast,' there in a corner of the living room, is the first painting my husband and I bought together. It was painted in 1904 during Picasso's Blue Period, and how so young an artist could evoke the picture's poignancy, I do not know. Genius, I suppose. But I do know how long it took me to grow the topiary azaleas in the dining room. Seven years of pruning and pleading to coax their pompons all to come out at once. There are no curtains in these rooms, only shutters. I try to keep a camellia tree in each window whenever I can. They make the nicest curtains I know."
'Giacometti

Square is what I call the bottom of the stairwell in the hall. I've been collecting the sculpture forever, and I like it in a group. The balustrade is Louis XVI, but the composition works. Things of strength and beauty always go together. At the moment, the flowers are calceolarias. Sometimes they're geraniums or begonias, but always in rounded shapes, good with the angularity of Giacometti's sculpture.'
in the living room is Gabrielle, the model he painted all her life. Here, she is fifteen innocent. The blue iris brings a bit of the French sky into the room, and the orchids Gabrielle's skin. They're cymbidiums, fantastic flowers that form their own sculpture."
THE MATISSE odalisque in the dining room has only had two homes, Matisse's bedroom and my house. I try when I can to have geraniums with it in that extraordinary pink—as though it had spilled out of the painting. That, too, is why I keep the porcelain vegetables on the console. I pretend they've fallen out of the picture.
In autumn, I sometimes fill the stair hall with nothing but white flowers—cyclamen and topiary chrysanthemums. The autumnal light makes them seem whiter, like ivory. The pictures are Tiepolo frescoes transferred to canvas by an incredibly complicated process. They’re two centuries old, but they’ve lost none of their golden glimmer.
In spring, after those months of cold sunlight, I fill the hall with yellow and orange tulips and calceolaria. With the sun pouring on them, they make a golden garden, so pretty with the Tiepolos. The lamp in the window is really two lamps, both by Giacometti, that I had laminated together to get the right height. I hope that Alberto forgives me.
and they now fill two walls of the library. They are almost a history of his career, since so many of them were sketches for future paintings, with even the colors he planned to use written in the margins. He must also have been a good baby sitter. There are five drawings of his son, Paul. I like pink with them—the rug, camellia trees and begonias in the windows, and over in the corner, one of what I like to call my 'toys,' a bonsai chrysanthemum.”
editors’ EYE
people and things

on pe...
The Owens feel the small dimensions of the house have been overcome by being able to open one space to another, and by using lots of glass, which "extends" the living area into the countryside. The salt air climate dictated the cedar wood exterior, which sturdily withstands Atlantic winter storms, and will eventually weather to a good, soft gray. One of the practical points in this weekend house is the lack of a garden as such. "I was determined not to be a slave to a lawn mower on Sundays," says Mr. Owen. "Block Island countryside is quite beautiful, with thick grass and blackberry bushes, rather like Scotland. So we're letting it grow right to the front door. We'll probably just plant a small herb garden next year." The space beneath the living level, top left, is a carport. "To keep the view unspoiled, it seemed essential that we place the car well out of sight."
An eye on people who are changing the patterns of living. People creating instant housing, exciting new environments, future furniture. 1. **In two hours, this two-story prefab** was craned into place in the sculpture court of the Whitney Museum, New York, for a major architectural exhibition. Four 12-by-12-foot modules contain four bedrooms, one and a half bathrooms, living room, kitchen, and patio. When you want more space, just add a module. "It grows like Topsy," say the architects Wells/Koetter, who designed it with the General Shelter Corporation. On show now in Baltimore.

2. **Retreat Pod**, a mind-bending, some say therapeutic, toy for two created by Martin Dean to "increase awareness." Have it at home, take it to the beach—it floats—complete with stereo and two TVs (one for seeing what's outside).

3. **Shaping furniture for small living spaces.** Tony Stubbings has introduced the seesaw sofa, with a neat surprise. Turned upside down it becomes a table with white plastic surface. Cylindrical stools pull up for dining. This and the pod at Maples, London, in the Daily Telegraph's "Experiments in Living" show. 4. **Explaining inflatables.** "Many new designs not only reflect the compactness in today's living," says Emily Rauh, curator of the St. Louis Museum, Missouri, "but also impermanence and mobility." In this all-white room she created with architects Terrence Cashen and David Suttle blow-up vinyl walls by Quasar Khanh create great atmosphere, clean and pack easily, and can be rehung in a flash. Wavy foam chairs by Liisi Beckman for Zanotta, Italy. Both in "Product Environment" show, soon in Buffalo. 5. **Improving the outdoor environment**, a park for New York's Wall Street, donated by Robert and Melvyn Kaufman because they feel "builders owe something to the community." This tree-filled, paved plaza with cafe tables and chairs, spreads out and around a new office building with no lobby, no shops, and no rentals on the ground floor. "People thrive on the street's excitement and activity," says Melvyn Kaufman.

6. **Further street excitement** with a sidewalk by Alexander Calder, who is better known for his metal sculpture. This 75-foot stretch of black and white terrazzo runs outside three buildings housing art galleries on Madison Avenue. Calder donated the design. "He felt he would like to be the first artist to design a sidewalk," says Klaus Perls, whose gallery benefits from this breakaway groundwork. 7. **With "Face Coverings."** Currently at the Museum of Contemporary Crafts, Director Paul Smith shows the decorative potential of modern masks. Motorcycle and space helmets, fencing and welder's masks mingle among the primitives.

8. **A new approach to the chair.** by Gaetano Pesce of Italy, a maxi foot of expanding foam, shown in "New Spaces" at the Louvre. From his UP Series of inflatables. At Atelier. 9. **Tapestries in focus,** from Gloria Ross who collaborates with Robert Motherwell, Kenneth Noland, Helen Frankenthaler, and other artists. She reproduces limited editions of five tapestries in the same size as the artist's original canvas. Here in her studio with Noland's "Every Third" and Frankenthaler's "Blue Yellow Screen." In January, her one-man show opens at the Richard Feigen Gallery, New York. 10. **Squishy, squashy units** by Gaetano Pesce, also at the Louvre, forecast a softer look. They're made of foam with lots of deep tufting. 11. **Billy McCarty and his white cube**, the first piece of plastic furniture to win a London Design Center award. It unscrews for refinishing when scratched. "I like to design things that work properly," he says. Cube and his great suede chair at Zarach, London, coming here soon. 12. **The electric tricycle** with city potential. Nonpolluting, no maintenance, charges on household electricity. "It's a start in the right direction," says the producer William Tise. By Lodestar, Available at Abercrombie & Fitch. $600.
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Owen's search for land for their weekend house began in the Hamptons and ended on Block Island, about fifty miles across Long Island Sound. Here they found 6½ acres "with privacy and within our price range." They wanted a house big enough for entertaining, but there were problems in making it too large. All the materials had to be transported from the mainland and also the workmen, since there are no contractors on the island. The final design by Christopher Owen, a young architect, is compact, yet actually sleeps eight. It's on three levels, extremely practical (like their plastic Citroën jeep, above) and was completed at great speed. In fact, the first weekend guests were invited six months after the foundations were laid.
The Owens' three-level house is like a sandwich—the main interest is in the middle

The main entrance to the Owens' house is up an exterior stairway to the second floor, this page, center. The living room and the kitchen are on this level, connected to the three bedrooms and bath at the top of the house and a guest room and bath at the bottom by a stairwell in the tower.

It's a compact design only 28 by 24 feet so most of the space goes into the glass-walled living room, with a ceiling 16 feet high. Upstairs, ceilings are 7 feet. "Bedrooms can be small in a weekend house," says Mr. Owen, "because you don't spend much time in them." Apart from the master bedroom, opposite page, bottom, all are bunk rooms. Two have portholes to add a feeling of being on board ship, below. Floors are of prefinished oak, except in the bathrooms and kitchen, top, which have Italian rubber flooring that Mr. Owen laid himself. "It's soft and comfortable to walk on, somewhere between carpet and rigid flooring." Kitchen appliances and the heating system are all electric, though the working fireplace in the living room adds a friendly blaze on fall weekends. "We like to stay through Thanksgiving before closing the house for the winter."

Mrs. Owen, an interior designer, decided to decorate with white and neutrals, introducing color through art—the canvas in the living room, opposite page, top right, is by Peter Dechar—and some bright upholstery. "Pale colors are fairly easy to maintain on Block Island. Everything's much cleaner, even the sea. It's as clear as the Caribbean, quite different from the water off the mainland." Cane and steel chairs by Breuer group around a 4-foot-square table designed by Sylvia Owen in the dining area. Other armchairs in the living room are in white canvas and steel also by Breuer, set on a rug of white wool from Switzerland. Stereo music spills from speakers built into the wall.

The Owens' activities on weekends are very much outdoors—a picnic lunch on the beach, swimming, skin diving, water skiing, fishing, with lobster for dinner in the evening. "We are never without guests, but we feel they should do what they want to do and not feel that they have to be entertained by us." One of the surprises to Mrs. Owen is that she should be enjoying all this so soon. "She was quite convinced it would be at least a two-year project," said Mr. Owen, "but we put in a lot of work ourselves. It just goes to show what can be done if you try."

For materials and equipment used in this house, turn to page 106.
Kits to buy, designs to order or to make yourself for Christmas

A gift of needlepoint

Any way you work it, needlepoint can be the most personal of gifts. You can stitch a design you know will please. Or let the one you hope to please have the fun of doing it. Or let the choosing be part of the surprise and give a gift certificate. To rev your imagination:

1. Needlepoint paperweights to make right now for Christmas in patterns adapted from a new book, Needlepoint Design. We tell you how below. 2. Enhance someone's favorite director's chair with a colorful back and seat, kit $127; cantilevered iron chair designed by Girard Goodenow, $225. At Suzy Girard. 3. Have a favorite fabric matched on a painted canvas, like this scalloped rug Ferris Megarity designed to go with his mother's dining room floral print by Brunschwig & Fils. Your order on a 3-by-5-foot canvas, $625. At Woolworks. 4. To delight a patient perfectionist, Fu Lion playing with yarn, to work from a graph on plain canvas, 18-inch pillow kit, $125. At Maggie Lane. 5. For impatient perfectionists, quickly done pillows in the Florentine manner, 14-inch kit, $87; tasseled 17-inch kit, $52. At Suzy Girard. 6. Strictly for armchair safaris, tiger wreathed in flowers, 14-inch pillow kit, $56. At Obelisk. 7. To tickle any fancy, tuck a needlepoint canvas in an old sewing basket. Standing basket with "Toucan Pete" 16-inch pillow kit, $136. At Nina Needlepoint. 8. Young and stylish patchwork, 18-inch pillow kit $77. At Suzy Girard. 9. Canework box cushion, at home anywhere, 12-by-14-inch kit $36. At Obelisk. 10. To frame for a flower lover, bouquet-in-a-basket, 12-by-14-inch kit $36. At Obelisk. 11. To dazzle the luckiest with precisely the right pattern, colors, size, and scale, a fabulous rug (or upholstery or what-you-will) painted on canvas by Louis J. Gartner. Gift certificates start at $50 for a 12-inch pillow. At Needlepoint. 12. Adapted from a painting at the Victoria & Albert Museum, fringed 14-inch pillow kit $125. At Woolworks. Kits are postpaid. Addresses, page 108.

Needlepoint paperweights you can make in time for Christmas.

Marble, basket weave, malachite, zebra, and wood-grain needlepoint, right (stitched, then glued on 4-inch blocks of wood), are among the 100-plus patterns you can copy on canvas from a new book, Needlepoint Design, by House & Garden's creative crafts editor, Louis J. Gartner. The book, left (William Morrow and Co., $13.95), tells how to design your own needlepoint or to transfer to canvas any pattern from a printed page, fabric, or photograph. The author's designs are yours for the borrowing or inspiration. If you decide to adapt a pattern like one on the right and to cover a 4-inch cube, you will need a 16-inch 12 mono canvas (12 stitches to the inch). You will complete only five 4-inch adjoining squares in a Greek cross shape. To upholster, steam-iron needlepoint on both sides for pliancy and attach center square to top of cube with white glue. For side pieces, miter unstitched canvas under each flap of finished needlepoint before gluing. Staple edges to the bottom of the cube and mask with a square of felt.
Rum Balls, Stuffed Prunes, Caramel Medallions, Marzipan Apricots, Stuffed Dates, Walnut Balls

Christmas Bread

Vanilla Crescents

Chocolate Cookies, Hussar Rounds, Almond Drops, Almond Sugar Pretzels, Walnut Slices
Here at last, a taste that generations of true rum lovers have searched for. A tart delicious cooler you'll never forget.

It starts with a new ingredient. All new Party Tyme Virgin Sour Instant Mix. With a tree-ripened lemon & lime taste so natural, you couldn't do better if you picked the fruit fresh yourself.

But the real essential is Virgin Rum. Light, dry, delicious. Imported from the U. S. Virgin Islands, where rum-making has been a great tradition since the early 1700's. Look for the "V" on the bottle or the words Virgin Islands Rum.

Virgin Rum and Party Tyme Mix.
**Chocolate Saddle of Venison**
(Rehrücken)

Can be baked 1-3 weeks in advance. Ice and decorate several hours before serving.

- 6 egg yolks
- 1/4 cup sugar
- Grated zest of 1 lemon
- 3 squares (3 ounces) semisweet chocolate, grated
- Pinch cloves
- Pinch cinnamon
- Pinch allspice
- 5 egg whites
- 2 1/4 cups finely ground unblanched almonds
- Butter, sugar
- Chocolate Icing (see recipe below)
- 1/2 cup blanched slivered almonds (scant)
- Whipped cream (optional)

Preheat oven to 350°.

Beat egg yolks and sugar until light and creamy. Add lemon zest. Combine chocolate, cloves, cinnamon, and allspice and mix well with egg yolk mixture. Beat egg whites until stiff but not dry, and fold gently with ground almonds into batter. Blend until no white lumps show. Butter well a 12-inch long tinmed ring mold and dust it with sugar. Pour in batter.

Bake for 45-55 minutes, until a toothpick inserted in the center comes out clean. Allow cake to settle for about 5 minutes before removing it gently from mold. When completely cool, return to baking mold and cover well with foil. Refrigerate until ready to decorate.

Several hours before serving, decorate the cake. Cover whole cake with Chocolate Icing. Refrigerate to set icing. When set, garnish cake with 4-5 rows of slivered almonds the length of the cake, sticking points of almonds straight into cake. Refrigerate until serving time. This is delicious served with whipped cream. Serves 10 to 12.

**Chocolate Icing**

4 squares (4 ounces) semisweet chocolate
6 tablespoons unsalted butter, soft

Melt chocolate in the top of a double boiler. When melted, add butter. Stir occasionally until all lumps have disappeared.

**BREAD**

**Christmas Loaf**
(Weihnachts Striezel)

Can be baked 4 weeks in advance.

- 1 1/2 cups milk
- 1 1/4 cups sugar
- 10 1/2-12 1/2 cups flour
- 5 ounces fresh yeast, or 9 packages dry yeast
- 1 pound unsalted butter, soft
- 2 whole eggs
- 1 egg yolk
- 1 generous teaspoon salt
- Grated zest of 2-3 lemons
- Grated zest of 1 large orange
- 3 cups blanched almonds, ground
- 1 cup blanched almonds, coarsely chopped or sliced
- 1 1/4 cups walnuts, coarsely chopped or sliced
- Flour
- 1 whole egg, lightly beaten
- Confectioners sugar

Have all ingredients at room temperature. Soak raisins and currants in rum. Prepare a yeast sponge: Heat milk to lukewarm. Add 2-3 tablespoons of the sugar and about 1 1/2 cups of the flour and blend. Mix in finely crumbled yeast (if using dry yeast, follow directions on package). Cover with a towel and leave in a draft-free place to rise, until bubbles appear on the surface.

While sponge is rising, mix butter and remaining sugar until creamy in a very large mixing bowl or large kettle (about 5 quarts). Mix in whole eggs, egg yolk, salt, lemon zest, orange zest, and 1 cup of flour. Add risen yeast sponge and beat more flour in with a wooden spoon. Blend in ground almonds. Continue beating, gradually adding more flour until dough is firm and cannot be beaten any longer with a wooden spoon. Beat with hand until about 10-11 cups of flour in all have been added, and dough becomes very smooth, elastic, and shiny.

Transfer dough to a floured board and knead in more flour, if necessary (since some flour absorbs more liquid than others), to obtain a rather firm dough; knead until dough is smooth and elastic.

Gradually work in rum-soaked raisins and currants alternately with 1/3 of the almonds and walnuts until evenly blended without overworking the dough.

Return dough to the mixing bowl to rise. (Or divide dough and put in 2 bowls to shorten rising time.) Cover with a towel and allow to rise in a warm, draft-free place until it at least doubles in size. Punch down with fist and fold risen dough over, working in remaining nuts. Cover and allow to rest 30-45 minutes.

Preheat oven to 400°. If dough has risen in 1 bowl, divide in half. Put 1/2 on pastry board, and divide into 6 parts, 3 large and 3 medium pieces of even sizes. Form each large piece into a roll about 15 inches long and 1 1/2 inches thick. Braid the 3 rolls (it is easier to begin at the center and braid to one end, then repeat to the other end). Pinch ends together securely.

Dust 2 10-by-16-by-2-inch baking pans generously and evenly with flour. Transfer large braid to pan. Form the 3 medium-size pieces into rolls about 14 inches long and 1 inch thick. Braid. Brush large braid with egg, then place smaller braid on top. Cover with a towel and leave to rise until it is quite doubles in size. Proceed in the same way with remaining half of dough to form another loaf. Brush tops with remaining beaten egg. Bake in a 400° oven for 10 minutes, then lower heat to 350°, and bake for 35-45 minutes longer, until brown and toothpick inserted in center comes out dry.

Cool on baking pans for 6-8 hours or overnight. Cover well with plastic wrap and store in a dry, cool place. Slice and sprinkle generously with confectioners sugar before serving. Makes 2-6 loaves, depending on size. **Note:** A medium and a small loaf can be baked on the same pan, but be sure to leave ample space between the loaves.

**COOKIES**

**Hussar Rounds**
(Husaren Krapferl)

Can be baked 2-3 weeks in advance.

- 1 cup (2 bars) unsalted butter, soft
- 1/2 cup sugar (generous)
- Grated zest of 1 lemon
- 1 inch vanilla bean or 1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract
- 3 egg yolks
- 3-3/4 cups flour
- 1 egg white
- 3 tablespoons coarsely chopped blanched almonds
- 2 tablespoons apricot jam
- Confectioners sugar

Preheat oven to 350°.

Cream butter and sugar until smooth. Add lemon zest and seeds scraped from vanilla bean or vanilla extract. Mix in egg yolks and spoonfuls of flour alternately. Work in remaining flour until dough is firm.

Between the palms of your hands, roll small pieces of dough into balls about 1 inch in diameter. Put cookies on an 11-by-17-inch baking pan or cookie sheet, leaving space between cookies. Make a small indentation in the center of each cookie with your finger. Brush edges lightly with beaten egg white and top with chopped almonds (place almonds in a pointed paper cup or cone of wax paper, cut tip off, and let almonds pour through). Bake for 20-25 minutes, until lightly colored.

When cool, place a dab of apricot jam in the centers, and dust with confectioners sugar. Makes 4 1/2 dozen cookies. **Note:** These cookies keep extremely well, especially if left plain without almonds and jam. Sprinkle with confectioners sugar shortly before serving or giving.
Salton Hotray enables a woman to do an unheard of thing at mealtime.

Sit down.

Every day at mealtime the American woman becomes a ping pong ball.

Bouncing back and forth between the kitchen and the dining room with remarkable speed.

Well, we think a woman shouldn’t act like a waitress unless she’s paid to be one.

So we recommend every home have a Salton Hotray electric food warmer.

It keeps fresh cooked food in a state of suspended animation for hours. Tasting exactly as it does when it comes out of the oven or off the stove.

A woman need simply place her dinner on a Hotray food warmer near or on the dinner table. And serve her entire meal. Without ever leaving the table.

And while no woman can afford to be without a Hotray food warmer, any woman can afford to buy one. They’re priced anywhere from $6.95 to $54.50.

If you drop a line to Salton, Inc., 511 East 72 St., N.Y. 10021, we’ll send you all the details about the Salton Hotray brand of food warmer. For heavens sake, write.

As every husband has been pleading with every wife, “Will you sit down and eat!”
Vanilla Crescents
(Vanille Kipferln)

Can be baked 4-6 weeks in advance. Will keep for weeks stored in an airtight container.

2 cups flour  14 tablespoons unsalted butter
1/2 cup sugar (generous)  1 1/2-2 inches vanilla bean
1 1/4 cups finely ground  1 1/2-2 cups confectioners sugar
blanched almonds

Mix flour, sugar, and ground almonds on a pastry board or pastry cloth. Cut in butter. Knead ingredients together quickly, first with the fingers, then with hands. When well combined, shape dough into a smooth ball. Wrap in wax paper and refrigerate at least 1 hour.

Preheat oven to 350°. Roll 3/4-1 teaspoon dough between the palms of your hands into rolls about 2 1/4 inches long, tapering off at both ends, and shape into crescents. Place crescents on an 11-by-17-inch baking pan, leaving small spaces between them. Bake for 15-20 minutes, until lightly colored.

While crescents are baking, split vanilla bean open lengthwise. Scrape out the black seeds. Blend these well with confectioners sugar on a sheet of wax paper. (If vanilla bean is not available, use 2-3 tablespoons concentrated vanilla sugar and combine with confectioners sugar.)

When crescents are slightly cooled, gently place several in the prepared sugar. Coat them with it and transfer to a plate. When completely cool, store crescents in an airtight container. Makes about 50-60.

Filled Walnut Slices
(Walnuss Scheibchen Gefüllt)

Can be baked 1-2 weeks in advance.

1 1/4 cups flour  1/4 cups finely ground walnuts
1/4 cup sugar  Walnut Orange Filling
Grated zest of 1 lemon  (see recipe below)
4 tablespoons unsalted butter, cold  12 walnut halves or quarters
1 egg white

Combine flour, sugar, and lemon zest on a pastry board. Make a well in the center, cut butter into it, and add egg. Cover with ground walnuts. Quickly combine ingredients and knead into a smooth dough, first with a table knife, then by hand. Form dough into a ball, wrap in wax paper, and refrigerate for about 1/2 hour.

Preheat oven to 350°. Divide dough in half. Roll each part between 2 sheets of wax paper until it is about 1/4 inch thick. Cut out with a 2-by-3 1/4-inch or smaller cookie cutter. Place slices close together on a baking pan. Combine scraps, roll, and cut out. Bake 10-15 minutes, until lightly colored.

When completely cool, apply filling: Spread Walnut Orange Filling between 2 slices and sandwich together. Lightly brush a walnut half or quarter with egg white and place in center of each slice. Slices can also be served singly. Makes about 12 filled slices.

Walnut Orange Filling

1/2 cup milk  1/2 inch vanilla bean
1/4-1/2 cup sugar  1/4 cup candied orange peel, grated
1 1/2 cups finely ground walnuts
1/2 teaspoon vanilla extract or 1 tablespoon dark rum

Bring milk and sugar to a boil. Add ground walnuts, stir, then remove from heat. Blend in vanilla extract or seeds scraped from bean, orange peel, and rum. Cool thoroughly before using.
Chocolate Butter Cookies
(Schokoladen Butter Kekse)

Can be prepared 2-3 weeks in advance. Single cookies make good Christmas tree decorations.

2 cups flour
4 tablespoons sugar
10 tablespoons unsalted butter, cold
1 egg, separated
2 squares (2 ounces) semisweet chocolate, grated
1 tablespoon milk
2-3 tablespoons coarsely chopped blanched almonds
Raspberry or raspberry-currant jam

Combine flour and sugar on pastry board. Make a well in center and cut butter into it. Add egg yolk. Cover with grated chocolate and combine. Work quickly, first with fingertips, then kneading with hands to make a smooth dough. If dough seems too dry, add milk gradually. Form into a ball, wrap in wax paper, and refrigerate for 30 minutes.

Preheat oven to 325°. Divide dough into 2 or 3 parts and roll each part between 2 pieces of wax paper until it is about ¼ inch thick. Cut dough out with a plain or fluted round cookie cutter, 2½ inches in diameter, as close to each other as possible. Put on an 11-by-17-inch cookie sheet. Combine scraps, roll, and cut out. Brush half the cookies with egg white and sprinkle centers with chopped almonds. Leave the others plain. Bake about 15 minutes, until firm and puffy.

Store in an airtight container and shortly before serving or giving, spread plain cookies with jam and sandwich with garnished ones. Makes about 30 filled cookies.

Egg White Almond Drops
(Engländere)

Can be baked 1-2 weeks in advance.

4 egg whites
1½ cups confectioners sugar
⅔ cup blanched thinly sliced almonds
Butter, flour

Preheat oven to 275°.

Mix egg whites and sugar in top of double boiler until smooth. Whisk or beat over moderate heat until thick and sticky. Blend in almonds.

Generously butter and lightly flour a 10-by-16-inch baking pan. Drop full teaspoons of the mixture in the pan, leaving 1-inch spaces between cookies. Form high mounds with the help of a second spoon.

Bake for about 30 minutes, until lightly golden. The almond drops will be soft when taken from the oven, and will harden as they cool. Remove from pan when slightly cool. Makes 16-18.

Almond Sugar Pretzels
(Mandel Zucker Bretzeln)

Can be baked 2-3 weeks in advance, and keep very well stored in an airtight container.

1 cup flour
6 tablespoons unsalted butter, cold
Grated zest of 1 lemon
⅔ cup sugar (scant)
⅔ cup finely ground blanched almonds
1 egg, separated
White or colored crystal (harlequin) sugar

Put flour on pastry board and cut butter into it with a knife. Crumble between your fingers into coarse pieces. Add lemon zest, sugar, ground almonds, and egg yolk. Blend well and quickly knead into a smooth dough. Form into a ball, wrap in wax paper, and refrigerate for a short time.

Divide dough and keep half refrigerated. Roll other half between your hands or on pastry board into a short roll 1½ inches thick. Cut into ⅛-inch slices. Lightly roll each piece into a rope about 9 inches long and ¼ inch thick, tapering off slightly at each end. Make pretzel shape by lifting both ends of rope and making them cross in the center. Press ends lightly against top of rope. Carefully transfer to an 11-by-17-inch baking pan. Preheat oven to 350°. Repeat all steps with refrigerated dough. Lightly beat egg white and brush each pretzel. Sprinkle with crystal sugar. Bake about 20 minutes, until lightly colored. Remove from baking pan when cool. Makes 20.
Send us 25¢ and we'll present you with a little something in stainless.

Like a beautiful sample teaspoon in one of our 3 newest patterns. Just 25¢ lets you try your choice on your very own table before you buy. Complete services at fine jewelry and department stores. From left to right: Rose Shadow, Nordic Crown, Ember Glow.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS COOK BOOK continued

Ginger Cookies
(Ingwer Bäckerei)

Can be baked about 4 weeks in advance.

2 whole eggs 1-1/2 tablespoons ground ginger
1 egg yolk
1 cup sugar 2 1/2-2 1/2 cups flour
Grated zest of 1 lemon
Butter

Mix whole eggs, egg yolk, and sugar until light and foamy. Add lemon zest, ginger, and enough flour so that dough holds together. Cover with a towel and refrigerate.

When dough is firm but still pliable, divide into 3 or 4 parts. Work with 1 part and keep the others refrigerated. Roll out dough on a lightly floured pastry board with a floured rolling pin until it is about 1/8 inch thick. Cut out with a cookie cutter of any shape: Santa Clauses, stars, trees, etc. Lightly butter an 11-by-17-inch baking pan and place cookies on it close together. Dry for about 1 hour. Preheat oven to 325°.

Bake for 12-15 minutes or until lightly colored. Remove from baking pan. Make 4-5 dozen cookies.

SWEET BITS

Can be prepared 2-3 weeks in advance.

Marzipan

3 1/2 cups blanched almonds, 1 1/2 cups confectioners sugar finely ground
1 1/2-2 egg whites

Combine ground almonds and sugar on a pastry board until well blended. Make a well in the center and add egg whites. Work into a smooth consistency that does not stick to board and hands, working first with a knife or spatula, then by hand. If too dry, add more egg white. Paste should be moist enough to be pliable so it can be formed into any desired shapes, such as potatoes or fruits. Keep paste covered with a bowl while shaping as it dries out easily.

Marzipan Stuffed Dried Apricots
(Getrocknete Marillen, gefüllt mit Marzipan)

White or chocolate marzipan 
Blenheim
12-ounce package ready-to-eat 
Almonds (optional)
dried apricots (preferably)

Form marzipan into oblong rolls, slightly smaller than the apricots. Place in center of apricot and fold apricot around marzipan. Pat to fit, and decorate with an almond. Put in paper candy cups and cover well with plastic wrap.

Stuffed Dates
(Gefüllte Datteln)

8-ounce package dates 
Granulated sugar or finely ground walnuts
Walnut quarters

Remove pits from dates and replace with walnut quarters. Roll date in granulated sugar or ground walnuts. Place in paper candy cups. Cover well with plastic wrap.

Stuffed Dried Prunes
(Getrocknete Zwetschen)

3/4 cup apricot butter
2 tablespoons Virgin Islands rum or lemon juice, strained
30 pitted ready-to-eat dried prunes (use smaller size)

Walnut quarters or blanched almonds, split in half
1/2 cup finely ground walnuts
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Blend apricot butter with rum or lemon juice. Form a deep pocket in prune with finger. Put a small amount of stuffing in pocket, using a demitasse spoon. Put a quartered walnut on top of stuffing. Coat prune with ground nuts, if desired. Put in white paper candy cups and cover well with plastic wrap. They need no refrigeration if kept in a cool place.

**Walnut Balls**
(Walnuss Kugeln)

1½ cups finely ground walnuts 2 tablespoons cognac or dark rum
1/2 cup verifine sugar Confectioners sugar
1 egg yolk Unsweetened cocoa

Combine ground walnuts and sugar. Put egg yolk in a separate bowl, add half the walnut mixture, and fold together. Gradually work in remaining walnut mixture, alternately with cognac or rum. Blend well. Allow paste to rest for a short while to mellow.

Dust hands lightly with confectioners sugar. Roll a spoonful of the mixture between the palms of your hands into a ball. Let balls dry for about 1 hour. Put cocoa on wax paper and roll balls in it to coat. Place in paper candy cups. Makes 18.

**Caramel Walnut Medallions**
(Karamel Walnuss Medallion)

About 16 walnut halves or 32 quarters
1 egg yolk 1/2 teaspoon unsalted butter

Arrange walnut halves or 2 quarters placed together to form a half in a baking pan or fireproof ovenware, leaving 1/2-inch spaces between them. Put sugar in a small saucepan over low heat. Stir continuously. When liquid turns golden and sugar lumps have gone, add butter and stir. Spread caramel very quickly and evenly over bottom of pan with nuts, tilting pan slightly.

When slightly cooled, quickly mark in rounds around embedded walnut with a 1 1/2-inch cookie cutter. When completely cool and hard, cut out marked rounds once more and lift from the pan. Makes about 16.

**Filled Rum Balls**
(Gefüllte Rum Kugeln)

1 1/2 cups finely ground almonds 1 1/2 teaspoons unsalted butter, soft
1/2 cup verifine sugar 1-2 tablespoons confectioners sugar
(generous) 1/4 inch vanilla bean (optional)
4 squares (4 ounces) semisweet chocolate, grated
1-2 tablespoons dark rum 1 teaspoon dark rum
2 egg whites 2-3 tablespoons apricot butter
1 hard-cooked egg yolk Confectioners sugar
Chocolate sprinkles

Combine almonds, sugar, and chocolate in a bowl. Add rum, then gradually 1 egg white, and knead ingredients until well blended. Allow to rest in a cool place while preparing filling. Make the filling: Put egg yolk through a food mill or sieve to mash. Mix butter and sugar until well blended. Add mashed egg yolk, seeds scraped from vanilla bean, and rum, and cream together. Combine thoroughly with apricot butter.

Divide chocolate mixture in half. Roll out chocolate mixture between 2 pieces of wax paper, which have been dusted with confectioners sugar, with a rolling pin until it is about 1/8 inch thick. Cut into 1-1/2 inch squares. Put a dab of filling into center of each square. Fold corners over filling with a table knife and roll between palms of your hands into small balls (keep hands cool). Brush lightly with the remaining egg white and roll the balls in chocolate sprinkles. Put in paper candy cups. Store covered in cool place; if kept longer than 1 week, refrigerate. Makes 36-40.

---

**Shenandoah® CORNISH GAME HENS**

For your circle of friends, your family or yourself, nothing beats the extraordinary taste and flavor of Shenandoah Cornish Game Hens... the delectable difference in dining. Once a gourmet-only favorite, Shenandoah has made the Cornish Hen an everyday treat for everybody. Each bird is U.S.D.A. Grade “A” quality and each is plump, meaty and bred to be small-boned. Extra flavorful, everytime! At your neighborhood food market now.

FOR FREE DINNER-WINNER POULTRY RECIPES, WRITE: DEPT.HG-12, SHENANDOAH, 510 NORTHERN BLVD., GREAT NECK, N.Y. 11021

DECEMBER, 1970
Bringing an evergreen into the house in winter is an ancient custom. Joyfully in leaf when all else seems drab and lifeless, the evergreen is a natural symbol of hope and of life's renewal. There are many ways to decorate a tree at Christmas—see the glorious parade of trees starting on page 40. But if the idea of greenness and growth, of the tree of life behind the symbol, tempts you to go one step farther, you might consider an evergreen you can decorate for the holidays, and enjoy for years to come—a living Christmas tree.

A tubbed evergreen can go outdoors after Christmas to live on a terrace. Or decorate a houseplant with airy ornaments—a plant like a Norfolk pine, a bocasau, a citrus, or an evergreen of the holly persuasion like ardisia. Choose a balled-and-burlapped tree destined for your garden, to be planted by itself or in a “Christmas grove” added to every year. With like-minded neighbors, invest in a living tree to give to a park or schoolyard. Some cities have municipal bonfires to get rid of cut trees at New Year's Eve. Why not a winter Arbor Day instead?

If you choose a living tree, it must tolerate indoor heat (the fewer days indoors the better). Hemlock drops its needles indoors. It must also thrive in your climate. In a sooty city, a tubbed black pine or Douglas fir, even a Scotch pine, will prove less finicky than most other evergreens. Some trees that are excellent for cutting and shipping, like the popular balsam fir, need the north woods to grow in. For a garden tree, you might make an unconventional choice—a small dark yew or a columnar red cedar to start near a doorway, or a Colorado blue spruce. In the case of Austrian and Scotch pines, make sure they are nursery grown, with good fibrous roots for still another transplanting. 'Tis the season to be chary, and the best plan is to shop early and tag a good tree at a good nursery for delivery later.

Look at the size of the earth ball. You'll want to dig an ample hole while you can still use a shovel instead of a pick. Mulch the hole and side heap with leaves, peat moss or hay to prevent freezing. Use the size of the earth ball, too, as a guideline for picking a container and possibly for picking your tree-trimming companions (a 5-foot tree with a half barrel of soil can weigh 150 pounds). Try a galvanized washtub, or if you lack one big enough, protect the floor with foil or plastic and plumb the tree with bricks or blocks of wood. Water the tree every three days.

On your winter Arbor Day, hope for mild weather. If bad weather prevails, move the tree outdoors anyway and prop it against a wall out of the wind. Mulch the ball and don't let it dry out. As soon as possible, plant firmly with peat moss and unfrozen garden loam. Water but do not fertilize. How long you can keep balled and burlapped trees unplanted is anybody's guess. Most trees can be kept waiting a week or so—and some people have been lucky enough to save a tree not planted until an April thaw. With care at planting time and extra care through the first spring and summer, your Christmas tree should stay green and growing.
What is a great house gift? Anything, really, that gives pleasure to the whole family—dishwasher, a piece of handsome furniture, a beautiful bowl, a work of art, a stocking-stuffer gift of a nutmeg grater. Here are some house gifts we think everyone will enjoy. Cast-iron Dutch oven with black matte finish, from France, 1, where cooking is king, is great for stewing, braising, making soups, boiling pasta. Holds 4½ quarts and has tight-fitting lid. $18 at Altman’s. . . . For a family of art buffs, bold banners emblazoned with contemporary designs. Here a giant banner by Robert Indiana, 2, made up of a circle, star, pentagon, and numerals on black, white, red, and gray felt. 4 by 6 feet. $900 at Multiples. . . . Brass-surfaced chests, 3, look like a gleaming impressionistic city skyline or a contemporary piece of sculpture. Shelves and drawers are black Formica. The five multi-leveled pieces range from 1 by 1 by 5 feet up. $1050 each or $1200 for all, by Directional. . . . Quite literally for the birds—and the little ones at that—this brown metal feeder, 4, has a weighted treadlelike ledge that seals off the food supply when a squirrel or large bird steps on it. $34 at Hilarious. . . . For the ultimate in lounging, a kit for making a needlepoint elbow pillow, 5, brightly colored with a Chinese knot to stitch in yellow, brown, and pink on a purple ground. 9-inch square. $15 at Sophisti-Kits. . . . To top off a formal dinner, a beautiful glass bowl embossed with a floral pattern, 6, that makes any dessert look special. Lovely enough to display on a shelf between feasts. 9 inches in diameter and 11½ inches high. $75 at Bonniers.

*Through decorators only. Prices approximate. Store addresses, page 108.
Sterling Snowflake
Start a Christmas tradition for family or friend. Gorham's new tree ornament...a sparkling snowflake made of precious sterling. The back is yearmarked, with room for a shining personal inscription. The 3½ inch heirloom is $10. At finest jewelry stores and silverware departments.

Gorham Division of Textron, Providence, Rhode Island

See our picture show.

For just 50 cents, we'll boggle your imagination with all our latest color brochures. The feature attractions? Our many exciting thru-the-home collections of fine furniture. (The above example from our High Rise grouping is but one short subject.) The address: Carolyn Langley, Dept. HG-1270, American of Martinsville, Martinsville, Va. 24112.

PIER CABINET WITH COMPLETE HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER
Available for your own components or complete with Grammes stereo/monophonic hi-fi, tape and cartridge player, minicamera closed circuit TV and Zenith color TV. At leading stores. Permanent displays may be seen through your dealer or decorator at 964 Third Ave., New York City - Merchandise Mart, Chicago - Furniture Industries Mart, Philadelphia - 9000 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles

Send 75¢ to Department 6 for booklet
UNION-NATIONAL, INC. JAMESTOWN, N.Y. 14701

great HOUSE GIFTS with a personal touch

Everyone has special interests, and a present that shows concern and awareness of these interests is a most personal, thoughtful gift. For collectors of birds and animals: Especially welcome to the Audubon set are limited edition plates with bird pictures on them, such as a woodcock and ruffed grouse by wildlife artist James Lockhart, on a gold and green background. By Pickard, $150 the pair at Garrinckel's...or Royal Worcester's porcelain bird sculptures by Dorothy Doughty—the perky little "Redstart Hen on Gorse In Spring" is a 7¾-inch charmer, $1900 at Bullock's...Animal fanciers should flip over the solid bronze polar bear, 13 inches long, or the white-tusked elephant, 10 inches long, each $250 at Belgravia House. For the cook: The chef who likes her pots handy and enjoys displaying them will love the straight, wrought-iron rack at Bazaar de la Cuisine. It can be attached either to wall or ceiling and you can have it custom-made to any length you wish. One 4 feet long, $15 plus 25¢ for each hook...For the hostess: A luscious cheese deserves an equally luscious cheese plate. Baccarat has one of shimmering crystal with a fluted cover. 9 inches in diameter, 6 inches high, and $160...The sparkle of champagne is heightened by the sparkle of a mirrored cooler to hold it. This cachepot, on another occasion, can be filled with flowers. 9 inches high, $15 at Reflectibles...No color can sometimes be just the right color on a table setting. For this happy change of pace, Tiffany has clear glass plates with rocky cut-glass borders. 10-inch dinner plate, $7.50; 7-inch salad plate, $4...To give everyone his just desserts, Royal Worcester's lovely porcelain pots de crème with fruit designs on them. To present them, a tray decorated with peach-laden branches. $27.50 for six pots de crème; $11.50 for the 11½-inch tray, at Altman's. For the discriminating puzzle fan: If you have a puzzle-hound friend who is also an art buff, you can let him blow his cool over the sleek metal, 6-inch-high torso sculpture, "Le Mini David" that comes apart in twenty-three pieces to be reassembled (there's a diagram for the easily discouraged to follow). $125 at Bonniers. For the house-proud: Artist Muriel King will paint a beautiful likeness of a favorite room or garden, complete down to the minutest detail—something to treasure always—for about $250. For the gardener, indoors and out: Any window-box Burbank (or budding Julia Child) will delight in a set of eight packets of herb seeds, with planting chart. $1.50 at Capriland...To keep flowers and plants always just moist enough: the Haws standard Watering Can—a copper waterer from England with two nozzles, one regular, one fine. $15 at Wayside Gardens...And for the motor-happy men of the house, Jacobsen's snappy, red, 7-horsepower tractor with three attachments—it mows, tows, or throws (snow that is). $1040 at Ronconi.
There are always some presents you have to buy at the last minute and they can be just as imaginative and just as thoughtful as the ones you’ve pondered over for months. **For flower and nature lovers**: You can order rare orchids from Rod McLellan, one delivered each month of the year, each one different, $90 for the twelve. . .  Or you can give the rose fancier six old-fashioned rose bushes, each producing bounteous blossoms for years. $18 at Tillotson’s Roses. . .  For a civic-minded friend, you might give a gift of a tree in her name, to be planted where her community needs it. For approximately $150, you can have your local nursery do the planting—a London plane tree, perhaps, or a ginkgo or a honey locust. **For the acid stitcher**: Erica Wilson has a home-correspondence course in crewelwork. The student receives a complete kit with wool, designs, instructions and her finished work is submitted to Miss Wilson for thorough criticism. Course L, $45. **For nostalgia seekers**: A delectable cook book Maryland’s Way is carried by the Hammond-Harwood House in Annapolis. For $6.30 you get such mouth-watering old-time recipes as South River Club Crab Soup or Priscilla’s Cottage Pudding. All recipes are collected from generations-old notebooks. . .  Anyone who likes to sew and is intrigued with days-gone-by will love to make the (old-fashioned sampler that is embroidered with a rainbow of thirty-eight different yarns on an Irish linen background and can be obtained from the historic restoration in Portsmouth, N. H. called Strawberry Banke. Just ask for kit no. 5 and enclose $5.

**For oenologist and gourmet**: A bottle is always welcome, especially a fine red burgundy: a 1959 Chambolle-Musigny, $11.50; a 1921 Chambolle-Musigny Les Amoureuses, $24.65. Both are from Dr. Albert Barolet’s collection of rare wines at Sherry-Lehmann. . .  Another quick gift—a basket of delicious cocktail snacks, $25 from Zabar’s, brimming with cheeses, crackers, nibbles, spreads, and other lip-smackers.

**For the literati**: A happy present for a bibliophile is a rare copy of one of his favorite books beautifully bound. A copy of Don Quixote, for instance, illustrated with aquatints and bound in lush brown calf with gilt borders is $250 at J. M. Bartfield. **For the dog owner with everything else**: Jim Buck’s Dog School and Walking Service (sounds like the title of a rock song) in New York will give a two-hour walk to any dog plus a “play period,” daily from Monday through Friday for $21 a week (on weekends you’re on your own). In other cities you can probably avail yourself of similar services (check your local Yellow Pages). And, finally, **for near-sighted calendar watchers** or for anyone who wants to start the new year in a big way: a 30-by-40-inch whopper of a 1971 calendar, each sheet a different eye-exploding color, each with a different type face. All this for $20 at Henri Bendel.

**The new Braun Table Lighter needs no flints, wicks, batteries or wheels. That’s because it has the world’s first miniaturized permanent magnetic ignition system. Just fill it with butane, once, maybe twice a year and it flares on and on at the height you wish. And, when you’re not lighting up, it’s an exciting piece of sculpture to look at. Red, blue, black or chrome. $24.95* and up.**

---

**Great House Gifts for Last-Minute Giving**

The Chelsea Islander. It has the first battery operated tuning fork movement ever produced for clocks. It’s accurate to half a second per day for a year on a single “C” battery. And it’s accurate for years. The Islander’s case is a real brass porthole mounted on a cowhide base. The 5/8” dial is brushed gold. The deep etched roman numerals tell you the time at a glance. Finer jewelry stores have the Islander now. Is there someone you know who should?

*Prices approximate. Store addresses page 109.*
Show how clever you are.
Play Cardino.

It's new. It's exciting. It's a strategy game and it's sociable. All the play's in the open. On a board. What you do is deploy your card tiles to pick up points. But your opponents do, too. So the minute you devise a strategy you have to revise it. Think fast. It's fun. For two or three or four. The more you play Cardino, the more you want to play it some more. So be clever. Show your friends a good time with Cardino by Milton Bradley.

Milton Bradley makes the best games in the world.
Milton Bradley Company, Springfield, Mass. 01101

Merry Christmas presents
made with great spirits

Wines and spirits on their own make fine traditional gifts, but how exciting to use them in concocting delicious new drinks, appetizers, relishes, desserts, or cheeses. Here are some marvelous, easy-to-make ideas from wine and food buffs who have a reputation for giving delicious gifts.

APÉRITIFS AND LIQUEURS

An apéritif or liqueur you've made yourself makes a very personal gift. A delightful Raspberry Shaded Vodka, prettily decanted is one of designer Ken Scott's favorite gifts. The recipe, from the Begum of Hyderabad, calls for 1 quart of red raspberries or sour cherries to be steeped in 1 quart vodka for a week. Strain and pour back the vodka into a bottle or a decanter. Serve over ice or with soda.

Another white spirit washed with color, Strawberries and Tequila, is a specialty of oenologist Philip Brown. Wash and split ripe strawberries and place in a screw-top jar. Cover with tequila. Store for 2 weeks. Strain and discard berries. Serve as a liqueur. For attractive Christmas presents, Mr. Brown decants into hand-blown Mexican bottles.

SHRUB is a rum liqueur made by author Elisabeth Ortiz.

4 Seville oranges (from specialty stores) 1 cup water
tropical markets or 1 quart dark, dry
1 quart dark, dry specialty stores) island rum
4 ounces granulated sugar

With a vegetable peeler, remove the skins from the oranges as thinly as possible. Boil the sugar and water until the sugar is dissolved. Pour out a little of the rum to make room for the syrup and orange peel. Recork the rum and leave for two weeks. Strain and rebottle, perhaps in attractive, corked earthenware bottles.

ROMPOPE is a traditional Mexican drink. Cook book author Elena Zelayeta makes this drink of her native country and pours it into robust glazed pottery jugs to give to friends.

Vanilla bean 12 egg yolks
1 cup sugar ⅛ cup cold milk
1 quart milk Rum or cognac

Put vanilla bean and sugar in milk and slowly bring to a boil. Beat egg yolks until thick and light, add the cold milk, then gradually beat this into the milk mixture with a wooden spoon and cook slowly until liquid thickens and coats spoon. Cool and add rum (“Let your conscience be your guide,” says Mrs. Zelayeta, but she uses about ¼ cup). Cover with foil or wax paper. Keeps indefinitely refrigerated. Yield: 1⅓ quarts.

COCKTAIL GARNISHES

A very special little something to pep up a cocktail makes a small, witty gift. A super gift for an Old-Fashioned fancier, Branded Oranges is prepared by writer Patricia Brooks.

Choose great big oranges, cut them into ⅜-inch slices, leaving the skin on. Add ⅜ as much sugar as the weight of the
oranges, cover with water, and cook very slowly until the sugar syrup is thick. Cool and add brandy to taste. Pour into a sterilized jar—the wide-mouthed French ones are both attractive and practical—and add a few maraschino cherries.

An unusual present for the martini aficionado comes from Philadelphia cooking expert Julie Dannenbaum: Drain a jar of unstuffed olives and crush them lightly. Pop them into an attractive jar and fill with dry vermouth. One of these olives in a glass of gin makes vermouth redundant. If you make them about the first of December, the olives will have absorbed the vermouth by Christmas. As a gift they'd look nice packed into an old-fashioned crystal powder bowl with lid.

Or you might try a Sudanese preshahdial nibble, Maurice Moore-Betty, who runs a cooking school in Manhattan, takes pretty bottles or screw-top jars, fills them with fresh, unsugared dates, and adds gin to cover. Left six weeks, the dates will absorb the gin and puff up prettily.

FRUITS IN SPIRITS OR WINE

There are some quite delicious gifts to be made from the liaison of fruits with wines and spirits. RUM FRUITS (peaches, apricots, plums, strawberries, cherries, nectarines steeped in golden rum and sugar) as prepared by Mrs. Ortiz make splendid presents. Select ripe but firm fruits and pack lightly into a wide-mouthed crock, about 3/4 full. For each pound of fruit, add 2 cups of rum and 4 ounces of sugar, making sure the fruit is completely covered by rum. Cover lightly and leave at least two months before using. Keeps indefinitely and fruit can be added from time to time. The fruits may be used as a dessert with ice cream or pound cake; the rum as a sauce with fruits, served over ice cream, or strained as a liqueur.

Mandarin Oranges in Cognac with a little sugar added are poured into apothecary jars by Count and Countess Gerald de Geoffre, who have just launched their Hennessy Bras D’Or in the United States.

To make PEARS IN SAUTERNE or PEACHES IN RED BURGUNDY, Mrs. Otto Meyer, wife of the president of Paul Masson Vineyards, steeps stewed, sweetened, and drained fruit in the wine to cover and then puts 2 quarts of this nectar in a wine-carrying basket—a handsome gift.

A delectable sauce or dessert, CHESTNUTS IN COGNAC, is prepared by Philip Brown by cooking 1 pound chestnuts in a simple syrup (2 cups sugar to 1 1/2 cups water) until tender and the syrup has taken on color. Cool it and add 1 cup cognac. Give in screw-top jars or pickle jars.

FLAVORS

Good cooks adore gifts for the kitchen, and these lovely flavorings will be highly prized by any cooking buff.

A decorative bottle or decanter of cognac flavored with VANILLA BEANS is one of master cook James Beard’s favorite presents. He steeps 6 beans in 1 pint of cognac, advises friends to replenish with cognac or beans as necessary and use the fragrant cognac for anything requiring vanilla flavoring.

For enthusiasts of the Chinese cuisine, GINGER ROOT in SHERRY is the thing. Artist Dorothy Ivins, wife of wine writer... Continued on the next page.
A GIFT... THAT'S "SHEAR" DELIGHT

For the Entire Family

DISSTON CORDLESS ELECTRIC GRASS SHEAR

- Non-stick coated, self-sharpening blades
- Permanent type batteries recharge overnight
- Cordless convenience
- Light and compact, only 2B ounces
- Trims your lawn in 'a the time;

GRASS SHEAR

SPECIAL $29.95 REGULARLY $34.95

Available through local hardware and department stores and garden centers or write Disston, Porter Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219

CORKSCREW continued from preceding page

William Massee puts fresh ginger root into screw-top jars, covers with a medium sherry, such as an amontillado, closes tightly. Ginger keeps indefinitely this way.

An extra-special present is TRUFFLES IN COGNAC. Writer Jose Wilson preserves them this way: Strain liquid from small can of black truffles. Place truffles in small jar and cover with cognac. (The cognac can be drawn off and used for flaming, adding tang to sauces.) Replenish cognac as it is used up.

MARMALADE, favorite gifts of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Meyer, are luscious added to soups and sauces. Take 2 ounces from a bottle of Madeira. Soak 1 ounce of dried mushrooms (Polish if possible, or Oriental) in warm water just long enough to loosen the dirt. Wash, drain, and dice the mushrooms; add to Madeira. Bottle prettily and recork.

RELISHES, MAYONNAISE, AND MUSTARD

Here are some new recipes for original and traditional gifts:

Bottled in a sherry shaker, PEPPER JELLY is a treat for friends of George Christy, author of "The Los Angeles Underground Gourmet." Fill the shaker with ¾ cup California dry sherry (Mr. Christy says Almaden works very well). Slide several dry or fresh red pepper pods into this and let stand for three or four days. Mr. Christy suggests adding a couple of spicy drops to turtle soup, black bean soup, or conomémé.

SHERRY JELLY, presented in sherry glasses is a favorite idea of Mrs. Bernard Gurevitz; Mix 4 cups very dry sherry with 6 cups granulated sugar in top of double boiler. Place over boiling water. Stir until sugar is dissolved. Remove from heat and with wooden spoon stir in 1 bottle Certo fruit pectin. Pour into glasses. Cover with ¼ inch hot paraffin. Press Christmas stars into paraffin.

 Presented in a covered lacquer soup bowl, COGNAC MAYONNAISE, the New York Times food editor Craig Claiborne’s own creation, makes a mouth-watering gift. Blend ⅔ cup homemade mayonnaise with 1 teaspoon tomato purée and 1 teaspoon cognac. Serve it with cold shrimp.

A HOT MUSTARD in a pot-de-crème is another Patricia Brooks specialty. Mix dry mustard with a touch of turmeric, a drop of water, and add stale beer to make a paste.

SWEET AND SAVORY

These very special jams, butter, and cheeses make surefire seasonal gifts. Kirsh and almond extract added to a good commercial apricot preserve make a ZIPPED-UP APRICOT JAM. Photographer Ernst Beadle scouts antique shops for old china jars, sugar bowls, fills them with jam for friends.

CUMBERLAND RUM BUTTER is a county specialty in Cumberland, England. Here is how native Jose Wilson prepares it. Cream ½ cup unsalted butter and beat in 1 cup light brown sifted sugar until creamy. Mix in 1-2 ounces dark Jamaica rum and ½ teaspoon nutmeg. Makes ⅓ cup. Keep refrigerated. Serve as hard sauce or spread. Miss Wilson packs the butter into tiny soufflé dishes or little earthenware crocks.

Presented on a handsome wooden cheese board, a rich DESSERT CHEESE is one of Philip Brown’s hostess gifts. Scrape the skin off Camembert and marinate in white Burgundy to cover for 24 hours. Drain cheese and mash with an equal amount of soft butter. Shape into rounds and roll in chopped almonds.
There aren't many guarantees in life, but here's one that's ironclad. We'll guarantee there's a lifetime of pleasure in playing the piano.

There's a challenge to it. An intellectual, artistic, even a physical challenge that never dims. Whether you are a child seeking a set of values to live with or an adult simply looking for relief from the prosaic demands of living, that kind of challenge is vital. Naturally we hope you buy a Yamaha piano. They are among the finest, richest sounding, most responsive in the world.

But we'd rather you buy another brand of piano than no piano at all.
to likeness, the artist may liberate his unconscious to express itself in the manipulation of his medium. His fingers are free to be wiser than his mind. The actual quality of the paint on the head of Rembrandt's "Woman with a Pink" gives us the same feeling of rapture as a lyrical passage in Shakespeare, which depends equally on its matière, the sensuous quality of words.

To return to my three sources of art: The prehistoric wall paintings of animals introduce another element, the communication of energy. They are concerned with movement, and were the work of people who were themselves in movement. The original centers of civilization were, or wished to be, static. They were the cultures of the overflowing rivers, the Nile, the Euphrates, the Indus, the Hwang Ho. They were, literally, stick-in-the-mud cultures that aimed above all at avoiding change, and in Egypt achieved this aim for about 3000 years. These cultures produced what we call monumental art. But beyond their frontiers was the vast, seething cauldron of the wandering peoples, turbulent, aggressive, and liable at any moment to boil over across the Urals, across the Caucasus, across the Danube, or across the Great Wall of China. They brought with them the portable arts of the weavers and the smith in works of magic intensity and coiled up energy. Like the prehistoric wall painters they thought of movement in terms of animals, only the animals had long ago changed from snapshots to hieroglyphs and movement was conveyed by flow of line. The wandering people were hostile to settled societies. Tartars, Mongols, Lombards, Visigoths, Norsemen, they came down like wolves on the passive sheep who for so long have symbolized the congregation of the simple (although in fact we keep them in order that we may eat them). But they were not wholly destructive, because their powerful rhythms revitalized a wornout naturalism. The most obvious example is the style that we call Romanesque, in which the exhausted remnants of antique art are revived by both northern and Islamic energy. A more mysterious interaction of nomadic and established styles had taken place two thousand years earlier in the ritual bronzes of Shang, China, whose monumental forms are covered with symbols of movement—clouds, birds, and fabulous monsters of terrifying vitality.

With these awe-inspiring objects we reach the third of my original impulses, the need to decorate surfaces with patterns that should express some belief in the magical power of the elements. The decorated pots of Egypt or Mesopotamia convey a sense of order through geometry and repetition. The bronze vessels of early China combine symbolism, magic, and vitality in a way that makes them almost unique among the decorated surfaces of the world's art, although certain Central American relics have a curiously similar effect. In the spectrum of art, this is the opposite end to Egyptian and early Greek.

As Hellenistic art declined, the art of decorated surfaces took its place. The Judaic prohibition of images was adopted (like so much else in Judaism) by Mahomet, but Islam only gave the force of arms to a fait accompli. Aniconic art had been in the ascendant for over a century. The Church of the Holy Wisdom in Constantinople originally contained no representation of living things, but abstract designs of consummate beauty. In Islamic art, the image was replaced by the word, and the Cufic script became one of the supreme motifs of décor. For 800 years this style spread over an area far greater than that of the Roman Empire, and like the Hellenistic style before it, it changed remarkably little in time or place. It even gained a more exhilarating invention of abstract design and a more sensuous beauty. Among the less orthodox Persians it admitted iluminations of enchanting delicacy, which create a world as poise as fifteenth-century Burgundy, but remain in the area of surface decoration. In the Metropolitan's exhibition, for almost the first time, the decorative arts will appear on a level with the arts of imitation and ideated movement.

To think of any human activity in terms of its origins is a useful beginning, but at a certain point this line of thought must be abandoned if it is not to become a limitation. In art we reach this point when the relationship of objects or figures to each other becomes more important than the form of the objects themselves. This was seldom true of ancient Egypt or Assyria, but when one comes to the three seated figures of the Parthenon gable, one is aware of a complex interplay of forms. The overworked phrase "it adds a new dimension" is literally true: only in Greek art the new dimension was curiously shallow. No one has ever explained satisfactorily why the Greeks did not compose in depth; perhaps it was because their temples had no significant interiors. At all events, it was after the long acceptance of the Gothic nave that fifteenth-century Florentines developed the system known as perspective, by which figures in space could be shown in measurable relationship to one another. From the point of view of realism, strict perspective is positively a nuisance, but it perfectly expressed the philosophy of the time. When the enclosed world of early humanism was shattered by Luther and Coper nelius, a new feeling for spatial relationships emerged that grew into the unifying sweep of Baroque.

Parallel with this penetration into space there was developed a pictorial science by which figures could be so arranged as to give the scene a feeling of architectural unity and permanence, without any lessening of dramatic effect. The picture space became like a stage scene handled by a master director; and in fact many of the painters who practiced this art, from Masaccio to Poussin, built up their compositions with the help of miniature models in a toy theatre. It is arguable that the great dramatic compositions of Italian painting, Giotto's frescoes in the Arena Chapel, Masaccio's in the Carmine, Raphael's in the Stanze of the Vatican, are the summit of European art, the point at which formal and imaginative power have been directed by the highest intelligence. In these great works the art of picture making is entirely at one with a passionate involvement in the subject represented, so that a description of the subject matter becomes automatically an exposition of the design. The same principles can still be seen in Poussin's "Rape of the Sabine Women" and David's "Death of Socrates," which, although painted almost 400 years later than Giotto's "Entombment," is obviously part (and we may add almost the last part) of the same tradition. No wonder that a mastery of this kind of composition came to be considered the highest achievement of art, "the Grand Manner of historical paintings." And yet the century of Raphael also produced Hieronymus Bosch and Pieter Bruegel for whom such massive pictorial constructions were entirely unnecessary. The fascination their paintings have for us shows that however highly we may rate the claims of form, rhythm, and design, there is no denying that our attachment to works of art is very largely due to their direct reference to life. From the eighth-century B.C. ivory of a Nubian slave to an ink drawing by Rembrandt, it is this quality of human paths that we value, and it makes us often look with particular delight at details that play no part in the general design. Students of esthetics who examine their own responses may be dismayed to find how often they are narrowed down to a single detail—the turn of a head, a vase of flowers, or the light falling on a piece of silk—elements that play no part in the systems of esthetic philosophy.

From the sixteenth century onward relationships of form are supported by relationships of color. Of course there is enchanting color in the Sienese painting of the preceding century, but it is independent of the form. The use of color to enhance the impact of form was a Venetian discovery, and gives to the rare works of Titian that are well preserved their extraordinary resonance. This form-color relationship was carried to its highest point by Cézanne. Few painters have had a nobler sense of form in the simple terms that I described it earlier; but he determined to give form an even fuller development (sa plenitude) by rendering it with the maximum strength of color. The simpler his subjects, the more profound his effects, and no doubt the effect on our emotions of his peers and apples is due to very deep analogies in human experience.

There remains one branch of art that seems to be outside the ordinary life-preserving functions of form, line, and composition; the art of landscape painting. It was the invention of the Chinese (for Hellenistic landscapes seem to
have been no more than decorative fantasies) and represents a Wordsworthian desire to lose the self in contemplation of nature. In this respect the great Chinese landscapes reach a point that Western artists have never equaled, because they are not the result of an impression, but of prolonged meditation, in which each object is thought of both as a living thing and as a symbol. The richness and complexity of these works can hardly be equaled in Europe, but the nearest approach to them is in the landscapes of Poussin and Claude. In both of them a wealth of natural observation is used to create a single mood, or rather, to illustrate single poetic thought, and in both the equivalent of Chinese symbolism is the memory of some antique myth. Poussin’s thoughts dwell more earnestly on the meaning of each legend; Claude allows each legend to suggest the mood and then abandons himself to the rapture of light.

The landscape of poetry and legend was a relatively short episode. The landscape of optical experience lasted for over 200 years, from Bruegel to Monet, and was the form in which the best painters of the later nineteenth century found their means of expression. The Impressionists probably still give more pleasure to the average man than any other school of painting. They have opened our eyes to light and atmosphere, and in our urbanized society they evoke a lost paradise. Their success is stronger than diversity, and the fact that for almost 500 years drawings have been preserved and collected shows how great a part this kind of intuition and spontaneous self-revelation plays in our love of art. Ultimately the artist may be reaching toward a timeless ideal, but he remains a fellow being, and we suddenly find ourselves listening to him, as we would to some inspired companion. Even the Egyptian sculptors of
Building facts

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT USED IN THE OWENS HOUSE (pages 82-85)

Windows: Fixed glass in wood frames, awning sash in steel frames by Hope's Windows, Inc.

Skylights: "Wesco skydomes" by American Cyanamid Co.

Doors: Solid core wood exterior doors, honeycomb hollow core flush wood interior doors by U. S. Plywood Corp. and aluminum frame sliding glass doors by Arcadia Metal Products.

INTERIOR OF HOUSE

Walls and ceilings: Sheetrock gypsum wallboard by U. S. Gypsum Co.

Interior finish: White paint by Mainline Paints Co.

Floors: In all major rooms, prefinished oak; in kitchen and bathroom, 39-inch squares of rubber flooring by Firelli of Italy.

Plumbing fixtures: In kitchen, stainless steel sink by American-Standard, Inc. In bathrooms, lavatories by Rheem Mfg. Co., prefabricated glass fiber showers by The Swan Corp.

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCES


Hot-water heater: 40-gallon unit

Heating system: All electric by Federal Pacific Electric Co.
NEW THIS MONTH IN THE STORES

ETHIRE. This super-pure concept (each thing comes sealed in its super-purity) is presenting a new aspect for faces that they call Pure Scapism—pure fantasy in a range of smoky, pale, and bright effects. Among the six new lip colors are interestingly—Sweet Chocolate, Spanish Onion, Ripe Red Tomato. These lipsticks are $3.50 each. Some startling pales for eyes—Pale Green, Pale Blue, or Pale Lavender eye shadows (at $5 each) go with liquid eye-liners in the same amusing pastels (also $5) for a funny new kind of becomingness. The face shiners in sticks are—Pink Glaze and Amber Glaze ($7.50 each). All at Bonwit Teller; I. Magnin.


ESTÉE LAUDER. Tender Lip Tints—those weightless wonders with, as they say, “lip-cling” are newly deepened to a Winegums tone. These lip glosses are in such shades as Grape Crush and Ginger Crush. $2. Nail enamels in Grape Purée, a lavender beige, and Hot Chili, a burnt, very new-looking red, $1.75; Lemon Conditioner Shampoo, new version of a classic, $1.25. At Bonwit Teller; J. W. Robinson; I. Magnin; Famous-Barr.

NORMAN NORELL. The great Norell-smell in some new transformations: Perfumed Bathing Oil, $15; Perfumed Body Lustré—good for your skin, good for your morale—$6.50; Cooling Spray Bath Powder, $6; New Spray Perfume, $22.50. At Bonwit Teller; J. W. Robinson; I. Magnin.

REVlon adds to their lemon grove with: Lemon Bath Oil in a wonderful high note of lemon fragrance, $2.50; Lemon Cleansing Cream, delicious and highly efficient, $1.75; Lemon Conditioner Shampoo, new version of a classic, $1.25. At B. Altman & Co.; J. W. Robinson; The May Co.

MARY QUANT. Her new look in mahogany tones. The lipsticks (in those cases that show their colors without having to be opened) are in such shades as Grape Crush and Ginger Crush, $2. Nail enamels in Grape Purée, a lavender beige, and Hot Chili, a burnt, very new-looking red, $1.25. The eye shadows she calls Jeepers Peepers come three to a box in such combos as Marooned, Earth Bound, Skylark, and are $5. At Bloomingdale's; The Union, Columbus, Ohio.

SHE NEEDS YOUR LOVE

Little Mic-Wen in Formosa already knows many things—... the gnawing of hunger ... the shivering of fear ... the misery of being unwanted.

But she has never known love. Her mother died when she was born. Her father was poor—and didn't want a girl child. So Mic-Wen has spent her baby years without the affection and security every child craves.

Your love can give Mic-Wen, and children just as needy, the privileges you would wish for your own child.

Through Christian Children's Fund you can sponsor one of these youngsters. We use the word sponsor to symbolize the bond of love that exists between you and the child.

The cost? Only $12 a month. Your love is demonstrated in a practical way because your money helps with nourishing meals ... medical care ... warm clothing ... education ... understanding housemothers ... And in return you will receive your child's personal history, photograph, plus a description of the orphanage where your child lives. You can write and send packages.

Write today: Verent J. Mills, Box 511, Richmond, Va. 23204

I wish to sponsor [ ] boy [ ] girl in (Country) ( )

Choose a child who needs me most. I will pay $12 a month.

I enclose my first payment of $ . Send me child's name, story, address and picture.

I cannot sponsor a child but want to give $ .

[ ] Please send me more information.

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, INC.

Registered (VFA-880) with the U. S. Government's Advisory Committee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Gifts are tax deductible.

Canadians: Write 1407 Yonge, Toronto 7
**Travelog**

**GEORGIA**

**Sea Island**

Sea Island's certain pleasures

The Cloister's rare amenities. Full sports plantation for golf (27 holes. Tony Jacklin's club over here). Beach club, dancing, noted cuisine. Pleasure certain.

**CHRISTMAS TREES**

**Page 42:**
- Flower tree, $285 at Ronaldo Maia.
- Rock candy tree, $75 at Parrish Woodworth.
- Candle tree, $300 at Ronaldo Maia.
- "Queen Anne" silver-plate punch bowl by Towle, $75 at C. D. Peacock.

**Page 44:**
- Gingerbread tree, $185 at Ronaldo Maia.
- Fruit tree, $475 at Ronaldo Maia.

**Page 45:**
- Candy tree, $85 at Ronaldo Maia.
- "Contemporary" sterling silver bowl, $80 at Samuel Kirk & Son.
- Carnation tree, $85 at Ronaldo Maia.
- "Early Dublin" sterling silver bowl by Lunt Silversmiths, $75 at Woodward & Lothrop.
- Apple tree, $125 at Ronaldo Maia.
- "La Paglia" sterling silver compote by International Silver, $247.50 at C. D. Peacock.
- Fruit tree, $150 at The Greenery.

**Page 46:**
- Orange pyramid, $225 at Ronaldo Maia.
- "Mandarin" silver-plated bowl by Reed & Barton, $25.

**Page 47:**
- Brazilian Christmas tree, $375 at Ronaldo Maia. Jade box from Higgins Cutlerys, Ltd.
- Bread arrangement, $115 at Ronaldo Maia.
- "Baroque" silver-plated bowl by Wallace Silversmiths, $75 at Donaldson's.
- Nut and pine cone pyramid, $100 at Ronaldo Maia.
- "Rose" sterling silver bowl by The Steiff Co., $125 at Hess's.
- Package tree, $700 at Parrish Woodworth.
- Plastic evergreen tree, $375 at Parrish Woodworth.

**TIFANY TABLES**

All table settings are available at Tiffany & Co. and will be on display during the holiday season. All centerpieces designed by Stephen Barany and available by special order.

**Page 50:**

**Page 57:**
- "Yellow Caughley" glazed earthenware, 5-piece place setting $19.50. "Brierley Plain" crystal goblet, $12, champagne and clarat, $10 each. "Rat Tail" sterling silver flatware, 5-piece place setting $83.50. Sterling silver candlesticks, $365 pair. Sterling silver salt shaker, $23.50, and pepper shaker, $21.50.

**Page 58:**
- "Bamboo" sterling silver dinner plates, $220 each. Crystal salad plates, $4 each. "Bamboo" sterling silver flatware, 5-piece place setting $75.50. "Bamboo" sterling silver compote (goblet, champagne, and clarat), $7.50 each. "Bamboo" sterling silver candlesticks, $140 pair. Sterling silver ashtays, $7.75 each, and cigarette urns, $13.25 each. Sterling silver salt and pepper shakers, $22 pair. Sterling silver compote, $162. "Blue Flowers" cups and saucers (background), $6.50 each. Sterling silver coffee pot, $600.

**Bottom:**
- "Imari" china cups and saucers, $35.50 each, dessert plates, $27.50 each, and cake plate, $39.50. Sterling silver hot water pot, $875, and teapot, $345. Sterling silver creamer, $110, and sugar bowl, $61. Sterling silver tray, $600. Sterling silver shell, $82 (includes cover). "Shell & Thread" sterling silver teaspooos, $11.50 each.

**Page 59:**

**CHRISTMAS LIGHTS**

All lights and accessories shown are available in electrical supply or hardware stores except where noted. In New York City, Walter's Electric and Sutton Electric Supply are reliable sources.

**Page 60:**
- Fiberlite set of 20 (#D-512) from Poly-Optics, $16.
- "Savoy White" china dinner plates by Spode, $9 each. "Lionswear" crystal goblets and claret by Waterford, $8. "Windoro" sterling silver flatware from Worcester Silver, 5-piece place setting $130. Linen tablecloth with 8 matching napkins, $245 at Porthault.

**Page 64/65:**
- Mirror on two-way mirror by Libbey-Owens-Ford, $3 sq. ft. at Sunnul Shade & Glass.

**Page 66:**
- Lucite Chinese checkers board, $19 at Breant's.

**Bottom left:**

**Bottom right:**
- Plastic rods, 1/2" x 1/2" x 48", $2 each, and plastic funnels, 35¢ each, at Industrial Plastics Supply.

**Page 67:**
- Top left:
- Oblisks, $39 each at Albrizzi Designs.

**Bottom left:**
- Light Tract plug molding, 6', $9 at Brite Electric Sales. Cake cooling racks, $1 each at The Pottery Barn.
"Dear Sirs: I have had an opportunity to use Sauna Shorts primarily for the purpose of evaluating its worth in view of the many inquiries that have been made to me relating to your product. This Sauna Shorts’ Inches-Off Program is based on sound scientific principles. It’s sensible and it works—a rare combination! I plan to recommend it to all my patients who want to take off inches. Yours very truly, Anita Sharpe, Registered Physiotherapist, Los Angeles, Calif. — "Gentlemen: I feel I simply must write to tell you how happy I am with the results of your Sauna Shorts. I lost 5 inches in the very first week—2 inches from my waist and 3 inches from my hips. You can believe me when I say I’ll make sure they don’t come back! I wear my Sauna Shorts once a week now to keep my new shape. My friends keep telling me how great I look and they, too, are interested in purchasing your Sauna Shorts. Sincerely, Mrs. Ina Ann Debs, Chicago, Illinois — Dear Sirs: Thanks to Sauna Shorts and an easy to follow exercise plan, I’ve lost 2 inches from my waist and 2 inches from my hips. Barbara Mc Ardle, Inglewood, Calif.

“...it works!” says Anita Sharpe, REGISTERED PHYSIOTHERAPIST

Now you can join the thousands who enjoy this amazing “Inches Off” discovery for HIPS, THIGHS and WAISTLINE.

SAUNA SHORTS

Be fully satisfied in 1 week or your money back.

Since Sauna Shorts were first developed and put on the market, numerous letters have indicated that the Sauna Shorts “Inches-Off” Program is not only an effective approach to removing unwanted inches from hips, thighs and waistline, but also a very simple and pleasant way to obtain those lovely results. All it takes is thirty minutes a day with your regular or long-line Sauna Shorts and within a week you will be totally amazed and satisfied or we will cheerfully refund your money.

HOW DO SAUNA SHORTS WORK THEIR WONDERS?
Following your 3-step exercise plan, just slip into your Sauna Shorts as you would any shorts and inflate them with the detachable air pump we provide you. You’ll enjoy the warm, gently ‘massaging’ action of Sauna Shorts’ many air pockets, snuggling up to you tighter and tighter. Now you’re ready to put the air pump aside while your Sauna Shorts go to work creating a Finnish Saunadike warmth. This is your Sauna Shorts rest period, preceded by the 3-step exercise plan which was designed to pinpoint “inches removal” from your hips, thighs and waistline. While you relax and go about your regular routine, you’ll feel your Sauna Shorts doing their part—silently, comfortably, and with no further effort on your part.

CHOOSE REGULAR OR LONG-LINE SAUNA SHORTS—BOTH INCREDIBLE BARGAINS!
The regular Sauna Shorts and 3-step exercise plan for reducing hips and thigh measurements are priced at a low $9.95. For hips, thighs and waistline reduction, select the long-line Sauna Shorts... only $14.95. The long-line Sauna Shorts extend above the waist with vertical air pocket sauna strips, to help work off “lower midriff bulge” too.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE—If for any reason, whatsoever, you are not 100% satisfied with your Sauna Shorts Inches-Off Program, please return your Sauna Shorts for a prompt, total refund, no questions asked.

SAUNA SHORTS, INC. Dept. SH-224 P.O. Box 7777, Van Nuys, Calif. 91409

Please send me
SAUNA SHORTS with complete, easy to understand instructions
and quick 3-step exercise plans. I understand that I may use my sauna shorts for one full week and if I’m not 100% satisfied for any reason, I may return the sauna shorts and handy air pump for a full refund.

[ ] Mens — I am enclosing $11.95 for each regular-line Sauna Shorts.
[ ] Mens — I am enclosing $16.95 for each regular-line Sauna Shorts.
[ ] Check
[ ] Money Order (no C.O.D.'s)

[ ] Women’s regular Sauna Shorts, for hips and thighs, $9.95
[ ] Women’s long-line Sauna Shorts, for hips, thighs and waist, $14.95
[ ] Men’s Sauna Shorts, available in regular or long-line, $9.95 or $14.95

Name ____________________________ Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________ Zip

Woman: Waist size ____________________________ Man: Waist size ____________________________

Two Lovely Wall Pieces—only $4.98

Antiqued White & Gold Metal Wall Sconces

Climbing vine triple candleholders, amazingly priced! A profusion of flowers and leaves on twining branches. Antiqued white, then edged and crested with golden highlights. Define an impressive 4 sq. ft. of wall area with the soft candle glow of beauty. Each sconce has three candle holders, is 17” x 10”. Candles are not incl. A wonderful buy and a wonderful gift, they will make any living or dining room sparkle. A9742 Sconces $4.98. (Add 75c post.)

GREENLAND STUDIOS, 4054 Greenland Building, Miami, Florida 33054

Imported Owl Pitcher

Our big-eyed owl pitcher is a wise choice for a flower container, for serving cold drinks, or to add to a collector's shelf. Imported from sunny Italy, it is molded of heavy, textured glass in glowing tones of amber, blue or green. However you use it, this unusual "bird" will bring you compliments galore! Stands proudly, 12½" high, holds 32 oz. $1.25

Not Prints. Each is an enchanting colorfull ORIGfAL on Hand-Pressed Bark!

Pavoero Mexican artesano have done these cartes-style Angie barb paintings. jeweled-like handground colors despite modern Asian influence, they are handground bath in the ancient manner. Each piece to different, fresh and excitingly colorful. Don't think what you paid — just think of what you have been added. Each about 2½ x 2½ original. $25.00

FREE! FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY

A wonderful buy and a wonderful gift, they will make any living or dining room sparkle. A9742 Sconces $4.98. (Add 75c post.)

Hand Blown Crystal

Send 25c for catalogue.

Swan Vases

This peaceful pair of hand blown crystal vases is a completely new concept in home decoration. The male swan (left), 12" tall and female, 11½ tall, are designed as a single entity. The male swan's wings are opened, and an archway is created so that each can be filled by simply inverting a few stems of fresh-cutting in the arms of shape and design. The change you may make in coloring (both water and flowers), in embellishment your own, are endless and varied. Simple filling instructions included. A unique and discriminating gift for your domestic.

Pair $4.98, FOUR for $9.75

Send 25c for catalogue.

Bryan Robeson

Cooper's, Dept. HC-7, Box 757

Hickory, N. C. 28601

Magnificent Queen Chair, at home in any traditional setting. Webb base, coil springs, hand tied 8 ways. Scotchguard fabric, reversible poly-dacron cushions.

Self-Docking and arm bands included. Other fabrics available, or custom covered. H 49" D 32" W 30" Wt. 75 lbs.

Price as shown $139.50 Pair $265.00

Send 25c for catalogue.

Shopping Around

With Betty Fagan

Order merchandise by writing directly to shops. Enclose check or money order. Add sales tax where applicable. Any unused item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail for refund. Please include zip code.

Plain and Fancy

Pretty put-on—14k gold earrings with one side in Florentine finish, the other bright and shiny gold. The pierced earring look yet they slip on and stay on. Half-inch size, $14; same design slightly smaller, $10. Add 50c post. Adler's, HG12, 722 Canal St., New Orleans, La. 70130.

Bag of Bells

Golden jingle bells, a generous two dozen for tree trimming, gifts, garlands. Try a batch tied to your door wreath with bright red ribbon: they'll jingle gaily as guests gather. 18k gold-plated metal and all 24 in a plastic bag for just $1 plus 25c post. Lillian Vernon, GD1, 560 Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

Tennessee Born

Mr. Willard Walker of Lafayette searches out these sturdy walking sticks while they're still gnarled tree limbs. Lynchburg old-timers love them and so do we for dog walking. Well lacquered. Specify extra tall or short. $10 each ppd. Lynchburg Hardware and Gen'l Store, Box 239F, Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352.

Whither The Wig

Perhaps old George parked his peruke on a solid mahogany stand just like this handsome reproduction. If Martha didn't appropriate it for a plant stand or wine server, that is. Trilateral shelf with two drawers; 23" base has turned handsomely maco yard, and so do we for dog walking. Well lacquered. Specify extra tall or short. $10 each ppd. Lynchburg Hardware and Gen'l Store, Box 239F, Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352.
PICASSO PRINT

No one captures the excitement of the bull fight like Spain’s favorite son. And they add a note of drama to any setting. 15" by 20" in black and white. $3.95 each, two for $7.50. Ppd. House of Goodspeed, HG12, Federal Square Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502.

HUMMEL NATIVITY

Christmas crèche with inspirational Hummel figures. In color, of course, with a lighted stable, 36" by 22" by 23" high. Standing figures are 11¾" high. 17 figures, stable and 28-note music box that plays "Silent Night." Lovely for a spacious home or chapel. $700 ppd. Hildegarde Solby Bayes, HG12, 45 Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02108.

OPULENT OCTAGON

The pewter look is the right look for today's tables. Here hefty and handsome service or dinner plates with bamboo-design rim. Stainless steel; dishwasher safe. 10½" wide, $10.00 each. 7" size for fruit, dessert or bread and butter, $8.50 each. Ppd. Miles Kimball, 1240 Liberty Ave., Farmville, Pa. 15332.

BETTER BOOT BUY

Smart side-laced boot adjusts comfortably to the size of your calf. Orion pine lining for warmth, sure-grip rubber sole for safety on snowy streets. 1¼" heel. Sizes 5 to 12 for widths B through EE. Black or brown glove leather. Smart side-laced boot adjusts comfortably like Spain's favorite son. and they add a note of drama to any setting. 15" by 20" in black and white. $3.95 each, two for $7.50. Ppd. House of Goodspeed, HG12, Federal Square Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502.

ADDRESS LABELS with NICE DESIGNS

Any Initial, American Flag, Pine, Gulf, Palm, Roadrunner, Seguro, Rose, (Also available are Texas Star, Maple Tree, Treble Clef, and Palmetto.) Up to 20 letters on line. 4 lines. Printed in black on white or gold gummed labels ½ x 1½. Packed in neat plastic box, 500 on white or 250 on gold for $1.50 each. Or on DELUXE clips, ½ x 1½", for $2.50 per set. Specify initial or design desired. Via air, add 30c per order. Bruce Boland, 2124 Boland Bldg., Boulder, Colo. 80302. Thank you kindly!

New "Group-ables"

the contemporary way to store 1001 things!

Complete set only

Cubes units may be used in groups or individually. They go anywhere, hold anything. Perfect for the kitchen, study, or playroom. Each ideal as presents wall and room divider!

Inexpensive and functional yet with the look of more expensive presentation. "Group-ables" are made of 100% storage problems. They fit almost any space—can be arranged in any of countless varieties of designs. "Group-ables" are perfect storage units. The 4 inch cubes are 7½" long, 1½" wide, and holds up to 3", lets you hem

Hem Without Pins!

Invented by a Wisconsin housewife who tried tedious basting when sewing hems. Hemming-Bird is the answer! It measures and holds up to 3", lets you hem skirts, dresses, draperies in one simple step! Perfect for the new adhesive-taped hems, too! The aluminum clips are in sets of six. Shipped postpaid, $7.51 each—Hemming-Birds, 3 set, $3.28. Write For New Free Gift Catalog!
**SHOPPING AROUND**

**HOTTER THAN HADES**

Individual coffee cup thermos is a simply splendid idea from Italy. The vacuum keeps coffee, tea or soup one-stove hot for hours. Commuters take it on the train or bus; salesmen have it filled before they start out on the road. In appropriate beige tone. $5.50 ppd., Casual Living, HG12, Rte. 6, Bethel, Conn. 06801.

**AFFOOT**

Desert boot gives individual look to your get-up—and whoo is for fashion? New approach in black or brown nylon suede, water-proofed all through the soles with medium-weight fleece lining. Sizes: 4 to 11; widths AAA to D. (4 to 10) $14.95; (11) $15.95. Add 75c post. Free catalogue. Solby Bayes, HG12, 45 Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02108.

**REEL NEAT**

End fishing rod clutter with a handy wall rack that stores up to five rods. Of American walnut handsomely finished with decorative whale to make him feel better about the ones that got away. 12'' by 4 3/4'' by 1 3/4'' complete with counter-screw sets. $10.95. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

**PLAYSUIT FOR PUP**

When Fou Fou's sniffing about on the Avenue, a snappy playsuit in printed cotton keeps him warm and comfortably clothed. Color's mostly blue with white trim, zipped back assures snug fit: measure from collar to base of tail. 8 to 20 $4.98; dachshund 12'' by 4 3/4'' by 1 3/4'' complete with counter-screw sets. $4.98, household. Du-Say's. PB-12, P.O. Box 24407, New Orleans, La. 70124.

**A GALLON OF COOKIES**

We have a friend who adores baking cookies, so we gave her an old fashioned clear glass one gallon jar to fill with her delicious goodies—and she did! Mason-type jar is 10 1/2'' high by 7 1/4'' diameter, has sealing ring, wire bail to lock it. $4.95 ppd., Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

**OFFICIAL NFL T.V. CHAIR**

Now from Jensen Lewis—our famous Director's Chair with seat and back in your favorite NFL team's colors plus our official insignia on the back. Chair frame in white only, $19.95 each. Buy 4 and save 5% on the total price. Express charges collect. No C.O.D.'s. Write for catalog. Jensen Lewis, Dept. H12, 156 7th Avenue, New York, New York 10011. Tel. (212) WA 4-8800
STAMP collecting is back! A quartet of gleaming glasses with famous Rare Stamp Tumblers made headlines recently. Also 1851 Ha-

DECEMBER, 1970

200 Ladies’ Memos $1

GROOVY STERLING
What niftier right now than a handful of super sterling silver rings? How about a with it wide band, A, (5-11) for $5.95; girly turquoise (real) B (9-5) $9.95; for her pinkie the Slalom (SML), C, $3.75; D, adjustable swirl for $4.50. Ppd. Catalogue’s free. Desert House, HG28, Box 11114, Albuquerque, N. M. 87112.

FOR LIGHT READING
Wrought iron magazine rack with a light and airy look. Swirling scrolls and leaf design lend Mediterranean grace and the openwork sides invite selection. In satin black, white or antique green. 10½" by 8" by HGDD, 39 Crestline Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087.

FOLDING ROUND TABLE
Sturdy foldable table is crafted by hand and its 24" diameter top is a perfect size beside an easy chair or for evening snacks. The height is adjustable to 21", 23" or 25". In honey tone, maple, antique pine or walnut finish. $28.95; in kit form, $18.95. Ppd. Add $1 w. of Miss. Yield House, HG12 No. Conway, N. H. 03860.

RETRACTING BRUSH
Pet brush massages, brushes and cleans itself thanks to its 120 retractable bristles. It works with a simple twist to extend bristles, another twist retracts them. Frequent use gives your pet a smooth, glossy and healthy coat. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.
SHOPPING AROUND

FOR DESIRED CHANGES

Electric blanket control guard of metal clips to bed where most convenient to reach when reclining. Clips bend easily by hand to adjust to rail. To keep electric cord off floor, out of way, excess cord can be wound around holder. $1.29 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

STERLING THIMBLE

Pretty little thimble is a sterling find, all dressed up in delicate hearts and flowers. Happy choice for the lucky lady who embroiders, sews, or does crewel work. Sterling silver with antique finish, hand-crafted, 1" deep, and imported from Mexico. Magnifico at $2.98 each; two for $5.75! P.O. Box 266, The Ferry House, Inc., HG12, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522.

COMFORTER REFRESHER

Old comforters with tired covers can be made like new and ready for winter's icy blasts. Extra filling is added and entire comforter is fluffled in a patented and sterilized process. Stitching is guaranteed for life. Send 35c for fabric swatches, folder and ordering directions. J. Schachtler Corp., HG112, 115 Allen St., New York, N. Y. 10002.

TELEPHONE TURF

Mr. Bell's tel has a special spot—a little fringed rug from Austria. And it's just the thing since it has occasioned many a nick and scratch on the stand. Wool pile in pretty pattern of gold, tan, red and black. 9" by 12". $4.95, two for $9.50. Add 35c post. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG12, 3023 Crane Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042.

POSED PROTECTION

Gay quilted plastic covers keep kitchen appliances free from dust and grease that harm mechanisms. Gay blue and green flowery holder. $1.29. Scissor pockets. Will slip on your counter appliances. With cords, for tree, mantel or door. 2½" dia., swinging star of exquisite design. Satiny jeweler's brass; each framing a free- mason crest. $1.95 ea. ppd. Walter Drake, HG170, Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

Swinging Stars

Hand cut, in a tiny German workshop, from sparkling jeweler's brass. Each forming a free-swinging mobile ornament. 4½" dia. so slim they won't disturb the finest branches. Unbreakable to last a lifetime of Christmas use. With cords, for tree, mantel or door. Set of 4, each different. No. 5034... 1 set, $7.98, 2 for $11.85 ppd. Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. Please, your zip code is required.

Shops for LIFTEE HEIGHT INCREASE PADS OR send only $1.98 with order and we pay postage. (See pp. 56, 58, 60 for details.) 10 DAY TRIAL. Send back IFS conv. to $1.98 plus postage per pair. In case of return, return within 10 days for full refund of $1.98 plus postage. No money will be refunded. A return mailing label will be provided.

Mushrooms

Every day there's a new mushroom... but nothing has come up to Ebb Pike's mushroom print! These are a set of 4 different, original lithographs—each 8½" x 11" on extra fine quality paper and personally signed by the artist. This charming set of 4 lithographs is just $5.00 ppd. ALL OF OUR PRINTS ARE SENT IN GIFT PORTFOLIOS BY FIRST CLASS RETURN MAIL.

MERRI MAKERS

502 S. Broad
Thomasville, Ga. 31792

The Lifters Co.,
Dept. 803, Box 608, Church St., NYC 10008
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SHOPPING AROUND

MUSICAL CHARMS

WINTER WEAR
Savvy boots up to the knee appear in calf skin lined with tricot for smooth comfort and warmth; one piece rubber sole and heel assure sturdiness under foot. For winter's worth order pairs in black, brown or mohogany, full sizes 9 to 13, narrow and medium. $39 each ppd. Catalogue's free. Shoecraft, Inc., HG12, 603 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10017.

TWO IN A NUTSHELL
Unusual tree decorations from Italy to delight the children. Sleeping and Not-So-Sleepy come bundled in checked comforters, bedded in walnut shells—real Rock-a-bye babies complete with hanger cards. ½, high. $1.50 a pair ppd. Shopping International Inc., 471 Shopping International Bldg., Norwich, W. 05055.

SPANISH LEATHER
Desk accessories hand-crafted and hand-embossed in Spain. The set includes 10" by 15" inkstand, blotter and portfolio, 13" by 17" (closed) and 6" by 13" by 11" letter file. In brown. Elegant choice for a busy desk. $25 each ppd. Granada Imports, Inc., G120, 485 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

RATTAN WITH ELAN
Bring the gaiety of color into your bath with an Oriental rattan basket. Choose from a spectrum of H & G colors: pineapple yellow, parrot green, space blue, azalea, bittersweet, black or white. 11" dia. by 10¾" high. $4.95 plus 50c post. Deduct $1 for natural. New catalogue 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG12, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

Experience Satin Sheets.
Once your grateful body touches satin, you'll know who the Beautiful People are. Exquisite, washable posh sheets in all your colors; Gold, Black, Pink, White, Red, Olive, Blue, Green, Gray, or Brown. SHEET SETS (2 straight sheets, 2 cases): Double Set $13.00, Queen Set $16.00, King Set $27.50. 3 letter monograms on cases $1.50.

Best of all, the luxurious feel of your favorite SUNSHINE SATIN. Choose from Queen or King cotton voile or double ply crepe. Measuring 3½ yards in any length. $8.00 for the sheet only. $10.00 in King. Free catalogue.

SCINTILLA, INC.
4802 N. Broadway G012
Chicago, Ill. 60640
"All Things Exotic in Satin"

1000 CHARMS IN THIS FREE CATALOG

CHARMS IN RHyme
CHARMS IN RHYME
CHARMS IN RHyme
CHARMS IN RHYME
CHARMS IN RHYME
CHARMS IN RHYME
CHARMS IN RHYME

December 1970
Scented Candles Set the Mood

Candlelight takes on a new dimension with these individually hand-crafted lantern candles. So contemporary, yet with the feel of ancient stoneware. Perfect for den, patio, bar, office or informal table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mushroom</td>
<td>$10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mask</td>
<td>$17.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluted</td>
<td>$12.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parents’ Creed

This is a formula for parents on how and how not to act in front of their young ‘uns. What the child sees and learns in the home is what he is going to become. A formula for the modern day parent...

Parents’ Creed

Send 50c for catalog, refundable on first order.

THE CANDLE SHOP
50 S. Main Street, New Hope, Pa. 18938

SET THE MOOD

Shape of the Seventies slipper in champagne or gold. A boot. It’s the streamlined masterpiece of the shoe...
SHOPPING AROUND

THIS RINGS A BELL
Remember when bell-pulls called the maid? Few do. But there’s still a decorative raison d’etre for embroidering this Swedish beauty. Tan linen 7" by 11¾" with green, orange, yellow linen yarn, gold metal yarn, bell and rod. $13.50 ppd. Catalogue, $2. Skin Embroideries, HG12, 55 Lambert Lane, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10804.

COMFORT-A Priceless Gift

THROW AWAY EXTRA PILLOWS
Enjoy new comfort with back shoulders and head gently raised and cushioned on this high, built-in FOAM-SLANT. Provides an even, gradual slope for more restful, healhtful sleep. Head elevation comforts parting hairline, breathing, bronchial and heart ailments. Leg elevation ease wrinkles and swelling leg discomforts. 17¾" long. Washable Zipper Cover. Available in heights most often prescribed by doctors. Order 4" high for 2 pillow users at $10.00, 7¾" high for 3 pillow users $12.00; or choose extra high 10¾" at $15.00 or 12½" at $18.00. NU-FOAM LEG REST flexes knees to assure fully relaxed, contoured comfort while on side or back. Avoids sliding down. With washable cover—$4.99.

BED TOO SHORT?
Add 6 inches of luxurious sleeping length to any bed instead! BED EXTENDER features foam-padded inner spring construction. Adjusts to any mattress thickness. Completely hidden when bed is made. Provides handsome, roomy sleep comfort. Use at home, on vacations, at college or for tall guests. Twin Bed Size $10.95; Double Bed Size $12.95. Side Rail Extenders to lengthen wood bed frames 6 inches. $7.85.

EASY REACH
Extend your reach 27" without strain or effort. MAGNETIC E-Z REACH saves many a stoop, stretch or call for help. Slender-like action with non-slip ends takes cans off shelves, far objects from tabletops, holds spring to mop up spills from floor. Magnetic tip picks up pins, clips, etc. ideal for arthritis, convalescents, mothers-to-be. Buy several for gifts. Made of sturdy 5-ply Birch—$4.29.

LOOK BEAUTIFUL...
FOOT COMFORT As You Sleep
Want relaxed sleep? Free your feet from the weight of sheet and blankets. Folding Deluxe BLANKET SUPPORT fits all beds and lifts legs; rigid, contoured or electric blankets for regular foot comfort. Holds bedspread and extra covers until needed. Bed seems bigger, Plastic-coated steel arms hold invisibly flat when bed is made. Ideal for restless sleepers, arthritis, caravanners—$6.49.

... In The Morning I Wake up looking great. New SATIN BEAUTY PILLOW preserves hair style from night till morning. No more morning bedhead or double chins. For back, side, stomach sleeping. Adjusts for height. With 2 acetate satin zipper covers—$5.98.

BATH-TIME COMFORT
Relax and discover the refreshed, revived feeling that only comes from bathing in this Deluxe, super size, 16 x 20 FLEUR-DE-LIS BATH PILLOW. 4 suction cups hold it securely in any position to cradle and support your head and back in cloud-soft comfort. Keeps hair dry. Gently decorated in gold Fleur-de-Lis patterns on White or Pink background. Makes a beautiful gift of comfort—$3.97.

READ-EAT-WATCH TV
A joy for bed readers, a must for convalescents and a welcome gift for all. This elegantly grained mahogany plywood FOLDING BACK REST is super size 16 x 20 high. Up to 6" higher than most back rests. It gives full support to head and back for firm sitting-up comfort. 5 adjustable positions. Elastic cords hold your own pillow. Anchored by non-slip base. Conveniently light, folds wafer-thin—$6.98.

EASY REACH
A joy for bed readers, a must for convalescents and a welcome gift for all. This elegantly grained mahogany plywood FOLDING BACK REST is super size 16 x 20 high. Up to 6" higher than most back rests. It gives full support to head and back for firm sitting-up comfort. 5 adjustable positions. Elastic cords hold your own pillow. Anchored by non-slip base. Conveniently light, folds wafer-thin—$6.98.

FOOT COMFORT As You Sleep
Want relaxed sleep? Free your feet from the weight of sheet and blankets. Folding Deluxe BLANKET SUPPORT fits all beds and lifts legs; rigid, contoured or electric blankets for regular foot comfort. Holds bedspread and extra covers until needed. Bed seems bigger, Plastic-coated steel arms hold invisibly flat when bed is made. Ideal for restless sleepers, arthritis, caravanners—$6.49.

... In The Morning I Wake up looking great. New SATIN BEAUTY PILLOW preserves hair style from night till morning. No more morning bedhead or double chins. For back, side, stomach sleeping. Adjusts for height. With 2 acetate satin zipper covers—$5.98.

NJ residents add 5% tax. We pay postage, ship in 6 hours & mail gifts direct. Send check or M.O. to:

Better Sleep Inc. BOX 66
New Providence, New Jersey 07974

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

PURCHASE PAGE GLASSES
Preventive, charming headlamps are PERSONALIZED with any first and last name in bold news type. Up to 26 letters, free. Specify headline: 1. misses, beaded dress. 2. men's head cracks in town. 3. sweet people 2. welcome VIPs to bar 4. see no drinking man's diet. 5. auditions for lead in "Hair". 6. writes memoirs. 7. page 7. bonus candy in rough 8. assigned to 3 best 6. father—10., seller—11. bowler—12. send 10c for catalog.

POSTAMATICAL COMPANY

DECEMBER, 1970
**Butcher Block**

34" high work table 36" X 24". $79.50 48" X 24", $89.50 60"X 30", $114.50 or choose 30" dining height table at same prices. Lcclting Shepherd Casters, $15 additional.

Two-inch thick maple butcher block top, durable bench-construction frame. Sent express collect. In Illinois, add applicable taxes. Send check or money order, no C.O.D.'s please.

For complete catalog of exciting butcher block furniture, send 50¢ to:

Butcher Block People
The Schoenhelt Company
Dept. 129A, 1660 S. Clinton, Chicago 60616

**MOOVING?**

**PLEASE NOTIFY HOUSE & GARDEN AND THE POST OFFICE WHEN YOU MOVE AND BE SURE TO FILL OUT THE FORM BELOW.**

For FASTEST service on address change, missing copies, etc., attach old mailing label in first space below. Otherwise please print clearly your address as we now have it.

**OLD ADDRESS** (Attach old label here if available)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ZIP CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NEW ADDRESS** (Don't forget your ZIP number. It's important!)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>STATE</th>
<th>ZIP CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAIL TO House & Garden, Please allow 6 weeks for change to take effect.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**SLIM PARFAITS**

Clear contemporary European parfait glasses are hand-decorated with a pattern of wheat. The 6½” tall parfaits double for juice, sours and bloody Marys or they look charming with rosebuds or holly. Set of four, $3.95; eight, $7.50. Add 50c postage each set. Classic Corner, 124 Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

**TWO COLOR BONUS**

Jingle the bells, friends, for a splendid present to a man about town. Reversible stretch belt comes black on one side, brown on the other; soft saddle leather, what’s more; square-tongued buckle’s the expand and contract part. Waist 30 to 44. $6 plus 35c post. Old Pueblo Traders, 600-HDB-So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

**A PROPHET AWAITS YOU**

What does Nostradamus have in store for us up to 3797 A.D.? Read Henry C. Roberts’ interpretation of this noted genius’ prophecies and find out. In the 16th Century he actually predicted atomic warfare and war with Russia! “The Complete Prophecies of Nostradamus,” $5.95 plus 25c post. Embassy, HG15, Box 67, East Elmhurst, N. Y. 11369.

**OLD VICTORIAN CUSTOM**

Part of the table etiquette in Queen Victoria’s day, just as pretty and practical today, crystal knife rests to protect fine table linen from greasy spots and serving pieces. Made of fine German lead crystal, it will not roll or slip when knife is on it. Set of two, $4.95 plus 50c post. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 312-D, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

**COIFFURE PILLOWETTE**

Keeps a lady’s hairdo in pristine state while she slumbers: layered pillowette comfortably supports a freshly coiffed head, whatever the style or length, wherever: side, back, stomach. Washable satin and lace cover slips over non-slip corduroy bottom. $4.95 ppd. Gift wrap and card, 50c. Mr. Umphrey & Co., 3009 Knox St., HG12, Dallas, Tex. 75205.

**REPAIR EYEGASSES**

This handy kit is invaluable whenever glasses come apart, at home, at the office or when traveling. Kit includes an optical screwdriver and an assortment of hinge screws.

**GLASSES KIT**

$1.19 - 15c Mailing Each
Calif. residents add 5% sales tax.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market St., Dept. HG-120
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

HOUSE & GARDEN
SECRET ANTENNA
Power plug attaches to rear of TV set and into any AC/DC outlet to bring marvelously crisp, clear pictures and eliminate all manner of ghosts and electronic gremlins. Unseen antenna eliminates need for ugly roof equipment or old-fashioned rabbit ears. $2.98 plus 15¢ post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

EASY READER FILE
Ideal flip file for the gal who prides herself on her cookery. Lectern 7½" high holds 3" by 5" cards open for easy reading as cookery progresses. Walnut finished hardwood with rings to hold cards. Complete with blank cards, dividers. $1.98 plus 25¢ post. J. Carlton's, Inc., Dept. F184, 176 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

CUTE CUTTER
Mod mini's equipped to do a big job at home: trims paper, opens envelopes, crops photographs. Comes in real handy when a harried housewife least expects it. Of hardwood with a self sharpening blade of all things. 7" by 4" overall scored every ¼" length and width. $2.98 plus 45¢ post. Shenandoah House. HG12, Dayton, Va. 22821.

BAG OF TRICKS
Magic's at hand in an expanded vinyl bag that hides two roomy side pockets in its stripings. Inside, the lining's 21% vinyl; outside, the stripes are green, gold, ivory, black, orange, beige and russet. Measures 9½" x 13". With zipper closing, $6.95 ppp. Brochure 10c. Skyline Enterprises, Dept. HG42, Box 265, Tupelo, Miss. 38801.

FACETED CRYSTAL
Cut crystal table lighter and ashtray highlight appointments on a party dining table. Handsome and handy accessories for a game table, too! The lighter is 3½" high; the ashtray, 4½" in diameter. The stunning crystal set is $8.50 plus $1 post. Morlyn, Inc., Dept. G-121, 350 So. County Rd., Palm Beach, Fla. 33480.

SCULPTURED PORTRAIT
Frank Haines, the artist whose Marionettes are displayed at the Smithsonian, creates bas relief portraits from photographs. Plaque is 9" in diameter. Double portrait shown in white is $250; with background in color, $275. Single subject in white, $150; color, $175. Write The Haines, HG12, 106 Montgomery Ave., Erdenheim Philadelphia, Pa. 19118.

SHOPPING AROUND
Decorating Fun!
INSTANT FURNITURE.
Exciting New Decorator
"PUT ON"
Removable—Changeable
Solve your decorating problems fast with these fabulous life-size full color furniture designs. So good for dorms, apartments, game rooms, ceilings or what have you! Stick on everywhere instantly for smart colorful fun touches that "make" a room yours alone. Easily removable, changeable etc. The only thing smarter than the "furniture" are the great savings. Be the first, mail coupon.

BAG OF TRICKS
Magic's at hand in an expanded vinyl bag that hides two roomy side pockets in its stripings. Inside, the lining's 21% vinyl; outside, the stripes are green, gold, ivory, black, orange, beige and russet. Measures 9½" x 13". With zipper closing, $6.95 ppp. Brochure 10c. Skyline Enterprises, Dept. HG42, Box 265, Tupelo, Miss. 38801.

NOW! TRANSFORM YOUR WALL INTO A
6 FT. WIDE
GIANT VIEWING SCREEN
WITH THE AMAZING
PROJECT-A-THEATRE
Throw a giant picture of anything on your wall—photo, clipping, map, book page, stamp, coin, butterfly, any flat object. American-made patented Project-A-Scope Home Theatre projects everything . . . instantly enlarges them up to a giant full 6′ wide . . . for their sharp black and white or full rich, color viewing! Made of sturdy elben black break-resistant plastic, with easily adjustable twin lenses to bring projections into sharp, clear focus at fingertip. Measures 17½" x 4′, has no blowers, fans or motors. Completely safe and UL approved. Great fun for home entertainment; an invaluable aid to teachers, lecturers, hobbyists and collectors. WORLD COMPANY, Dept. 12HG, 2 First St., East Norwalk, Conn. 06885
WASH. D.C.


DOOR STORE of Washington, D.C.
3140 M St. N.W. (HG12) Wash., D.C. 20007

MONOGRAMMED GLASSWARE
For company or everyday use. Choose 5 oz.; 8 oz.; 11 oz. rolypoly with 5 oz. sham juice; 7 oz. old-fashioned; 12 oz. sham highball.

Set of eight $6.50 ppd.
Add 6% sales tax for Penna. deliveries
Reizenstein's
300-6th Avenue Bldg. Room 250-M
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

SELF-STICKING TUB TAPE
Self-adhesive tape seals cracks and openings around tub, sink or basin. Press self-adhesive tape onto clean, dry surface and it's ready to work. 11 foot roll.

TUB TAPE $1.99 + 30c Mailing Each
Calif. residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
500 Market St., Dept. HG-120
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

HEAVENLY BODIES FOR YOUR WALL OR TABLE
They do not come much prettier than these Lefton angels in white bisque holding dainty bouquets of pastel posies. Their stately composure and their serene faces reflect the blue of the sky where they await your summons. 22415 has a base for resting on your bedside table or wherever you wish to entertain angelic visitors. 22497 keeps an ethereal distance on your wall as plaques. Both models are $7.50 a pair ppd.

35 cent color brochure free with order
Imre Ban Studio, HG12
350 Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60613

MUSCLE TONER
Exercising aid made of firm resilient rubber with space for each finger, designed to strengthen hand and arm muscles. Also recommended by doctors for relief from arthritic pain, aches and stiffness.

Hand Exerciser $1.49 + 15c Mailing Each
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
500 Market St., Dept. HG-120
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

ALASKA FUR SALE
This huge Polar bear rug is just one of the 20 species of Alaskan wild game pelts now available including Timber Wolf, Black Bear, Wolverine, Lynx and Arctic Fox. Luxuriant, tanned Timber Wolf pelts $175.00 plus freight. Other pelts as low as $10.00. Quality guaranteed.

For FREE catalog write
Bristol Bay Trading Co.
Box 482, Anchorage, Alaska 99501

HOUSE & GARDEN
SHOPPING AROUND

SAFE AND EASY
Ironing board holder hangs over door or mounts on wall in your ironing area. Board’s stand slips over two hooks out of the way. Prevents cupboard tangle and accidents, yet ironing board is always handy. $1.29 plus 25¢ post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

EN GARDE!
Gold-plated and brightly enamelled three-inch sabers spear tiny fishballs, shrimp or olives and onions in fine fashion from buffet table or cocktail tray. Decorative addition for holiday festivities. Six, $7.95; 18 with holder, $18.95 post. Great Lakes Trading Co., Dept. 15C, 529 So. 6th Ave., West Bend, Wis. 53095.

SNOWTIME SHOVEL
Easy Push aluminum shovel has an extra long angled glide wear strip that is effective on snow covered gravel, sod or paved surfaces. It is simple to push with one hand or to use as a conventional shovel. Even gals and kids find it easy to maneuver. $6.49 plus $1 post. Snow Gliders, HG12, Box 566, Willoughby, Ohio 44094.

MAN-MADE SNOWFLAKES
Stitch them up yourself on quality yarn fabric for a knife-edged pillow with cerulean blue background, snowy fringe. Kit contains: fabric, stamped design on front, white yarn and fringe, needle, easy instructions and diagram. Finished size, 14” sq. $5.95 plus 75¢ postage. Creel World, HG12, Box 303, Huntington Valley, Pa. 19006.

ROUND HONEYCOMB
Reproduction of honeycomb pattern is cotton with 4” fringe. Cream, pine green, avocado, yellow, rose, walnut, red, indigo or it. blue on white. 48”, $15; 54”, $18.90; 60”, $20.72; 72”, $32.75; 81”, $38.50; 90”, $42.60. Napkins, $1.10 ea. Ppd. Literature 25¢. Virginia Goodwin, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

CIRCA 1880

SHOPPING AROUND

SHOPPING AROUND

SHOPPING AROUND

SHOPPING AROUND

SHOPPING AROUND

SHOPPING AROUND

Ringing your CANDLESTICKS WITH CRYSTAL STONES

Now you can add elegance to a plain candlestick. The nine hand-cut crystal glass prisms on a brass-rose metal circle fit over the top of any candlesticks catching and reflecting the taper’s radiance. Enhance any special occasion with their brilliance! Order for yourself ... for gift giving. $5.95 pair plus 75¢ postage & handling.

Psa. residents add 4% sales tax. Write for Free catalogue.

Marilyn, Inc. Dept. G-120
350 St. Road, Palm Beach, Fla. 33480

ADJUSTABLE BOOK STAND

Folds for Easy Storage

A superb foundation of crystal or feature that stands 9½" or £11" high. Stands fold for easy storage. $15 plus 75c postage. Creative Associates, Suite 4-E, 20 E. Cedar St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.

ANTIQUE IRON KEYS.

For a true antique, hand-forged iron keys are not cheap. A top-quality hand-hammered key is an investment. They will last a lifetime, may be given as gifts. The key pictured is $5 plus $1.29 post. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

MARK MEMORABLE OCCASIONS

Give a calendar as a lasting gift. Use for a keepsake, the gift that will be enjoyed by the family for years to come. The Israel Fine Paper calendar as shown is $6.95 postpaid. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

Family Tree

For delighting grandmas a monogrammed birchwood branch with silhouettes engraved with the names and birthdays of each grandchild. Additional "branches" (10-12) may be added as the family increases. The trunk (raised silver) is $14.95. The hanging silver tray, $12.95, for each silhouette ... 1K gold, $18 plus $2.10 for each silhouette.

SHALOM! SHALOM!

The historical meaning of the Hebrew word is "peace with you", (Psalm 133:1). It is a most beautiful Chinese enamel of the words on a brass overlay. $10 plus $3.50 postage. Creative Associates, Suite 4-E, 20 E. Cedar St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.

JEWELRY FOR THE EQUESTRIENNE.

Perfectly planned for a horse rider. Hand-forged hammer, silver, horse pin and brooch, is not a cheap gift. The pin and brooch are nicely finished in heavy silver alloy with darkened details. Set of 2 pins, $10 plus $2.10 post. Creative Associates, Suite 4-E, 20 E. Cedar St., Chicago, Ill. 60611.

THE JAMAICA SILVERSMAITH

DECEMBER, 1970

DECEMBER, 1970

DECEMBER, 1970

THE JAMAICA SILVERSMAITH

DECEMBER, 1970

DECEMBER, 1970

DECEMBER, 1970
SPECIAL OFFER!


DECORATOR'S CHOICE!

37 inches high and handsome! This handcrafted lamp is sanded satin smooth and ready for you to finish. Perfect in any decor to create an accent color, match a particular fabric, decoupage, or simply antique. Beautifully proportioned of native hardwood, featuring brass harp and finial. It has a convenient 3-way switch. Specify a textured shantung (white or beige) shade. Satisfaction assured. Price postpaid!

GUARANTEED RUN PROOF

Flattering seamanship, Panty Hose won't bind or sag. Cut, burn or scratch them on a rough surface, they just won't run! (Money back guarantee if they ever should.) Sheer nude heel, reinforced toe in a Santan shade. SMALL (5'/2"-5/4"), MEDIUM (5'/4"-5'/6"), LARGE (5'/2"-6'/4').

WICKER WONDERLAND

FLOOR STAND—Versatile! Attractive! Has three shelves for cosmetics, ballerina, etc. Ideal as a handcarved, finished in its own natural rich white brilliance. Each crystalline Vega man-made gem is pure white brilliance. Each crystalline Vega is one of the brightest stars in the heavens and the Vega man-made gem is pure white brilliance. Each crystalline stone with 58 facets expertly cut and polished. Won't scratch, chip or discolor. $22 per carat. Free booklet includes styles for men and women. Vega Co., HG12, 465, Road City Sta., New York, N. Y. 10019.

Vest Pocket Pipe

Fine Italian import for the dedicated pipe smoker who likes the unusual. Beautifully grained Walnut with finest quality Briar and a stem that swivels over the bowl for easy cleaning. Makes a perfect gift for your favorite man. $5.00, Add 50c for postage.

COVER WITH COLOR

Add color and texture to walls with decorator burlap. Great for small areas or whole rooms. Switch 'n Fact folder includes swatches in 50 colors, how-to instructions and many other use suggestions. Full ordering information. Just 50c. Erie Products, HG12, 2410 Erie Blvd. E., Syracuse, N. Y. 13224.

DANCING LIGHTS

Soft light glowing through show- ers of hand-cut crystal prisms on golden branches reflects the memories of 18th century drawing rooms, ball gowns and powdered wigs. The crowning touch to your gleaming silver, elegant china, gracious living. 17½" h. Art glass, $29.95. Exp. charges coll. Luigi Crystal, HG12, 7332 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19136.

LIKE THE REAL THING

Vega is one of the brightest stars shining in the heavens and the Vega man-made gem is pure white brilliance. Each crystalline stone with 58 facets expertly cut and polished. Won't scratch, chip or discolor, $22 per carat. Free booklet includes styles for men and women. Vega Co., HG12, 465, Road City Sta., New York, N. Y. 10019.

SHOPPING AROUND

CHRISTMAS BONUS

Get everything set for Christmas with a 10" wreath full of sweetmeats. Two pounds of excellent hard candy wrapped up in bright colored paper for the front door or the dining room (attached red ribbon dangles the scissors). What a bountiful display! $4.95 plus 50c post. Joan Cook Co., HG12, 1241 N.E. 8th Ave., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33304.

HITCH IN TIME

A hitching post may not be as handy today as it once was, but it is decorative at the entrance to the drive and convenient for leaning a bicycle. Cast aluminum in black or white finish. 37½" high on 7¼" octagonal base that may be set in concrete. $55.00. Antique finishes 10% extra. Moultrie Mfg. Co., HG12, Moultrie, Ga. 31768.

COVER WITH COLOR

Add color and texture to walls with decorator burlap. Great for small areas or whole rooms. Switch 'n Fact folder includes swatches in 50 colors, how-to instructions and many other use suggestions. Full ordering information. Just 50c. Erie Products, HG12, 2410 Erie Blvd. E., Syracuse, N. Y. 13224.

DANCING LIGHTS

Soft light glowing through shower- ers of hand-cut crystal prisms on golden branches reflects the memories of 18th century drawing rooms, ball gowns and powdered wigs. The crowning touch to your gleaming silver, elegant china, gracious living. 17½" h. Art glass, $29.95. Exp. charges coll. Luigi Crystal, HG12, 7332 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19136.

LIKE THE REAL THING

Vega is one of the brightest stars shining in the heavens and the Vega man-made gem is pure white brilliance. Each crystalline stone with 58 facets expertly cut and polished. Won't scratch, chip or discolor, $22 per carat. Free booklet includes styles for men and women. Vega Co., HG12, 465, Road City Sta., New York, N. Y. 10019.
SHOPPING AROUND

FAR OUT FUR
Days are growing colder so it’s not a second too soon to think not mink but sheepskin from Afghanistan. Collector’s coat, butter soft on the outside (fawn, beige, brown, olive) lined with its own shaggy fur. Inspired embroidery’s one-of-a-kind design. S, M, L, $65; matching bag $9.95. Ppd. Arum, HG12, 415 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10016.

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
White ceramic tile bears a message that keeps tempers in check in these hectic times, “May the Good Lord take a liking to you—but not too soon.” Hung on the wall by a breakfast table, it’s a great family soother. 6” sq. $3.98 plus 40c postage each tile. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

ANTIQUE MONTHLY
If you’re an antiquer, you’ll love every page of the current happenings in the antiques world. Up-to-date information on shows, exhibits—many photos in full color and lots of black and white illustrations, too. 36 to 44 pages. Special offer: 12 issues for $3.99 ppd. Write for free copy. Antique Monthly, HG12, P.O. Drawer 2, Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401.

EARLY AMERICAN TURN

PLATE ON VIEW
For the bride and groom, a memento of sentiment and great beauty: Devil wedding plate to hang on the wall, to display in a vitrine. Figure three weeks for in­

THE FAMILY TREE BOOK
“The Record of My Ancestry”
BAILEY’S PHOTO RECORD WITH THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS

THE EXPERT’S WAY OF PREPARING YOUR FAMILY RECORDS. Endorsed by leading genealogists everywhere. Your family history is now at a glance through the windows of THE RECORD OF MY ANCESTRY. For be­

Enchanting MUSIC BOXES, imported from Europe. Made of wood, handpainted. All have Swiss precision movements. Lovely 41 PAGE music box CATALOG 50c showing music boxes from $8 to $500. Figures: Tops revolve as music plays. Satisfaction guaranteed.

MUSICAL ALARM CLOCK

“Somewhere My Love” 6” high 28 notes $54.95

“Tiny Bubbles in the Wine” made famous by Don Ho 18 notes #80 $12.95

“For Me, for You” 28 notes $17.95

“Let Me Call You Sweetheart” 5” high 18 notes #80 $14.95

“Wondrous” 5” high 18 notes $14.95

“Somewhere My Love” 6” high 28 notes $59.95

“Tiny Bubbles in the Wine” made famous by Don Ho 18 notes #80 $20.00

“Wondrous” 5” high 18 notes $14.95

“A Good Thing” 6” high 28 notes $24.95

“Wondrous” 5” high 18 notes $14.95

Authentic JACK DANIEL WHISKY GLASSES

BAROQUE WALL GROUPING

Quality, full color prints of famous old masters are arranged in any number of ways to fill large wall pictures and one 7” x 4” picture. They can be arranged in any order of work to fill large wall areas. A great value!

Hillegard’s GM, 597 Farmington Avenue, Hartford, Conn. 06105

Lynchburg Hardware & General Store
Box 239F, Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352

Lynnnburg

Day’s Treasury Velvet-Lined

Widow’s love for her home is reflected in a beautiful hand painted country jewelry box. $12.95 each. Ppd.

THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS

ORDER NOW! 129 pages 19 x 15 inches. Bound in soft leather. FABRIKOID Binding $26.00 CLOTH Binding $11.00 GENUINE LEATHER $28.00 Postpaid. ADD 40c for insured mail.

Petit Point Thimble
Gold-plated brass thimble bedecked with a petit point band of exquisitely worked flowers and leaves carefully crafted by Austrian needlewomen. An elegant treasure for collectors...or all who love to do needlepoint, crewel and all manner of stitchery. Order No. 6722...$2.50, 2 for $4.85 ppd. Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. Please, your zip code is required.

New York, N.Y. 10016.

FIRST GEM START PAST

Backwoods Smokey Bear Advertising Campaign LAOUNGING AROUND

THE FAMILY TREE BOOK

“The Record of My Ancestry”

BAILEY’S PHOTO RECORD WITH THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS

THE EXPERT’S WAY OF PREPARING YOUR FAMILY RECORDS. Endorsed by leading genealogists everywhere. Your family history is now at a glance through the windows of THE RECORD OF MY ANCESTRY. For be­

Set of 5

$2.98

Add 10c Post.

BAROQUE WALL GROUPING

Quality, full color prints of famous old masters are arranged in any number of ways to fill large wall pictures and one 7” x 4” picture. They can be arranged in any order of work to fill large wall areas. A great value!

Hillegard’s GM, 597 Farmington Avenue, Hartford, Conn. 06105

Lynchburg

Day’s Treasury Velvet-Lined

Widow’s love for her home is reflected in a beautiful hand painted country jewelry box. $12.95 each. Ppd.

THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS

ORDER NOW! 129 pages 19 x 15 inches. Bound in soft leather. FABRIKOID Binding $26.00 CLOTH Binding $11.00 GENUINE LEATHER $28.00 Postpaid. ADD 40c for insured mail.

Petit Point Thimble
Gold-plated brass thimble bedecked with a petit point band of exquisitely worked flowers and leaves carefully crafted by Austrian needlewomen. An elegant treasure for collectors...or all who love to do needlepoint, crewel and all manner of stitchery. Order No. 6722...$2.50, 2 for $4.85 ppd. Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. Please, your zip code is required.

New York, N.Y. 10016.
Here you can find rare, rich grained tables on display in our home showroom. These 2" thick one-piece 14" x 16" x 12" wood tables are the result of years of selective searching for "Great Walnut Trees." 

**THE ARISTOCRAT OF WOOD**

**NATIVE ONLY TO AMERICA**

Here you can find rare, rich grained tables on display in our home showroom. These 2" thick one-piece 14" x 16" x 12" wood tables are the result of years of selective searching for "Great Walnut Trees."

We make bar tables, conference, dining, and end tables, deep hand-carved wildlife on carving by order. Kill-dried. Dutch salted, and hand-rubbed finish. Call for appointment to visit our showroom or send for color photos.

**Holds 1500 LBS. OF WOOD**

And all of it neatly stacked in this heavy-duty rack. No more ugly-looking logs in garage or backyard. You can store a full half cord of wood in our new black, vinyl iron log holder. A great addition to any garage or backyard. $9.95 ea. ppd.

**Converts Instantly!**

Your Typewriter—Manual or Electric—Writing materials concealed in a Grand Award-winning piece of fine Grand Rapids furniture, designed especially for the home. 24" x 29" x 30" high. French or Italian Provincial—Early American—For Eastern—Contemporary. Spring-operated. From $189.95 up. Also same style for standard typewriters.

**HOLDS 1500 LBS. OF WOOD**

And all of it neatly stacked in this heavy-duty rack. No more ugly-looking logs in garage or backyard. You can store a full half cord of wood in our new black, vinyl iron log holder. A great addition to any garage or backyard. $9.95 ea. ppd.

**Converts Instantly!**

Your Typewriter—Manual or Electric—Writing materials concealed in a Grand Award-winning piece of fine Grand Rapids furniture, designed especially for the home. 24" x 29" x 30" high. French or Italian Provincial—Early American—For Eastern—Contemporary. Spring-operated. From $189.95 up. Also same style for standard typewriters.

**AUTHENTIC M. I. HUMMEL NATIVITY SET**

Your precious possession for a lifetime. In limited quantities, 11-pc. Hand-painted with 24K gold trim. Stable price. $147.50, with electric light $162.50. $3.75 insured mail on complete set. Holy Family Hand-painted $5. In White $20, insured mail 75c. Layaway plan. CATALOG Wc., showing Hummels, gifts, and music boxes. A MUST—HERALD ANGEL, shown on plate $3.95, in color $10, white $5. If bought separate 75c mail. Satisfaction guaranteed.

**RESCUE—POCKET SIZE**

Stainless steel screwdriver is only two inches long, fits on your key chain. Its many uses include fixing cigarette lighters, small motors, lawn mowers, radios and TV. Two initials engraved at no extra charge. Super Christmas stocking stuffer! $3 each ppd. Elgin Engraving Co., HG12, 614 South St., Dundee, Ill. 60021.

**PEACE SHIRT**

New thing on the horizon of fashion for a man (who else?) can both express his sentiments and give him the look of now. Yellow T-shirt's screen print consists of the American Eagle over the Peace symbol printed in black and rust. S, M, L, XL. $3.95 plus 50c postage. Ah Men, HG12, 8935 Santa Monica Blvd., West Hollywood, Calif. 90069.

**BOUTIQUE BOUQUETS**

It's a European idea and it's charming—tiny baskets brimming with antiques fruits and flowers. Individually arranged and hand-painted in harvest tones, they add nature's warmth to any décor. Alone or grouped they're handsome gifts. About 6" high. $4.95 ea. ppd. Tiffany Creations, HG12, P.O. Box 34712, Los Angeles, Calif. 90034.

**NEW ANGLE**

Comfort for a variety of discomforts comes with head or legs elevated. Better than piles of pillows, clever plywood Nu-Slant adjusts to seven positions from 5" to 14", yet folds out of sight when bed is made. Twin bed size, $13.98; double bed size, $15.98. Ppd. Better Sleep, Inc., HG12, New Providence, N.J. 07974.

**RED BIRDS ON GREENS**

A little different from the Christmas wreath but still in the beautiful holiday tradition. Gay red birds perch on leafy greens with holly berries and pine cones for accent. Finest materials imported from Europe—assemble at your own taste. $9.95 plus 95c post. Decorative Advertisers, HG-12, 1929 Old York Rd., Evanston, Ill. 60204.

**INSTANT WRIST CALENDAR**

Now always have each day of the month at your "finger tips." 12 monthly metal clips attach to watch band. Flowers with gold and silver beads to match any watch. Set comes with two metal clips. $1.79 each. Calendar Set $1.29 to $1.95. Mail order each Cal. residents and 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

**Anthony Enterprises**

505 Market St., Dept. HG-120 San Francisco, Calif. 94105
BIG CAT
Caught in a remarkably restful pose, "The Leopard" by Hug is a striking wall accent. Lithographed on artist canvas in tans, browns and yellow, it is ready to frame and measures 22" by 28". Truly different for a gift or yourself. $3.95 plus 45c post. Order from Lambert Studios, Inc., Dept. 128, 910 No. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. 90069.

BE A REAL BLOND
Cosmetics circles are agog over fashion's new crème that bleaches hair on face, arms, legs in a few minutes. Safely! Dermatologists give the green light to Jolen: lightens dark hair so it's barely visible as pale blond. Packaged with spatula. Great big economy size is the surprise you'll get for $5.50 ppd. Jolen, HG12, Fairfield, Conn. 06430.

LITHE LEGS
There's just one trouble to looking wonderful in pants—heavy legs. You can easily acquire the slim shape; only 15 minutes daily will do it. Book, "How to Slenderize Heavy Legs" shows the way to take inches off hips, thighs, knees and legs. Pictures accompany text. $1.98 ppd. Nu-Find, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

SWIMMER'S SECRET
Thin, inflatableable form made of soft, airtight jersey hugs the body and supports it in the water even if "swimmer" can't swim. Invisible under bathing suit. One size fits all. Great confidence builder for every age novice! $6.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

CANINE ARISTOCRATS
A pair of handsome whippets is magnificently captured in glazed ceramic. The serenely posed animals seem ready to move and run with the wind. Each is about 8" long. Beautiful additions to a collection of animals in general and dogs in particular. $4.98 a pr. ppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. WHE-7, 20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 10606.

SEE-THRU CANISTERS
WOOD TOPS
Handsome and handy. Tops made to our design in New Mexico, sturdy glass bowls. We have on hand all sizes and will stock any you wish.
Pair of 1 qt. size $2.95
Pair of 1/2 gal. size 3.95
Add 25c post. per pr. plus 50c cost of Misc. FREE CATALOGUE
Discovery House
Dept. 128, 8218 San Juan N. E. Albuquerque, New Mex. 87108

SHOPPING AROUND

CREATIVE CREWEL!
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS AVAILABLE ONLY FROM CREWEL WORLD

HOLYDAY CHEST STORES ALL YOUR XMAS TREE TRIMMINGS

A Brilliant is a girl's best friend. We call it Brilliant® because we can't call it a diamond. Exquisitely gift boxed. Only you and your jeweler will know. The Pendant: full one carat diamond-cut pure white Brilliant on sterling silver chain, $25. Earrings: One-half carat, full diamond-cut stones on 14 KT. white gold posts, $25 pair. Ring: full one carat diamond-cut round stone, ring of sterling silver plated with 24 KT. gold, $25. (Indicate size—$34.11)

BENTWOOD CLASSIC
This Bentwood beauty is the perfect gift or present to yourself. So classic it compliments every decor.
In satin black or walnut finish with natural cane seat. 35 1/2", 18" seat. Side chair—$17.95, arm chair—$22.95. Exp. chgs. call, no C.O.D.'s.
This brings our catalog, storehouse of furnishing ideas!
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A Brilliant is a girl's best friend. We call it Brilliant® because we can't call it a diamond. Exquisitely gift boxed. Only you and your jeweler will know. The Pendant: full one carat diamond-cut pure white Brilliant on sterling silver chain, $25. Earrings: One-half carat, full diamond-cut stones on 14 KT. white gold posts, $25 pair. Ring: full one carat diamond-cut round stone, ring of sterling silver plated with 24 KT. gold, $25. (Indicate size—$34.11)

BENTWOOD CLASSIC
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the Story of the Burma Shave Signs

all 600 verses (illustrated)

A humorous way to give your husband a loving jab of the past. Send him this book that will take him snoring back to his courting days. Verse by verse, enjoy this reminiscing.

Chandeliers Drip-Dry with Crystal Clean!

Cleans Artificial Flowers, too

Use this amazing, new miracle cleaner that sprays crystal chandeliers to sparkling brightness in a jiffy. No need to take down, disassemble, remove or polish parts and pendants. Grime, grime, dust, etc. disappear when sprayed crystal chandeliers to sparkling bright.

Lucky is the Golfer

who has a four leaf clover (instead of a coin) to mark his place on the green. Brings a lucky putt! With any 2 or 3 letter monogram. Silver marking.

Hand Carved Doctor Figures $4.98 each

Museum-grade wood figures are perfectly hand carved and painted in natural colors. Stone spool and turquoise personalized in your doctor's name.

Climbing Roses

Enamed hammered metal roses with twinning green leaves and stems are ready to climb the wall. The roses are in red, yellow and aqua for an accent of cheerful color. 15" high, 10" wide, $3.98 pair; two pair, $6.98, 13" high, 7" wide.

Keep Your Cool

It's an old Oriental custom for a man to fiddle with a bead to keep his cool. Genuine jade stone serves to curb restlessness, tranquilize nerves. So when you're boiling over, reach for a worry stone. Yours for $8.50 postpaid from Jamaica Silversmith, HG12, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N.Y. 11581.

Personalized Play

Handsome decks of cards in red, blue or green. Any three initials or two first names or one last name, like, "The Fagans." Decks come in a gift box ready for holiday giving and all for a mere $2.50 post. Walter Drake, HG92 Drake Blvd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

Gorgeous Grapefruit

TRIVET TRIUMPHS
Spanish rooster and rose in full bloom are sturdy trivets to go under hot dishes or plants and protect wood surfaces. Masterfully made of metal with the look of antique pewter. 6½" by 6½". We can't think of any home where they wouldn't be welcome for holiday entertaining. $1.98 ea.; two, $3.75. Ppd. Wales, HG12, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

THE BIRTHSTONE BIT
Nothing is ever quite so personal as a birthstone. What is more "right" with any outfit. As a pendant or on a bracelet, they're flattering with sweaters and skirts, dainty for dress-up. They're "right" with any outfit. As a birthstone. What is more tasteful joke for the serious golfer? If he doesn't put it up his and skirts, dainty for dress-up. Simulated stones handsomely set in 14k gold $13. In sterling $3. Ppd. Catalogue, $1. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 72 Bowery, New York, N. Y. 10013.

SLEEPS AND EATS GOLF?
Framed and ready to hang, a tasteful joke for the serious golfer. If he doesn't put it up his "widow" will. 6½" by 5¼" with lettuce green backing and replica golf ball dear to his heart. The gag gift for every golfer! $1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

NIGHT SCENE

CLOVER AND DANDELION
Are ready to embroider on natural homespun. The kit includes stamped design on 17" by 25" fabric, wool and nylon yarns in yellows, greens, pinks, orange and white, on ecru background, needle, stitch chart and instructions. A treasure picture for $5.95 plus 45c post. Agar House, HGE-12, 179 Saw Mill River Rd., Yonkers, N. Y. 10701.

MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU
Useful as well as decorative an exquisite copy of an Oriental ginger jar to store candy, cookies, tea bags. Or it makes a lovely vase. Filled or not, it makes a special gift. Orange and gold chrysanthemums on pure white porcelain. 6" high it's just $3.98; two for $7.85. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

SHOPPING AROUND

WICKER FROG BASKET
Our pristinely glazed frog is a royal "testimony". He's got a large "prairie" Nile frog for wastewater, soiled clothing, toys, knitting, etc. And he's a handy companion for nursery, bedroom, bath, kitchen or din. Or handpainted natural wicker, with bright marble eyes. 15¾" x 13", $14.90 postpaid—Add $5.00 for East of Miss.

CERAMIC TILES

SERENITY PRAYER

TRIVET TRIUMPHS
Spanish rooster and rose in full bloom are sturdy trivets to go under hot dishes or plants and protect wood surfaces. Masterfully made of metal with the look of antique pewter. 6½" by 6½". We can't think of any home where they wouldn't be welcome for holiday entertaining. $1.98 ea.; two, $3.75. Ppd. Wales, HG12, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

THE BIRTHSTONE BIT
Nothing is ever quite so personal as a birthstone. What is more "right" with any outfit. As a pendant or on a bracelet, they're flattering with sweaters and skirts, dainty for dress-up. Simulated stones handsomely set in 14k gold $13. In sterling $3. Ppd. Catalogue, $1. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 72 Bowery, New York, N. Y. 10013.

SLEEPS AND EATS GOLF?
Framed and ready to hang, a tasteful joke for the serious golfer. If he doesn't put it up his "widow" will. 6½" by 5¼" with lettuce green backing and replica golf ball dear to his heart. The gag gift for every golfer! $1.98 plus 20c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

NIGHT SCENE

CLOVER AND DANDELION
Are ready to embroider on natural homespun. The kit includes stamped design on 17" by 25" fabric, wool and nylon yarns in yellows, greens, pinks, orange and white, on ecru background, needle, stitch chart and instructions. A treasure picture for $5.95 plus 45c post. Agar House, HGE-12, 179 Saw Mill River Rd., Yonkers, N. Y. 10701.

MAKE IT WORK FOR YOU
Useful as well as decorative an exquisite copy of an Oriental ginger jar to store candy, cookies, tea bags. Or it makes a lovely vase. Filled or not, it makes a special gift. Orange and gold chrysanthemums on pure white porcelain. 6" high it's just $3.98; two for $7.85. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.
MAGAZINE RACKS

BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED

These large, handsome racks and end table proved "magazine marvels." Crafted of knotty pine, they're the most practical made. Magazines will not "slouch" or bend. Each is held straight and flat—each is visible for quick, easy selection. Beautiful in the home—perfect in the office and recreation room.

Floor rack has convenient carry handle.

CURTAIN CHARM

with white ruffled muslin

tieback 46", $8.45. 54", 72" long.....$6.00 pr.
81", 90" long. .6.50 pr.

for easy to paint. Headboard
can be finished in any shade. Great at home in bed or while
enjoying TV. Folded in purse or
gift basket—$2.98 ppd. Better Shea,
Inc., HG12, New Providence,
N. J. 07974.

CHARM OF THE MONTH

Did you know there's a flower for every month and a meaning for every flower? Charm today's miss with ancient flower-power as a pendant or bracelet charm. Dainty frame encloses dimensional disc. Specify month: 14k Gold $7.50, sterling $2.50. Ppd. Catalogue, $1 Charm & Treasure, HG12, 72 Bowery, New York, N. Y. 10013.

For your cat-owning friends

the perfect gift is colorful cats magazine....

Each month it's filled with news, stories, helpful articles on care and health, poems, pictures...all about all kinds of cats. It will please every cat lover twelve times in the year. Send only $6.00 for the first one year subscription, only $4.00 for each addition, including your own if desired. 75c sample copies. Gift card and December issue will be sent to arrive just before Christmas.

CATS

10-D California Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15202

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING AROUND

DISH SWISH

Enjoy a dish-washing spray like those on expensive sinks. Handy attachment couples to faucet with 30" hose. Rugged nylon brush with detergent reservoir scrubs pots and dishes fast. Spray rinse protects hands. No interference with normal faucet use. $9.95 plus 50c post. Order from Collier's, GE-127, 9933 Lawler Ave., Skokie, Ill. 60076.

CRESCENT OF REST

Relax while traveling with the crescent-shaped cushion to support the head and cradle the neck. Acetate satin cover keeps kresses protected from crushing. Great at home in bed or while watching TV. Folds into purse or pocket—$2.98 ppd. Better Shea, Inc., HG12, New Providence, N. J. 07974.

LACY GRACE

The look is light and airy but the construction solid and reinforced.

A MATTER OF DEGREES

If you have occasion to use Cen- trigrade as well as Fahrenheit tempera- ture readings, a double thermom- eter cuts out mathematical com- plications. It's magnetic—just

2,800 COCKTAILS WORTH

FOR YOUR DINNER GUESTS

For Your

Covered with crocheted capes. A bouquet of twist-O lemon across the top does more for flavor than rind or juice. Choicest blends of imported and domestic lemon oils—not juice, no alcohol —in handy atomizer. Comes second to none—$2.80.

COUNTRY CURTAIN

For years, New England housewives have made these charming BLEACHED MUSLIN Curtains for every room in the house. Now you can buy them in the original simplicity and hand­made look. Premium—$1.75. Check­ed—$2.75. Shabby—$3.75. Shrug muslin retain their crisp appearance with a minimum of care. Also available in unbleached muslin.

PERSONAL TIPS

FOR YOUR GUESTS

At the Red Lion Inn

Spray rinse protects hands. No

SCRUB-BOT
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SHOWY STAND
How to make your unique sea-shell, fool's gold or whatever you've recently uncovered look as treasurable as it really is: collector's brass stand shows off and guards the thing, strategically placed holders adjust to size and shape. $3.65 by 3" $1.95. Two for $3.85. Add 35c post per order. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

WHOPPER OF A CHOPPER
Chopping, mincing and slicing go five times faster when you work with five blades instead of just one. Sturdy plastic holder protects fingers from rustproof stainless-steel cutting edges. Easily removed for washing. 5" long, 3" deep. $3.98 ppd. Dione Lucas, Gourmet Center, HG12, 226 E. 51st St., New York, N. Y. 10022.

CANNED LIGHT
"With it" lamps light the scene with a minimum of fuss, a maximum of chic. 3" dia. cans come in red, blue, black, pink, yellow with white globes. Spot them around or line them up for POW. 9½" h.; 60-watt bulb included. $8.95 ea. ppd. Eastchester Lighting, HG12, 288 Columbus Ave., Tuckahoe, N. Y. 10707.

SOUTHWEST'S BEST
Free catalogue from Desert House offers jewelry, accessories and gifts from the Southwest and across the border. There are fascinating dolls from the Indians and Mexico, traditional moccasins and boots, rugs, ponchos, jewelry kits for making original Christmas decorations. Desert House, HG12, Box 11114, Albuquerque, N. M. 87112.

A SCENT OF ROSES
Potpourri filled with roses and specially treated to preserve their fragrance. The white china jar is painted with colorful birds and blossoms. Lift the lid of the jar, there's a sweet aroma to permeate the entire room. 16" high. Gift-boxed! $2.95 plus 80c post. Artisan Galleries, HG12, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.

TREE TWINKLERS
Gold-plated stars with boy and girl deer names hang from chains ready to trim Xmas tree. Fun for family and friends at the annual tree-trimming party. Fun to use year after year. In order, specify first name and boy or girl. $1 ea.; six for $5 plus 25c post. Lillian Vernon, Dept. GD1, 560 Third Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

SHOPPING AROUND

COLORFUL ART NEEDLECRAFT KITS
DAISY OWL TO STITCH
This colorful owl is a delight to embroider for picture or pillow top. His body is worked in bittersweet and yellow. Yellow daisies are perched on his head and held in his claws and his big, black eyes are circled with white flowers. Kit includes design on 15" x 17" natural Belgian linen, crewel yarns, needle and instructions. Only $3.95 plus 35c pstg.

WOODLAND SCENE PILLOW
Pillow cover features a rabbit, squirrel, frog, snail, butterfly, bee, ladybug and flowers. Kit includes design on natural linen for front and back of 14" x 14" knife edge pillow: crewel yarns in soft green, blues, yellows, reds with brown and grey; green cording, zip, needle, instructions. $5.50 plus 50c pstg.

Send 25c For Next 3 Issues of Our Art Needlecraft Catalog
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PEACE RUG


PEACE, INC.
Dept. H
P.O. Box 2056
Akron, Ohio 44311

WHOLESALE
CLOTH
GRASS

at low, low prices

ORIENTAL
HAND WOVEN TEXTURED WALLCOVERINGS
As low as
ORDER NOW AND SAVE! 3 for $12.50
• Easy to apply
• Instructions and tools available
SEND 25¢ FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES TO:
ART WALLPAPER CO.
P. O. Box 7227
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213

7" Unfinished Hardwood Candlesticks

Pistol-Handled Stainless
in an heirloom tradition

An exact replica of a famous old etched pattern, with graceful pistol handles. Polished, beveled and hand-polished. No rust, breaks and need never be sharpened. The set comes complete to metal fittings, sails and display stand. Finished, it's 20" by 15". Step-by-step assembly instructions. Sailors love working on it. $21.95 plus 50c post. Leon Duquette, HG120, P.O. Box 1862, Pompano Beach, Fla. 33061.

SAFE ELECTROLYSIS

What with all the emphasis on a flawless skin, be sure to remove any hair from face, arms, legs. Use Perma Tweez with ease; safely destroys roots with tweez-er-like action; does not puncture or irritate skin. $14.95 ppd. Write today to General Medical Co., HGE-20, 5701 W. Adams, Los Angeles, Cal. 90016.

GOLDEN HIND MODEL
Sir Francis Drake's famous flagship, in which he sailed for Queen Elizabeth, comes in a kit complete to metal fittings, sails and display stand. Finished, it's 20" by 15". Step-by-step assembly instructions. Sailors love working on it. $21.95 plus 50c post. Scientific Models, Inc., HG12, 98 DB Monroe St., Newark, N. J. 07078.

NEW SMARTY TABLE
Some years ago we showed you the original collapsible paper table. Note the new version you can put your feet under! Perfect for intimate dinners. Round, flat corrugated top holds 200 lbs. Cover with 72" felt, paint it, paper it. $27½ h. Folds flat, $5.95 plus 1 post. Smartly Paper Products, HG12, 75 Colonial Rd., New Canaan, Conn. 06840.

WHAT'S YOUR MILEAGE?
Via your feet, that is. Precision-made pedometer keeps track of the tracks you've been making. Set it for your stride, hang it from belt. It measures your every step; registers up to 100 miles. For convalescents, hikers, housewives. $7.98 plus 30c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

FLORAL SWITCH-ON
Assortment of bright posies on wire stems "grow" from a standard single switchplate. Because of the wire stems, you bend the blossoms in any arrangement to suit one's fancy. Gay idea for game room or child's room. Overall height 10". $1 each plus 15c post. Leon Duquette, HG120, 76 Payson St., Fitchburg, Mass. 01420.

HOW BIG IS A GRAM?
Measure the grams and ounces and watch how fast the pounds roll off. Your favorite dieter will welcome an accurate diet scale complete with tray and measuring spoon. 4½" by 3½" by 6¾". Sturdy metal neatly designed in white and walnut grain. $8.89 ppd. Marriott's, HG12, P.O. Box 1862, Pompano Beach, Fla. 33061.
RAISE SEA HORSES
Is there anything more fascinating for children or shut-ins than watching a male sea horse give birth to 20 babies? Kit includes one pregnant male, two mated pair, lovely sea shells, coral, food and instructions. $2.25 ppd. Live delivery guaranteed! Aquadulco Pets, HG17, Box 130 Shendandoah Sta., Miami, Fl. 33145.

PICTURE PLACE
For his nib's years at school from the first to the twelfth grade! Picture album to keep his record of graduation! 8" by 14". $1.98 child's development from start to finish, artistic graph. Album's in color; shows picture of child from the first to the twelfth grade! Picture album to keep his record of graduation! 8" by 14". $1.98

PICTURE PLACE
For his nib's years at school from the first to the twelfth grade! Picture album to keep his record of graduation! 8" by 14". $1.98 child's development from start to finish, artistic graph. Album's in color; shows picture of child from the first to the twelfth grade! Picture album to keep his record of graduation! 8" by 14". $1.98

WICKER WONDERLAND
HANDWOVEN WILLOW OTTOMAN—imported from Europe, a marvelous for raising weary feet or for extra seating. Stuff with cotton. Send 10c deposit for $2.00 postage. Gardenia cushion 18" x 14" to 20" sq and 22" high. $2.95 (blue, orange, black or beige).

WICKER WONDERLAND
HANDWOVEN WILLOW OTTOMAN—imported from Europe, a marvelous for raising weary feet or for extra seating. Stuff with cotton. Send 10c deposit for $2.00 postage. Gardenia cushion 18" x 14" to 20" sq and 22" high. $2.95 (blue, orange, black or beige).

WICKER WONDERLAND
HANDWOVEN WILLOW OTTOMAN—imported from Europe, a marvelous for raising weary feet or for extra seating. Stuff with cotton. Send 10c deposit for $2.00 postage. Gardenia cushion 18" x 14" to 20" sq and 22" high. $2.95 (blue, orange, black or beige).
PAMPER YOUR FEET

MATTERHORN HAT
$7.95 ppd.

GIVE THEM THE GIFT OF COMFORT
only $12.95 ppd.

FINEST WOOLEN SHOES AVAILABLE
Orthopedic wooden platforms with rubber tread help ease the tension of tired feet and legs. Fashion's newest move to shopping, at home and casual wear. Plain leather: red, white, blue, beige, brown and black. Perforated: red, white and blue. Contrasting trim. Sizes 4 to 10 1/2. Send size or foot outline.
California residents add 5% sales tax

POSTE HASTE
Box 1011, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360

SHOPPING AROUND

E-X-T-E-N-S-I-O-N
Bra extender enlarges the too-small bra or makes an in-between size fit properly. No sewing required. Hook to both ends of bra and find out how much easier it is to play tennis, golf or garden with a good-fitting bra. Specify two or three hooks. Two for $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

CLEARLY USEFUL
Picture a pitcher that holds a big 48 ounces for serving a perfectly chilled martini! Picture it again—chock-full of green leaves on a coffee table. Handmade in Europe in a Paul Revere tankard shape. It's the perfect answer to any gift problems. $4.50 plus 50c post. Added Touch, 12-H Waite St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

CUT CRYSTAL
Elegant crystal bowl with six crystal drops to catch the lights of candles on the dining table. Italian marble with hand-finished base. 8 1/4" dia., 11" high. Fill with an arrangement of blossoms or fruit; grapes are particularly suited. $20 ppd. Fairyland Decorators, HG12, 891 Bergen Ave., Jersey City, N.J. 07036.

FEATHER BOBBIN HOLDER
For any girl that loves crafting. A bobbin holder with bobbins and bobbins of bobbins and threads. $2.50 ppd. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

THE NOW LOUNGEWEAR

FREE CATALOG

DEERSKIN TRADING POST
Dept. HG-12
8933 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, California 90069.

THE NOW
Shop for Men
AH MEN
Dept. HG-12
8933 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, California 90069.

REVOLVING PHOTO FILE
Take precious snapshots out of storage. Instantly show up to 500 snapshots in this handy revolving photo file. No gluing or cutting. Just slip snapshots, up to 2 1/2", into protective-sleeved pockets. Strong brown Dynel base. All pockets for 10 by 15 photos incl. $8.95 plus 50c post. With wood base, $10.95 plus 75c post. Wood base Luxury file (300 varitons) $26.95 ppd. Extra pockets for 25 photos $1.00. Noisy block guaranteed.

THE NOW SHOP FOR MEN

115 Fransen Rd., Hingham, RI 02140

WEATHER WISE
When fair weather is in store the children come out, for rain or snow it's the old witch. The chalet they live in is gingerbreadly as they live in, of marble-look plastic. The first porcelain Christmas Plate they come, of marble-look plastic. Since 1895 when Bing & Grondahl issued the first porcelain Christmas Plate they have been sought after by collectors. $10.00 U.S. Please add $1.00 for handling and postage for each plate. Sorry, we do not sell previous year plates, only the current year.

WRITING TO BING & GRONDAHL
110 Franzen Bldg., Flanagan, Ill. 61740

1970 CHRISTMAS PLATES
Going to Church
By Baireuther
The fourth of a new series, the Bavarian 1970 Christmas Plate in the famous dark blue Porcelain depicts the Family and Children Going to Church on Christmas Eve amidst the snow covered trees. $8.00 U.S.

PEACOCKS IN THE SNOW
Artist: "Jerry Trelfaix"
The snow covered fields and trees of an old Danish farm with Peacocks in the snow is a typical Christmas Scene in Denmark. Since 1895 when Bing & Grondahl issued the first porcelain Christmas Plate they have been sought after by collectors. $10.00 U.S.

Please add $1.00 for handling and postage for each plate. Sorry, we do not sell previous year plates, only the current year.

WRITE FOR BROCHURE OF BING & GRONDAHL
110 Franzen Bldg., Flanagan, Ill. 61740

TAKE-ALONG PUZZLE
Small enough for glove compartment or purse, interesting enough to occupy them for an hour. Six colorful miniature blocks which combine to create six different fairy tale scenes. Less than 1" square, the blocks nest in a matchbox. Solutions to six for $6. Pp. Post-Atlantic Co., HG12, 176 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

WEATHER WISE
When fair weather is in store the children come out, for rain or snow it's the old witch. The chalet they live in is gingerbreadly as they live in, of marble-look plastic. Any gift problems. $4.50 plus 50c post. J. Carlton's, Inc., F190, 176 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.

A SWEET HOME
A gingerbread house; the snow covered fields and trees of an old Danish farm with Peacocks in the snow is a typical Christmas Scene in Denmark. Since 1895 when Bing & Grondahl issued the first porcelain Christmas Plate they have been sought after by collectors. $10.00 U.S.

FREE CATALOG

THE NOW
Shop for Men
AH MEN
Dept. HG-12
8933 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, California 90069.
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WISHING WELL; REMEMBER ME; ALL IN ONE
six different designs including:
known collection. Various colors;
Translucent glass inkwells are
to foster sweet dreams. $5.50
03860.
3950 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill.
30-34^ M 36-40, L42-44, No CC—Jl.00 for
models and athletes use
TRIM-EZ suit! Acts like a
excess pounds safely, easily
or 10 weeks with the unique
TRIM-EZ suit! Acts like a
"portable steam bath", melts off
excess pounds safely, easily
while you exercise. Professional
models and athletes use
TRIM-EZ. Now you can! $995
For men and women
PRO-MODEL: $105 retail
No C.O.D.—$1.00 for
P.P. and handling
Sold at sporting goods and P.P. stores. Or write to:
SLIM-EZ SUIT COMPANY, INC.
14 Shallowford Road, No.1-7
Chattanooga, Tenn., 37404
COPYRIGHT 1970
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WELL, WELLS
Translucent glass inkwells are
recreated from molds in a well-
known collection. Various colors;
six different designs including:
Wishing Well; Remember Me;
ALL IN ONE

FRIEND IN THE NIGHT
Give a Kewpie doll night light to
any child and he'll never be
afraid of the dark again. Of
bisque and 6½" tall. It sits any-
where—chest, dresser, table. Or
 perch it high on a shelf where his
quizzical smile is always in view
03860.
3950 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill.
30-34^ M 36-40, L42-44, No CC—Jl.00 for
models and athletes use
TRIM-EZ suit! Acts like a
excess pounds safely, easily
or 10 weeks with the unique
TRIM-EZ suit! Acts like a
"portable steam bath", melts off
excess pounds safely, easily
while you exercise. Professional
models and athletes use
TRIM-EZ. Now you can! $995
For men and women
PRO-MODEL: $105 retail
No C.O.D.—$1.00 for
P.P. and handling
Sold at sporting goods and P.P. stores. Or write to:
SLIM-EZ SUIT COMPANY, INC.
14 Shallowford Road, No.1-7
Chattanooga, Tenn., 37404
COPYRIGHT 1970

BE A PEEPER
If a stranger rings, you can see
him without opening the door.
Safety device consists of three
mirrors so a person inside com-
mands the view to the right, left,
below, but the fella outside can-
don’t see him. “Busybodys”4
for every man’s house; installation’s
easy. $15 plus $2 post. William
Spencer, HG12, Woolman Lane,
Rancocas Woods, N. J. 08060.

IN A
TRIM-EZ EXERCISE SUIT IN KRENE
Lose 2, 10, 20 pounds in 1, 5
or 10 weeks with the unique
TRIM-EZ suit! Acts like a
"portable steam bath", melts off
excess pounds safely, easily
while you exercise. Professional
models and athletes use
TRIM-EZ. Now you can! $995
For men and women
PRO-MODEL: $105 retail
No C.O.D.—$1.00 for
P.P. and handling
Sold at sporting goods and P.P. stores. Or write to:
SLIM-EZ SUIT COMPANY, INC.
14 Shallowford Road, No.1-7
Chattanooga, Tenn., 37404
COPYRIGHT 1970

SLEEPY HOLLOW GIFTS
3023 Crane Drive, Dept. HG12-8
Falls Church, Va. 22042

"Wild Animal" Skins Look
Dangerously Real

FREE QUALITY CATALOG ON REQUEST.

Inspirational Books
Both exquisitely illustrated with full color paint-
tings and photographs. Hard bound. "GOD’S
BEAUTIFUL WORLD" reflects on His handiwork
in nature through poetry and art. 2 pages,
5½ x 7½, $2.00 plus 25c postage, each.
"GROWN FRIENDSHIP LANE" tells the friend-
ship story through highly talented artists and
writers. 44 pages, 5½ x 7½, $1.75 plus 25c
postage each. (For 4 books or more send no
postage) These heart-warming books are ideal
for group giving.

FREE QUALITY CATALOG ON REQUEST.
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display your treasures
Here is a deep display case to hold treasures or awards in a handsome wall decor unit. The kit includes: a velvet-lined box (in classic red), a walnut-finished gift-edged deep frame, glass front, mounting adhesive and instructions. Pictured in the 8" x 10" case, at $6.95. Also available in 10" x 12" size, at $14.95. Cases will take any item up to one inch in thickness and are ideal for awards, medals, pins, portraits, coins, charms, glasses, antique jewelry, or any memorabilia. Please include $.50 postage.

world arts
Box 577F
Wilmington, California 90744

SHOPPING AROUND

VEGETABLE STEAMER
Now serve nutritionally delicious tender-crisp perfect vegetables with aluminum French holding steam basket that makes a double boiler. 6" wide with sides up 3" flat. With wire handles for lifting. Will not tarnish.

STEAM BASKET
$3.98 - 40c mailing each
Calif. residents add 3% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
585 Market St., Dept. HG-120
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

DAPPER DRIP DRIES!
If you notice a slump after the first few washings, your drip-dry shirts need plastic collar supports. Just fasten under the collar as you hang them to dry and no need to remove until you wear the shirt. Wonderful for travel too. Set of five, $1. Three sets, $2.50. Add 15c post. Handy Gifts, HG12, 1211A Jasperson St., White Plains, N.Y. 10606.

SAFETY FIRST
Keep those dangling electrical cords off the floor and out of the way with cord shortener that holds up to three feet of cord. Just wind excess cord around shortener and hook the cord in slots at each end of the shortener. Only $1.29 for six plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

THREE-IN-ONE STOVE
Miniature pot-bellied stove is black cast iron—cute as can be on the table where it's also a salt and pepper shaker. Top holds the salt and bottom, the pepper. Fills through slots. Stove is 6½" high and the trim is nickel. $3.98 plus 30c post. J. Carlton's, Inc., Dept. F176, 176 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016.

SPECIAL SCUFFS
You can bet your bottom dollar on the comfort and style of mules made to look like leopard fur. Actually, the stuff of scuff is soft acrylic pile with bubble sole construction: it's non-skid, indoor-outdoor Angelite for the dressy stay-at-homes. Sizes 4 to 9½ for $3.95 plus 50c post. Old Pueblo Traders, 600-HDL-So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

DAISIES ARE A-LOOMING
You make the daisies on a loom and in less than a week of long winter evenings you're snuggling up under an afghan like a midsummer night's dream. Kit has 36 oz. American wool in white, lemon yellow and avocado, carry-all the moon mouse has ears and tail of leathery sheepskin, and is easily the cudgestest, friendliest non-stirring creature in New Hampshire, is about 10" long and 6½" high. Made of lambs wool with the cast of golden fleece (inside and out) the moon mouse has ears and tail of leathery sheepskin, and is easily the cuddliest, friendliest non-stirring creature in the house. $7.95, postage.

SAFE, EASY, AND USEFUL

STEAM KETTLE
$14.98 - 15c Mailing Each

Dan'l. Gillespie, Alamosa, Colo. 81120

DAFFODILS ARE A-LOOMING
DAISIES ARE A-LOOMING

DAPPER DRIP DRIES!

SAFETY FIRST

THREE-IN-ONE STOVE

SPECIAL SCUFFS

DAISIES ARE A-LOOMING

STEAM KETTLE
STITCH AND STUFF

Victorian pattern is a rewarding replica of the ante-bellum era, circa 1850. Fetching form printed in full color on heavy white muslin. Child or grownup cuts out on dotted line; stitches, stuffs. Stands 18" high and blessed with goldlocks. $2.25 ppd. Artisan Galleries, HG12, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.

TIMELY TREASURE

The life of the party arrives on the dot when she wears this watch hidden in a magnificent bracelet. Band is gold mesh tapering from 9⅝ to 1½ and adjusts to fit all wrists. Jeweled watch is concealed under a cover studded with simulated sapphires and pearls. $21.50 plus 45c post. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

BIRD ON THE WING

Sandwich glass birds brightly hued hand-crafted by famous Cape Cod glass makers. A crowning touch for the tree or mantel decoration and lovely all year through in a sunny window. 6" to 7". Twin owls, $10.50; bluebird, $6.50; hummingbird, $5.95. Add 35c each postage. Clymer's of Bucks County, HG12, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950.

PRETTY PROP

Rest easy while reading, snacking, or looking at TV in bed. There are 10 adjustable positions on this padded foam rubber back rest. It can't slip; cushions both your back and head. Brass plated frame, flowered patterned fabric. 16" w. by 24" h. Folds flat to store. $9.95 ppd. Better Sleep, Inc., HG12, New Providence, N. J. 07974.

WISE AND WEIGHTY

American primitive—an enchanting little owl, butterfly and mushroom already worked on canvas in grospoint in soft golds, browns, red, green and grey. You complete the background in ivory or forest green wool and what do you have?—a doorstop! Kit, except for brick, $6.95 plus 45c post. The Stitchery, HG12, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181.

PLANT OF THE MONTH CLUB

Unique year 'round gift. Each month member receives rare, unusual plant or bulb sent postpaid. Membership includes FREE 64-page Dell Book of selection each month. Gift card sent in your name. Guaranteed if any selection fails to grow. Different selection each month. Gift card sent in your name. Membership includes FREE 64-page Dell Book of House Plants. Ten-months $13.95. Five-months $7.95. The original club; 20 years of satisfaction. Write PLANT OF THE MONTH CLUB

DECEMBER, 1970

SHOPPING AROUND

Baked to Order for You and Friends

Here's the remarkable Christmas cake that earned its fame throughout America and in more than 148 foreign lands.avored by hostesses for 73 years, the DeLuxe is custom-baked for you and mailed straight from our kitchens. Filled with juiciest imported fruits and rich Texas pecans—flavor so perfect we guarantee it the best you've ever bought, baked, or eaten, or money promptly refunded.


POSTAMATIC COMPANY

Department HG-12

LAPIDARY CO.,

Delft Birth Plate

WILL BE CHERISHED for a LIFETIME

The perfect commemoration for a new born child or a birthday—will arrive in less than 3 weeks by air, direct from Royal Delft factories in Holland. Give FULL NAME, TIME OF BIRTH and PLACE OF BIRTH. Be sure to include all information for this handpainted plate.

PRICE . . . $14.95

POSTAMATIC COMPANY

Dept. HG1270, Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444
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**Every kitchen needs these fabulous tools!**

**GIANT FORKS** (above left) --- Set of 2 $1.49

No more poking fumbling cuts! Giant forks lift and turn heavy roasts with ease. Heavy cast, anodized aluminum handle. Long 14" shaft allows place to rest in hot oven. 12" long, solid wood handles, leather hanging thongs. 33413.

**FRENCH WHISK** (above right) --- Set of 3 $1.50

Priced by gourmet chefs for another-nothing like them for light and airy whipping. You get 3 sizes—2" for daily cookouts, 8" for special occasions. 20741.

**CHEF'S WOODEN TOOLS** (all left) --- Set of 5 $1.59

Fascinating forms and essential utensils—the finest chef's tools wouldn't stir without them. Spoons that get into corners, with holes for draining, paddle shaped for folding—each different! Natural wood, 9-1/4" long.

---

**CHEESE MILL**

**IMPORTED FROM SWITZERLAND**

Use as a grinder for chocolates, spices, etc., or just to enjoy freshly grated cheese. Great as a stacking-stuffer for Texas, a bread and butter gift, or just because you feel like giving something nice to someone.

**$3.45 Ppd.**

**WALKER PRODUCTS**

P. O. Box 74
Ozone Park, N. Y. 11417

**FREE CATALOG**

Beautiful natural color photos. 24 pages. Assortments from $8.00 to $100.00. You owe yourself the experience of Omaha Steaks, the finest as it is aged, skillfully trimmed, individually wrapped, flash frozen. Gift-packed in a reusable picnic cooler. Satisfaction guaranteed.

---

**FOR SALE:**

**Only**

40,000 lbs. of

**Shallots**

The original source of shallots by mail since 1957. 1 lb. sample box $1.00. Monthly $1.00 shipment for one year $11.00.

Plus over 500 items in gourmet foods at very REASONABLE prices:

Caviar, Truffles, Snails, dragees, maroons, glasses, cognacs, balzungs, vodkas, kirschwasser, maraschino
cocktails, scotch, rye, gin, vodka, schnapps, kummel, aquavit, danish, swedish, belgian, belgian
chocolates, liqueurs, brandies, grappa, port, sweet, dry, sherry, muscat, porto, brandy, whiskey,
cherry brandy, rum, kahlua, cafe au lait, cafe express, amaretto, kummel, mescal, tequila,
magners, orkla, cafetiere, espresso, coffee, raw sugar, maple sugar, vanilla extract, chocolate
extract, vanilla beans, chocolate beans, cocoa butter, cornstarch, baking powder,
flour, spices, baking soda, salt, dry yeast, yeast, sugar, brown sugar, molasses, honey, apricots,
gooseberries, plums, cherries, prunes, raisins, dates, pralines, nougat, marzipan, chocolate
units, caramel apples, candy apples, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan,
marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan,
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marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan, marzipan,
DOES THE DOUGH
All you mad housewives out there—here's heaven sent help with bread baking; terrific tray's for doing dough. Doesn't stick; users swear by it for salad service. Practically indestructible, since it's constructed of Appalachian hardwoods. 10½" by 16". $8 plus S0c. post. Storehouse, Inc., HG12, 1923 Peachtree Rd., Atlanta, Ga. 30309.

SELECT SEAFOOD
CAFE STYLE ESPRESSO
are packed in a show-off water­
selections hail from their native
continuous operation connected
size. With steam valve. $98.50;
Damariscotta, Maine 04543.
Great for gay days ahead. $24.95
ated with the photogenic whale.
tight buoy mooring cask, decora­
produce perfection. All goodies
Maine where man can depend on
Let's get right to the heart of the
swear by it for salad service.

GRINDER FIND
Pepper grinders in pewter are
not easily come by but here's an
individual imported piece. Bin-
type drawer makes filling fast
and less messy, lets you grind
rock salt as well. Small size 3" high. $8.25. Larger size 4" high
$10.25. Ppd. Kitchen Gadgets,
HG12, R.R. 2, Arcanum, Ohio 45304.

SELECTIONS
Let's get right to the heart of the
matter: twelve glorious seafood
selections hail from their native
Maine where man can depend on
produce perfection. All goodies
are packed in a show-off water-
tight mooring cask, decorated
with the photogenic whale.
Great for gay days ahead. $24.95
ppd. Saltwater Farms, HG12,
Damariscotta, Maine 04543.

CULINARY CENTER
Combination book shelf and two-
drawer card file organizes cook
books and recipe file cards in
one convenient location. Shelf
holds six or more books and
1,000 three-inch by five-inch file
cards. Natural wood finish, 12" wide, 10½" high, 6" deep. $6.98
ppd. Walter Drake, HG94 Drake
Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.
80901.

TEXAS RED GRAPEFRUIT!
The Best — From the Lush Rio Grande Valley
½-bu. Grapefruit .......... $7.50
Full bu. G. F. & Ors... $10.95
Carton of 12 G.F. ......... $5.70
¼-bu. G. F. & Ors. in
Full bushel G. F. ........... $10.90
Mex. bamboo basket.... $8.50
Carton of 6 G.F. ......... $3.95
½-bu. G. F. & Oranges. $7.60
Mex. bamboo basket $12.50

WE TRUST YOU! Send your gift list now and pay our invoice in January.

JORDAN'S OLD VIRGINIA SMOKEHOUSE
1510 West Overbrook Road • Richmond, Virginia 23220
Please send me._—— Jordan's Bone-In Ham(s), weighing ___ lbs. each
£ 1 to 10 lbs. avg.)_ $2.79 per lb., net cooked weight, plus postage; estimated
at $1.50 per ham East of the Mississippi and $3.00 West of the Mississippi.
NAME
STREET. 
CITY 
STATE ZIP
(Please Check Immediate Delivery Christmas Delivery
Other (List Arrival Date._
Enclose check or money order. In case of a slight weight difference, a refund
or bill will be sent to you. Use Jordan's free gift mailing service for all your
holiday gifts. Attach a separate sheet for mailing instructions and personal
messages which we will include on greeting card.

JORDAN'S GENUINE VIRGINIA HAM
Established 1840 at Smithfield—Jordan's® GENUINE
AGED LIKE VINTAGE WINE

Christmas Tradition for 300 Years!
Smoked for weeks over hand tended fires, kept going day and night,
while juices drip and pungent hickory smoke flavors the meat. Aged a
year, then baked with wine and sugar. Arrives ready to serve (doesn't
even need heating), for Christmas feast, buffet, cocktails, sandwiches,
etc. Traditionally sliced paper thin and served cold; goes a long way;
easy to keep: a delight to any homemaker during busy holidays.
300 years ago Virginia planters traded
their hams to English sailing masters. Soon the old world's epicures were
aglow over this new flavor. Virginian Hams became famous around the world. It still
is. Each magnificent ham now hanging in
our aging rooms has been slowly
cured, smoked to a rich mahogany hue,
and aged the way the colonists did it
300 years ago. For there is no short cut
to such flavor. Just before shipment
each ham is soaked, simmered, seasoned,
and aged the way the colonists did it
300 years. The fat trimmed, then
sliced with wine

and sugar, and baked to a sweet and
savory feast of flavor unlike any other!

JORDAN'S OLD VIRGINIA SMOKEHOUSE
1510 West Overbrook Road • Richmond, Virginia 23220
Please send me.— Jordan's Bone-In Ham(s), weighing ___ lbs. each
(9 to 15 lbs. avg.) _ $2.79 per lb., net cooked weight, plus postage; estimated
at $1.50 per ham East of the Mississippi and $3.00 West of the Mississippi.
NAME
STREET
CITY— STATE ZIP
(Please Check Immediate Delivery Christmas Delivery
Other (List Arrival Date _
Enclose check or money order. In case of a slight weight difference, a refund
or bill will be sent to you. Use Jordan's free gift mailing service for all your
holiday gifts. Attach a separate sheet for mailing instructions and personal
messages which we will include on greeting card.

PITTMAN & DAVIS, Inc., 224 Eye St., HARLINGEN, TEXAS 78550

THE BEST — FROM THE LUSH RIO GRANDE VALLEY

The Best — From the Lush Rio Grande Valley
½-bu. Grapefruit ........ $7.50
Full bu. G. F. & Ors... $10.95
Carton of 12 G.F. ....... $5.70
Full bushel G.F. ........... $10.90
Mex. bamboo basket.... $8.50
Carton of 6 G.F. ....... $3.95
½-bu. G. F. & oranges. $7.60
Mex. bamboo basket $12.50

All are delivered prices — Write for free illustrated folder.
Other citrus peels and also pecans, rare honeys, fruit cakes and cheese.

WE TRUST YOU! Send your gift list now and pay our invoice in January.
MEDALS SHOWCASES FOR THE ACHIEVERS

TO START A FAMILY TRADITION...

AWARD MAKER

TOO START A FAMILY TRADITION...

Engaged Tree Twinkles!

Needlepoint kits

MENTAL POINTS

NEEDLE POINTS

TOO START A FAMILY TRADITION...

Engaged Tree Twinkles!

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

Needlepoint canvases beautifully hand-painted in oils complete with Persian yarn, needles and instructions.

THE MAGIC OF HAINES

Hand-Carved Sculptured Art Work

Remember the Haines Marionettes, which are soon to be in permanent display at the Smithsonian Institute. Their creator Frank Haines is the artist in this hands-on workshop, leaching viewers new personal photographs. Mr. Haines captures his subjects personality in fluid-Carved Sculptured bas-relief portraits. This hands-on addition to your home is incorporated on a circular plaque, 9" in diameter with a wire loop suitable for hanging. Surprise a loved one with this once in a lifetime offer.

Available in white $179.95 or a choice of decorator woodgrain color backgrounds (light blue; silver; gold; yellow; burgundy).
DUCKY FOR BABY
At last a different gift for new­borns—jaunty duck who takes money seriously. Silver-plate for those who like to save, he sports a whimsical knitted hat and scarf—pink for girls, blue for boys. Opens with key. 5½" high. $10 plus 50c post. Crest House, J101, 1013 Portage Trail, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 44223.

TO A KING'S TASTE

MEN OF LA MANCHA

STERLING PAIR
Mistress Mouse seems dangerously close to her new found friend, Sir Cat. Completely compatible on a flowing scarf, a cashmere. Sterling silver cat, 2½" long, $15.95; mouse, 1¼", $9.50 set; one or the other, $4.75. Gift boxed. Ppd. Order from Legacy Sterling, HG12, 2 First St., East Norwalk, Conn. 06855.

SEE—BUNNY'S EATING
Skippety and his friends set a colorful three-piece meal set. Famous Royal Worcester porcelain goes from oven to table then straight to the dishwasher. 8" plate, 8 oz. mug and soup or cereal bowl. $15.95 p.pd. Jenifer House, Dept. 6-2120, Great Barrington, Mass. 01230.

Edelweiss Bell Earrings
Edelweiss, "noble-white" flower of the Tyrolean Alps, is delicately hand enamelled in white and blue onto miniature silver bells. Each with a tiny clapper, they tinkle as you move. Order pierced or screw type, ¾" long. Order for yourself . . . for gifts. $18.00 post. per pair.
Send 23c for our new 34-page catalog of 600 specimens. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded HUNT GALLERIES, INC. 2920 N. Center St., HG12, Hickory, N.C. 28601

Craftsmen in Charm
CRATE FROM THE EAST
Edelweiss Bell Earrings
from Austria

$18.00 post. per pair
Send 23c for our new 34-page catalog of 600 specimens. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded HUNT GALLERIES, INC. 2920 N. Center St., HG12, Hickory, N.C. 28601

Craftsmen in Charm

PLANT "NURSEMAIDS"
Water plants while you're away. Amazing wick feeds moisture to plants for up to 8 weeks. Insert one end of wick in soil, other end in water. Will not rot or mildew. Set of 4.
Plant Nursemaids $1.98 + 20c Mail each Calif. residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Anthony Enterprises 305 Market St., Dept. HG-120 San Francisco, Calif. 94105

NEW CATALOG
FREE! Just send name and address! It's brimful of gifts, decorator items and famous Yield House country pine furnishings.
CORNEX LIBRARY DESK

The "Jennifer"
If comfort had arms, this chair would reach out to you every time you passed by. Hand refinished for beauty; upholstered in varied fine fabrics. Foam-filled back; quilted reversible cushion, loose velvets and damask filled for comfort; lined skirt, H. 38½"; W. 30½"; Seat H. 17½"; Seat D. 21½" $890.00 each; $1780.00 pair; ship. wt., 35 lbs. No C.O.D. Express Charge Collect. Send $1.00 for our latest 1970 40-page furniture Catalogue and fabric samples.

EDWIN ALLEN, INC.

585 Market St., Dept. HG-120 PLAINMOUTH, PA. 19462

GUARANTEED PEARL OYSTERS
$3.60 5 for $5.95

Edelweiss Bell Earrings

Edelweiss, "noble-white" flower of the Tyrolean Alps, is delicately hand enamelled in white and blue onto miniature silver bells. Each with a tiny clapper, they tinkle as you move. Order pierced or screw type, ¾" long. Order for yourself . . . for gifts. $18.00 post. per pair.
Send 23c for our new 34-page catalog of 600 specimens. Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded HUNT GALLERIES, INC. 2920 N. Center St., HG12, Hickory, N.C. 28601

Craftsmen in Charm

RUN FOR YOUR LIFE!

BATTLE CREEK HEALTH WALKER®

by Batt le Creek Equipment Company

BATTLE CREEK, MICH. 49016

DECEMBER, 1970
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SHOPPING GUIDE

COLLECTOR'S MOON LANDING SPOON

Another interesting spoon for the collector, second in a series of commemoratives, d. 4 1/2". long in beautifully made sterling for CPD

Write for Free Catalogue of unusual items.

Please, your zip code is required.

Downs
DYANSTON, ILL. 60204

LOW COST WATER PUMP

Why pay a lot of money for a gasoline or electric pump? Your home water pressure operates this simple siphon pump, employs up to 360 gallons per hour from flood basements, pools, washing machines, boats, etc.

WATER PUMP
$3.98 + 10c Postage
Calif. residents add 5% sales tax.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
330 Market St., Dept. HG-120
San Francisco, Calif. 94104

CHAFING DISH/ TRAY

The elegance of gracious living is expressed in this beautiful 2 quart chafing dish with adjustable stereo unit and matching 1/4" mahogany finish. This magnificent ensemble is made of Beautiful and requires only soap and water to maintain its silver-like luster. A distinctive accessory for your home and an ideal gift. Complete ensemble; chafing dish tray only $1.95 postpaid; chafing dish alone $2.95 postpaid. (Came included.) Money back guarantee. Prompt shipment.

Mail check or money order to

BEEVINWOOD DEPT. H
880 2nd Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10003

HIDDEN ASSETS

Adjustable money belt is worn under clothing around waist. Inner pockets hold folded bills or important papers. For men to wear under business suits, ladies might conceal it beneath dark slacks. Slim construction makes it virtually invisible. $2.99 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

ROUND AND BRIGHT

From Italy comes the happiest small chair we've found in a long time. Grand for dining, sewing or chatting. Cane seat, Mirror gloss finish over transparent stain. Red, blue, yellow or green: flat black or flat white. $39. Exp. charges coll. New catalogue, $1. Door Store of Washington, D.C., HG12, 3140 M St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007.

ON KEY


EARLY AMERICAN LAMP

Native hardwood lamp is wired, ready to finish. Use lacquer or wood stain to compliment the decor or try decoupage. White or beige shantung, oyster or natural linen shades. 24" tall, three-way switch. $12.95 ppd. Add 50¢ post. west of Rockies. Free brochure of unfinished lamps. Baxwood Crafters, PHG12, Box 7012, Lexington, Ky. 40502.

SWITCHBACK STONES


SHRIEK ALARM

Personal protection with the sound of safety. shriek alarm emits a piercing shriek so intense that can be heard by Police and neighbors for blocks. Keep in purse, pocket or at bedside. Only 4" long, gold finish, $1.99 plus 15c post. & hdlg. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Leon Dupree
Dept. HG120, 76 Payson St.
Flintberg, Ma. 04120

CHESS SET $17.98

PLUS 55¢ POSTAGE

This magnificent 32 pc. chess set consists of 1900 year old specimens reproduced from 2600 year old specimens on display in the Egyptian antiquities section of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. They are made of SOLID HAND CAST STONE & RESIN providing the heavily weighted pieces players demand. Kings are 4½" tall. Historical background of each piece included. Lapis lueti blue and bone white. Gift boxed with playing board.

MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED

Harriet Carter

27101 A Delicate and Decorative Plastic Chess Set

570 Market St., Dept. HG120, PLYMOUTH MEETING, PENNA. 19462

HOUSE & GARDEN
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ANY LENGTH TOWEL BAR
Polyethylene bar to cut any length to fit existing ceramic or metal brackets in the bathroom. Order solid white or crystal clear. Spring-loaded end cap aids installation and holds bar firmly in place. 24" long, cuts with saw. $2.95 ea. ppd. West-Berg Enterprises, HG12, Box 4177, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80905.

SHOPPING AROUND

ANY LENGTH TOWEL BAR
Polyethylene bar to cut any length to fit existing ceramic or metal brackets in the bathroom. Order solid white or crystal clear. Spring-loaded end cap aids installation and holds bar firmly in place. 24" long, cuts with saw. $2.95 ea. ppd. West-Berg Enterprises, HG12, Box 4177, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80905.

SPEDY KETTLE
Stainless steel electric kettle boils 2½ quarts in minutes. An award winning design, it is thermostatically controlled with automatic shut-off, cool black plastic handle and a built-in cord. Grand for all instant beverages and foods. 110 V. U.A.L. approved. $13.95 p.p. John Hardy, HG12, Box 1598, Carmel, Cal. 93921.

ARMS AND THE FAMILY
Family coat-of-arms hand-painted in full color on a 10½" by 16" sculptured walnut-tone plaque. A handsome and personal memento to hand down through the generations. $33.75 ppd. Send family name for verification of coat-of-arms, but send no money. The Halberts, HGEl, 3687 Ira Rd., Bath, Ohio 44811.

NATURE'S CREATURES
Delightful pillow to work in needlepoint is hand-painted and ready to stitch. The canvas makes up in a 16-inch square pillow. Kit includes design of bees, snail, frog, beetles, insect free and sends amongnuance of steel knitting or other disuse. Neat in appearance,31 West 57th St., New York, N. Y. 10019

BORDEN KNOWS BEST
Fine company chooses fine Wisconsin cheese; lets same age under controlled conditions for over one year. Borden Pippin (prime, that is), Cheddar Cheese Wheel, $13.95 ppd. John Hardy, HG12, Box 1598, Carmel, Cal. 93921.

DOG DROPPINGS GONE WITH "DOGGIE DOOLEY"
All metal Doggie Dooley works like a miniature septic tank utilizing enzyme and bacteria action to automatically reduce dog waste to ground absorbing liquid. It's neat, fast, clean, silent, small, convenient, inexpensive, odorless, insect free and sends amongnuance of steel knitting or other disuse. Neat in appearance, Borden, Inc., Foods Division, HG12, Box 231, Plymouth, Wis. 53073.

DOGGIE DOOLEY
Manufactured by Huron Products Co. Dept. HG12, P.O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811

AMAZING BEAUTY AID

Now! Apply Eye Makeup "Beauty Salon" Perfect Cleaner, Smoother, More Evenly Than Ever Before! At last! A beauty aid that makes sure you are applying your makeup perfectly. Each magnifying lens swings up, so you can apply your makeup to one eye while looking through the magnifying glass of the other. The glasses are designed so that the lens are far away from the face. . . leaving ample room to work behind. Perfect for everything from shagging the brow to contouring the eye socket. Great for making sure your false eye lashes are just right. Removes cinders, too. Order this marvelous beauty tool now, for more beautiful eyes forever.

3 1945 Makeup Glasses
$5.95
plus 30c p.p. & hdlg.
SHOPPING AROUND

GALA SPECTRUM
Can be seen with prism made of optical glass that bends light rays of shorter wave length at a sharper angle than those of longer wave length. Fine introduction to theory of electromagnetic waves, whole science of color. $1.29 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

CHIC CLARIFIER
Neat folding lorgnette has high quality magnifying lenses to permit reading the very finest print. Lorgnette folds up into a brocade case only 2½" long. Great for traveling, theater-going. In black or amber, with or without rhinestones. Case included $6.95; two, $13. Add 50c post. Order from Herman Optical, HG12, 164 Clymer St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11211.

CRUMBS UNDER SILVER
Elegant way to remove crumbs. Silver-plated monogrammed cover hides a revolving nylon brush that picks up like a carpet sweep. Rich mahogany base snaps open for cleaning. 3" by 5¾". With three initials $5.95, two for $11.90. Add 50c post. Order from Jay-Cee Enterprises, HG12, 75 Brockmeyer Dr., Massapequa, N. Y. 11758.

LOW END TABLE FILE
Good-looking end table, handy file cabinet in one finely crafted piece. File drawers hold standard folders; table sized to fit by chair or sofa. 16½" w., 25" d., 22½" h. Hand-rubbed honeytoned pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish; Chippendale reproduction. Rich mahogany base snaps that picks up like a carpet sweep. 3½" by 5¾". With three initials $5.95, two for $11.90. Add 50c post. Order from Jay-Cee Enterprises, HG12, 75 Brockmeyer Dr., Massapequa, N. Y. 11758.

STACK 'EM UP
Ceramic stackers keep knives, forks and spoons in pretty order on the buffet table. White with golden fleur-de-lis to go with any color linen and dinnerware. Lovely addition to any buffet service. Set of two, $1.29; two sets, $2.29. Add 25c post. Order from The Country Gourmet, GD, 545 4th Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

CHEERS!
Service looks, feels like precious pewter; keeps the drinks icy cold for indefinite periods. Right here's just what a couple of wine lovers could use with pleasure. 5" Armattle wine goblet holds 5 ozs. $6.95; 7½" wine goblet holds 11 ozs. $7.95. Ppd. Free catalogue. Sagittarius Enterprises, HG12, 2405 Spruce St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.

CULTURED MARBLE CUBES
13" cubes finest quality cultured marble slabs prefitted to join without visible seams. Appear to be solid marble blocks. Used as side; end; snack; or coffee tables. Also for sturdy seating.
Kit contains 5 slabs and all supplies needed for neat, easy, 1½ hour assembly. Available in White on White (Mother of Pearl); White with Brown and Gold Veining.
Each Kit 19.95
Ship. Wt. 21½; Cash With Order
Color Catalogue Available
SQUARE WARE
19109 Ross Road
Bethell, Washington

DRVOHOLM CHAIR
$19.95
29½" HIGH
29½" WIDE
ALL PURPOSE LOUNGE CHAIR
Directly imported from Europe, a full size lounge chair, made of solid hardwoods, walnut finish, with heavy woven rope seat and back. Adjustable back for additional comfort. Chair seat 22½" deep, and 21½" wide. Ideal for use in livingroom, bedroom, den, porch or patio.
Send 25c for complete Danish Furniture Catalog. Skipet guarantee. Only $19.95
Honey back guarantee. No C.O.D.'s.
GENADA IMPORTS
Dept. 612, P.O. Box 204, Teaneck, N. J. 07666
N. J. residents add 5% sales tax.
BLACKBOARD LOVE NOTE

PEACE AND VICTORY
Hand-carved wood sculpture combines both the peace and the victory signs. It depends on which way the hand faces. Six inches high, it doubles as a ring stand. Highly polished rich, dark wood. A nice touch on desk or shelf. $10.95 plus $1 post. JDS Products, HG12, Box 35, Buffalo, N. Y. 14209.

REAL FLOWER TRIVET
Fresh-cut flowers bloom forever in crystal-clear resin trivets that look lovely on your wall when they're not protecting the table. Yellow-orange, field flowers, California poppy, pink pelargonium, white daisy, blue. List first and second choices. 8¼" diameter, 9¾" thick. $10 plus $1.40 post. William Ober Co., HG12, 1515 El Camino, Palo Alto, Cal. 94306.

COMMUNICATIVE ART
What appears to be shell-like sculpture, springs open to an all-in-one phone that fits in the palm of the hand. Winner of the famous European Design Award! Jet dial; cushioned base. Bisque white. 6¾" long by 2¼" high. $59.95 plus $1.80 post. Metropolitan Teletronics, HG12, 35 W. 35th St., New York, N. Y. 10001.

PRECISION MADE
What man or boy wouldn't be delighted to receive this handsome Swiss type army knife? Its unbelievable 3½" handle holds two cutting blades, screw driver, cap lifter, cork screw, scissors, hole punch, nail file, fish scaler, hook disgorger, can opener. Stainless steel. $4.98 ppd. Chrono Control, Dept, HG12, 200 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016.
An out-of-the-ordinary gift for your very special friends.

House & Garden

the Christmas present that delivers pleasure all year

To give HOUSE & GARDEN, simply mail the order form today. We'll do the rest: sign gift cards for you, and send them to your friends just before Christmas. Every month during the coming year, we'll deliver another of your HOUSE & GARDEN presents.
OPEN AND SHUT
Seals the envelopes you’re mail­
 ing and opens the letters you re­cei­ve. Handy two-in-one time­
saver by Desco does both jobs
automatically and at high speed.
Frees secretarial help for more
important work. Chrome-plated, it’s a compact 6" by 3¾". One-
year guarantee. $13.95 ppd.
The Mail Shop, HG12, 245 Molino
Ave., Mill Valley, Cal. 94941.

SHOPPING AROUND

BRIGHT AT THE BAR
Rush-topped bar stool is made in
Mexico to serve handsly at the bar
whether drinks are maldised
or martinis. 30" high with 13"
by 13" seat. Unfinished, $25 a
pair. Antique charcoal stain, $27
a pair. In lemon, lime, white,
olive or black, $28 a pair. Exp.
coll., Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG12,
Northport, N. Y. 11768.

SETS THE MOOD
Filigreed and embossed like ex-
quisite jewelry, a tiny piano to
erouse. Pins, necklaces, brace­
lets, too. $1 ppd. Charm & Treas­
ures, HG12, 72 Bowery, New York,
N. Y. 10013.

CHARMS N TREASURES
Looking through the 140-page
color catalogue took us well over
an hour and every minute was
fascinating. There are charms
galore, including state seals,
college emblems, zodiac symbols,
religious, holiday and special oc­
cassions. Pine, necklaces, brace­
lets, too. $1 ppd. Charm & Treas­
ures, HG12, 72 Bowery, New York,
N. Y. 10606.

IT'S A DOG'S WORLD
Train-O-Mat helps you get
ure, HG12, 72 Bowery, New York.
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Train-O-Mat helps you get
ure, HG12, 72 Bowery, New York.
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Mysterious, Magical
COPPER MATCHABLES
You'll love wearing these beguiling beauties of non-tarnish solid copper. EAR-RINGS (clip) — $1.95; BRACE-LET — $4.95; PIN — $3.50; Choker NECK-LACE — $3.95. (not shown) All Postpaid.

SUPER SAW
Hard-point saw that cuts two ways has shark-like teeth with four times the cutting life of those on an ordinary saw. Nickel-chrome Sheffield steel is fused on Du Pont Teflon. Push and pull blade is 22" long. Perfectly balanced and lightweight. $9.98 plus 75c post. J. P. Darby, HG12, 35 Engle St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802.

AUTOMATIC ADDITION
Automatic machine keeps budget within bounds on marketing trips. Click buttons add up to $20 automatically. Handy have-a-long for Christmas shopping! Put in children's Santa stocking to let them keep track of allowance. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

FIRST-CLASS STEAKS
A special cut of meat specially devised for first-class airline flights. Jet steaks make a meal to remember. Completely trimmed, they're the center of sirloin. Here's one gift that can't miss! Six 8-oz. steaks $26, twelve $40. Ppd. Pfaelzer Brothers, LEP, 4501 W. District Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 60632.

PLANT AHEAD
Spring will seem a bit closer if you plan your garden now. Free 40-page Spring 1971 catalogue pictures award-winning roses along with berries, vegetables, fruit trees and garden accessories. Lovely full-color and they really grow that way! Jackson & Perkins Co., 34-B Rose Lane, Medina, Ore. 97501.

YOU NAME IT
Your full name makes a one-of-a-kind straw bag and when you needlepint it yourself, it's more so. Kit includes 9½" by 9½" by 4" bag, canvas, needle, instructions and chart for names up to eight letters. Choose wool in red, green, navy, lavender, orange or brown. $3.95 plus 50c post. Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.
TRUE OR FALSE?
The thing you miss most in artificial flowers is fragrance. But these long-stemmed beauties emit true essence of roses. For six months or more! Choice of red, pink, white, yellow or gold with 3½" blossoms, 18" stems. Dozen, $6.50 ppd. What a gift! Peters Products, HG12, Room 106, 40 Samantha Way, Buffalo, N. Y. 14227.

MALE SCALE
Worth its weight in stamps—a no-guesswork scale for home or office letters. True-balance—no springs to wear out—it comes with five brass weights, ½ oz. up to 4 oz., totaling 8 ozs. Solid brass with oak base. 8½" by 4½", it's $15.95 plus 90c post. Free catalogue. Discovery House, HG12A, 8218 San Juan, N. E., Albuquerque, N. M. 87108.

PAPOOSE POSE
Go-girls cheer the hip seat for babies between four and eighteen months. Sling adjusts admirably to Mommy's size, then folds up to fit her pocket or handbag, be it ever so small. Carrier's made of extra strength one hundred percent cotton twill in dark blue. $2.98, two for $5.75. Ppd. Clymer's of Bucks County, HG12, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950.

RUG RAKE
Rake especially designed for the popular deep-pile shags. Round end metal prongs bring up pile that is crushed or matted without snagging the thick yarns. Light-weight and easy to maneuver under heavy furniture. $4.95 plus 90c post. Rak-a-Shag Eberline Products, HG12, Box 205, Trenton, Mich. 48183.

FUN TO RAISE $$
Here's a sweet way to take the chore out of soliciting money. Free planning guide explains how clubs and organizations can raise funds without investment and with dignity. Wide selection of candy combinations, all colorfully packaged. Order now to raise $50, $200, $1000 or more. Kathryn Beich Candies, Dept. 40PE7, Bloomington, Ill. 61701.

FAMILY ARCHIVES
A fascinating new volume tells how to trace one's own family history. It is accompanied by simple instructions, 100 pages of sheets and forms to help organize one's material and record it systematically. Big" by 11", $3.95 ppd.; $4.75 air mail ppd. Chesco Co., HG7E, Box 533, 346 Maple Ave., Westbury, N. Y. 11590.
**THE PEWTER LOOK**

Our stainless steel faucet authentically reproduces an antique English design. It's plated handle brass, 3 fixed spouts, and a realistic pewter look. Durable steel. Service for eight includes: 8 dinner forks, 8 dinner knives, 3 salad forks, 8 soup spoons, 16 tea spoons, 2 serving pieces. Guaranteed. Only $5.95 ppd.

Service for 12 $44.98
Service for 8 $29.98

POP UP PLAYTIME

Fifty flashes of color involve alphabet letters, American coins, ten numerals and basic colors. These keyboard tabs pop up when tot touches same; teach him to recognize, identify and remember. Measures 10" by 8". $6.95 plus 75c post. Exclusive import only at F.A.O. Schwarz, Dept. 180, 745 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022.

**PET-OWNERS AID**

Dispose of animal wastes with a mini septic tank that installs into the ground and liquefies solid animal wastes by enzyme action. Metal "Doggie Dooley" is harmless to humans, pets and greenery. With lid, shovel, six months' enzyme supply $10.95. Extra yearly's supply, $4.55. Pp'd. Huron Products Co., HG12, P. O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811.

**SUPER CREWEL**

Sensational looking cushion's the type to glorify any sofa; most important piece of living room furniture cries out for more than one of a two peasant-design done in crewel. Kit includes the works: pattern's on natural linen, yarns in red, orange, yellow, green and brown. $5.95 plus 45c post. From The Stitchery, HG12, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181.

**CHEERFUL CHOPPER**

We are devoted to our chopping block made of tough end-grained beech pieces interlocked. An absolute wonder for slicing or chopping vegetables, meats, fruit and cheese. Block is 11 1/4" square, 1 3/4" thick on tiny ball feet. Feel like a real pro for $6.95 plus 80c post. Bruce Chop Block, HG12, Box 397-A, Memphis, Tenn. 38101.

**HORSE SENSE**

A beauty of a buy is a beauty of a picture, too. Giant 4' by 2' reproduction is a full-color scene of charging horses from the original by prize-winning artist Frank Folette. "Challenge" is on quality linen, ready to frame and hang. Measures 10" by 8". $6.95 plus 30c post. Bruce Chop Block, HG12, 606 Post Rd., Westport, Conn. 06855.

**TIMELY DISCOVERY**

Cordless clocks have three-dimensional coin replicas mounted on a rich walnut background 16" square. Clock has transistor movement for year-round accuracy. Choice of the old silver dollar or the Kennedy half dollar (specify). $29.95 postpaid. Order from M/W Specialties, HG12, 121 E. Broadway, Suite 516, San Diego, Calif. 92101.
INSTANT GLAMOUR
Diamonds are forever but who cares when you can set your own rhinestones and make any dress or accessory more festive. Fast riveting machine sets two sizes of rhinestones and half-round pearls permanently. Kit includes trial pack of stones. $10.95 ppd. Colored stones available. $1.50 pkg. Hilltop House Co., HG12, P. O. Box F, Leonia, N. J. 07605.

FREEZE MUG
Magic mug turns juices, soft drinks and milk concoctions into icy froths that kids term slush. Fill unbreakable plastic mug which has already been "energized" by storing in freezer. Unique capsule does the trick. Liquid is transformed into slush in minutes. Reusable. $2.95 plus 65c post. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

DOING THE SOFT SHOE
The next softest thing to these genuine cowhide leather shoes is a downy feather. You won't believe such cushion comfort possible. All hand laced with built-in arch lift with a crepe sole and heel. Sizes 4-10 M and W; 5-10 any surface. Set of 3 Shower Curtain Holders $1.29 - $15 Mailing Each Calif. residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., Dept. HG-120 San Francisco, Calif. 94105

AUSTRALIAN SPORT
The Maori tribesmen in Australia used the boomerang as a hunting weapon. Now this angled beauty is tossed for sport in many parts of the world. It soars out for hundreds of feet and circles back to the thrower's hand in miraculous fashion. $1.49 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

YOUR FAMILY HISTORY
Recorded Forever
Write your own life story in words and pictures on these authentic hand drawn manuscript pages. Ancestral charts, family tree, medical records, family events and other chapters of precious memories to be read and cherished now and for generations. Quality leather grained binder in rich green, embossed in gold, is molded for flexibility and expansion. Also contains 16 rare 19th century prints.

Valuable today, priceless tomorrow.
$25.00 ppd.
MOUNTAIN MANOR MARKETING
Box 218, Steamboat Springs, Colo.

FROM FACTORY TO YOU— JENNY'S LADDERBACK
Native Hardwood— Finest Workmanship— Fiber Rush Seat—
Height 421/2"— Seat Height 171/2"— Weight 10 lbs.
Unfinished—$17.45
Wood finish—$20.45
Colors—$21.45
Send Check or Money Order— Shipped Express Collect
Write for Jenny's Arm Chair—
MARION TRAVIS
P. O. Box 392 Statesville, N.C. 28677
FLORAL DISCOVERY
English wildflowers specially treated and brilliantly colored come in these kits complete with velour shadow box sides, wooden frame, glass front. All you need is creativity to make a decorator piece worth 4 times your cost.

Pen Set (10 colors) $2.50 postpaid

Handicrafts, HG12, Pruimendijk 24, Rijsoord, Holland.

DONT WORRY. HE WILL
If you know someone who is a chronic worrier, start his New Year resolutions off right. Give him a Worry Bird. Just the sight of that lugubrious face, orange ruff and grotesque feet rate a chuckle even before you read his message. $1.98 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 6655 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

PEARLY WHITE TEETH
Wyten is a remarkable formula developed by dentists to cover discolorations and fillings. Actresses use it to keep their teeth sparkling and white. The formula may be used on false teeth as well as your own. Just brush on Wyten and smile. 3 to 4 months supply. 1, $1.98; 2, $3.50; 3, $5. Ppd. Nuffind, HGW-12, Box 205, Church St., New York 10008.

Illuminated Fountains

STAIRWAY ELEVATOR
Saves your Heart
Your STAIR-GLIDE will be shipped to you within 48 hours. Installs in less than two hours. No special wiring, no marring walls or stairway. Tax deductible when recommended by a physician. GUARANTEED.

Relief from bent toes
Unique orthopedic pads provide soft, yet effective toe support which help to strengthen and alleviate pain from crooked toes. Even toe tip corns disappear. Elastic yarn slips over toe. Washable. Specify shoe size.

TOE PADS $2.79 Each. 15c Mailing Supply.

Anthony Enterprises
Dept. HG-12
305 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

Don’t Worry. He Will
If you know someone who is a chronic worrier, start his New Year resolutions off right. Give him a Worry Bird. Just the sight of that lugubrious face, orange ruff and grotesque feet rates a chuckle even before you read his message. $1.98 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 6655 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

RED PEPPER WREATH
Exotic Christmas wreath made of 200 red sun-ripened chili peppers, a spray of mistletoe, from an Indian village, Santo Domingo, New Mexico. After the holidays, it’s bueno for chili and other Mexican dishes. Free cook book included. Have your holiday décor and eat it too! $8.50 ppd. The Old Mexico Shop, HG12, Patio 2, Santa Fé, N. M. 87501.

EXOTIC CHRISTMAS WREATH

CALIFORNIA CHILI PEPPERS

RED SUEDE PIPE
and Tobacco Pouch

Johnny Appleseed’s
Box 702, Beverly, Mass., 01915

Calendar $3.50 postpaid
Pen Set (10 colors) $2.50 postpaid
TREND PACIFIC INC.
2817 South Hill Street
Los Angeles, California 90007

TRIPLE-DUTCH COOKIES

PEACH WHITE TEETH
Wyten is a remarkable formula developed by dentists to cover discolorations and fillings. Actresses use it to keep their teeth sparkling and white. The formula may be used on false teeth as well as your own. Just brush on Wyten and smile. 3 to 4 months supply. 1, $1.98; 2, $3.50; 3, $5. Ppd. Nuffind, HGW-12, Box 205, Church St., New York 10008.

ILLUMINATED FOUNTAINS

SHOPPING AROUND

AMERICAN STAIR-GLIDE CORP.
201 West 80th Terrace, Dept. HG-12
Kansas City, Missouri 64114

201 West 80th Terrace, Dept. HG-12

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64114

RENTAL PURCHASE

Pine Available
SHOPPING AROUND

HOUSEHOLD MUST
We couldn't operate without foam tape. Self-adhesive, we stick it on the base of lamps, around the vacuum cleaner head to prevent bumps on walls and furniture, over hangers to keep garments from slipping. It has many uses.
Big roll, $1 plus 15¢ postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

PATCHWORK NEEDLELY

SAUSAGE LOG
Marvelous for holiday parties is the pure, lean beef sausage dry-cured in the smokehouse for two days. The three-pound log slices up neatly for snacks and with cheese and crackers. Great after skiing or skating in cold weather. Send for free catalogue of many fine meat products. $8.50 ppd. Omaha Steaks Int., HG12, 4400 fine meat products. $8.50 ppd. Omaha Steaks Int., HG12, 4400

How to Stop Smoking
Free booklet from The Anti-Tobacco Center of America explains how 88,648 heavy smokers have quit without straining their will power. Many physicians are among those who stopped. It is a booklet youngsters should read along with their parents. Write The Anti-Tobacco Center of America, HG12, 276 Park Ave. So., New York, N. Y. 10010.

FOR THE BATH
Let's give a hand for South Audley who's way out front with big English bar soap: triple hand milled—tastes a long time. Mammoth (11 oz.) $3 cakes per box; Bath (6½ oz.); Hand (3½ oz.); blue, yellow, green, pink, white. Mini­mum order two boxes. $2 a box ppd. South Audley, HG12, 380 Lafayette St., New York, N. Y. 10003.

SOUTHERN COOKERY
Some of the most prominent Southern hostesses got together with their best recipes, and the result is the Memphis Cook Book, a collection of over 700 treasured recipes, many handed down from generation to generation. 261 pages. $3.50 ppd. Junior League of Memphis, HG12, 2711 Union Ave. Ext., Memphis, Tenn. 38112.

SHOULD YOU DARE TO GIVE A GIFT?
Unique Christmas Giving Idea

Looks Good Enough To Eat

MONK PAIR
Here is the perfect Christmas gift for hard-to-please friends and relatives. Hand-carved monks done in rich cedar wood by Mexican craftsmen, are designed primarily as distinctive bookends. But classic style and beauty make them excellent gifts to serve as statuettes, enhancing living room, dining room, den, foyer, etc. Break up the set to make two gifts.

LEWIS IMPORT MART
125 N. Dearborn St. No. Plainfield, N.J. 07060

REMEMBER
TODAY IS THE FIRST DAY OF THE REST OF YOUR LIFE®

STEAK KNIVES
FROM FRANCE
Colorful, dishwasher safe—enameled-like plastic handles with brass fittings—stainless steel blades have serrated edges—six knives of a color per box—available in blue, red, orange, green, black.

STORAGE GIVE A NEW DAY

A NEW DAY
Never too late to change the course of your life! Inspirational wall plaque says, "Remember... Today is the first day of the rest of your life." Black letters on golden plate in pine-finish plaque. 4" x 5". FIRST DAY PLAQUE $1.98 — 20¢ Mailing Each Calif. residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed. Anthony Enterprises 365 Market St., Dept. HG-120 San Francisco, Calif. 94105

cocktail lovers!
IDEAL GIFT
from your friends at
LEWIS IMPORT MART

GIVE DAD THE GIFT THAT WILL MAKE HIM THE TALK OF THE PARTY.
IDEAL GIFT smarly package!

WHERE CAN YOU GET THESE?

GIVE DAD THE GIFT THAT WILL MAKE HIM THE TALK OF THE PARTY. 30 KING SIZE TWIST-O-LEMON. Ideal for family bar, street vendor sale. $3.95 (Retail for King Size 4.95 average 1.45) 314 2 JUNIOR SIZE TWIST-O-LEMON, Refill spray containers, label for carring in pocket or travel case. $4.95 313 BAR SIZE TWIST-O-LEMON Bar size aerosol refill spray container, excellent for home or office. Perfumed 4.95 213 BAR SIZE JUNIOR TWIST-O-LEMON Aerosol refill spray containers, ideal for both home bar and travel use. 6.65 Charge to your Diners Club or send Check or M.O. — Postage Handling 40c extra for each box. (Illinois res. incl. 5% Tax). BEYOND JAMES & CO., Dept. H-1072 Dec. HG-12

END SHIRT COLLAR "SQUEEZE" COLLAR EXTENDER button "squeezes" tight shirt collars. Ends all-day tugging. Expands collar up to 1½ sizes larger for that "just right" feeling, in­visible behind tie. Can be transferred from shirt to shirt in seconds. Set of 4. COLLAR EXTENDERS $1.20 — 15¢ Mailing Calif. residents add 5% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed. Anthony Enterprises 360 Market St., Dept. HG-12 San Francisco, Calif. 94108

DAY IS THE FIRST

153
Tired of cooking the same old things in the same old way?

Why not whip up something simply Scrumptious*

from House & Garden's New Cook Book

Now it's easier than ever to prepare authentic gourmet meals with the help of HOUSE & GARDEN'S NEW COOK BOOK. More than 1,000 recipes—elegant, yet uncomplicated dishes tested and prepared by world-famous cooks including Julia Child, James Beard, Dione Lucas, Craig Claiborne. All surprisingly inexpensive, and all guaranteed to delight the most discriminating appetites among your family and friends.

*like STEAK AU POIVRE, FLAMBE

2 tablespoons coarsely cracked peppercorns
1 porterhouse steak, 2½-3" thick
3 tablespoons butter
1 tablespoon finely chopped shallots
1 tablespoon finely chopped parsley
1 teaspoon salt • cup bourbon

Press coarse pepper into steak with the heel of the hand. Let it stand for ½ hour. Heat a stainless steel platter until very hot. Melt butter on platter. Combine shallots and parsley.

Broil steak to your favorite state of doneness, preferably well-charred outside and rare inside. Salt during cooking. Remove to hot platter and turn once. Add heated bourbon and blaze. Slice and serve with sauté potatoes and sauce from the platter. Serves 4.

AT LAST—A COOK BOOK THAT'S MORE THAN A COOK BOOK... A COMPLETE HOW-TO COURSE IN GOURMET COOKERY!

HOUSE & GARDEN'S NEW COOK BOOK is a comprehensive course in preparing and cooking food. Techniques of master chefs are explained—and simplified in picture performances.

This treasury of great recipes published at $12.50...
Now for only $9.95!

Simply enclose your check or money order for $9.95, and your copy will be shipped promptly—fully postpaid. We know you'll love HOUSE & GARDEN'S NEW COOK BOOK, but if for any reason you're not completely satisfied, return it within 10 days and your money will be refunded.

If you prefer, you may charge your American Express or BankAmericard account.

Why not order one for a special friend who loves to cook . . . a new bride . . . a career girl setting up her first kitchen. They'd love it too!

Conde Nast Books, P.O. Box 3308, Grand Central Sta., New York, N.Y. 10017

I would like to order ___ copies of House & Garden's New Cook Book @ $9.95.
☐ My check or money order for $______ payable to Conde Nast Books, is enclosed.

Please charge my account:
☑ American Express
☐ BankAmericard Exp. date

Acct. #

Signature

My Name
Address
City State Zip

This is a gift order. Send book and card to:

Name
Address
City State Zip

Card to read: From

---

And for your next dinner party, try your hand at a hearty Boeuf en Daube Provençale, or Norwegian Lamb Shanks with Sour Cream Sauce . . . Lobster Strudel . . . Sweet and Sour Duck. You'll soon discover how simple truly fine cooking can be with HOUSE & GARDEN'S NEW COOK BOOK!
DRIP-DRY ROD
Perfect solution for drip-dry garments, sheer curtains and hosiery is the adjustable 25" to 31", chrome-finished bar that hooks over shower rod and locks in place. No screws or adhesive, it attaches in seconds. Garments drip in tub. $2.98 plus 30c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

SPUD PUDDER
All the world loves a baked potato and a fluffy one with cheese or sour cream and chives is food for the gods! Pudder is a 4½" gadget with aluminum prongs to penetrate skin and sink into potato to open and fluff it for butter or cream. $1.75 ppd. Fifer House, Dept. 122, 3118 Martini Way, Orlando, Fla. 32805.

CALCULATED SAVINGS
Be your own Consumer Counsel. Don’t be fooled by odd package weights, hard-to-figure prices. Easy slide-scale does the arithmetic for you, tells you the best value instantly. Fits pocket or purse. Only $1.99 and saves you money every time you shop. Fre-Born Enterprises, Dept. HG-12, P.O. Box 3301, Inglewood, Cal. 90304.

GOOD DAY GIFT
Children-of-the-Week charms for a doting grandmother inscribed on bracelace charms with first name and birth date engraved on back. For parent and child in sterling ¾" $3.50; 1" $4.50; 14k gold ¾" $9.50; 1" $13.50. Specify day. P.0. Box 883, Thornwood, N.Y., 10594.

PIPE SMOKER’S DREAM
Special formulated ceramic pipe, air insulated double wall bowl, REEALY SMOKE COOL! 6" long with flat bottom that will not tip when set down. Two gold initials are fired into brown glaze, will not fade or scratch out. SMOKE CLEAN AND COOL! Ideal Christmas present for those who want a gift with that personal touch. Send $3.95 (Calif. residents add 20c tax) along with two (2) initials.

MISSION ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 5334, Santa Ana, Calif. 92704

BED-Spread CADDY
SAVt$ TIME, TUGGING
Simplify your bed-making... and step nightly tugging or folding away heavy spread. Just pull hidden caddy from beneath mattress and lay bed-spread across, ready for easy make-up-in-the-morning. Legs swing automatically into position. Handsome, gold-flecked caddy glides effortlessly out of sight during day. Ideal for Hollywood beds or low foot-boards. For king-sized beds, order two.

$4.98 ppd. two for $12.98 ppd.

GARRETT’S
P.O. Box 9459-90 Dallas, Texas 75205

EVERY WISH YOU COULD DO THE LAMP?
Here is a really handsome contemporary lamp and the most efficient lighting available. At its base, its own tangerine, brown, avocado, white or black, 13x14x5" white to watch T.V. by or tat the style in a living room, tasteful den. Info il a really handsome candelapcy lamp and the latest P. O. Box 12, Dept. A12 St. Davids, Pa. 19087

BE YOUR OWN CONSUMER COUNSEL
Don’t be fooled by odd package weights, hard-to-figure prices. Easy slide-scale does the arithmetic for you, tells you the best value instantly. Fits pocket or purse. Only $1.99 and saves you money every time you shop. Fre-Born Enterprises, Dept. HG-12, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N.Y. 11581.

DON’T BE FooLED BY IMITATIONS!
This is the original Spiro Agnew Watch by The Dirtytime Company. A collector’s item in three brilliant colors: red, white, blue. Hands move to denote the time. Swiss made. Guaranteed two years. $16.95 plus $1 handling charge.

Send check or money order. No c.o.d.
N.Y. State Residents please add State and Local Tax

DANION PRODUCTS, INC.
Palmis Lane, Box 202, Thornard, N.Y. 10504

BLow Yourself up to Size Poster
Send any black and white or color photo, polaroid print, cartoon or magazine photo. A great gift idea...a splendid Gag. Ideal room decoration...Perfect for parties. B&W poster mailed in sturdy tube.

2 FT. X 3 FT. $3.50
1 FT. X 2 FT. $2.50
3 FT. X 4 FT. $7.50

GREAT GIFT!
HOUSE-PLANT-A-MONTH PLAN
Give repeated pleasure with a House-Plant-A-Month Plan. Choose a 3, 6, or 12 month plan and tell us when to begin. A gift letter will announce the membership and a handsome plant will be sent each month. 3 MONTH PLAN $4.98 & 6 MONTH PLAN $8.98 & 12 MONTH PLAN $15.98. Send check or money order and complete address information with coupon below. For parent and child in sterling ¾" $3.50; 1" $4.50; 14k gold ¾" $9.50; 1" $13.50. Specify day. P.0. Box 883, Thornwood, N.Y., 10594.

Send photo and order to:
DANION PRODUCTS, INC.
Palmis Lane, Box 202, Thornard, N.Y. 10504

BLOW YOURSELF UP TO SIZE POSTER
Send any black and white or color photo, polaroid print, cartoon or magazine photo. A great gift idea...a splendid Gag. Ideal room decoration...Perfect for parties. B&W poster mailed in sturdy tube.

2 FT. X 3 FT. $3.50
1 FT. X 2 FT. $2.50
3 FT. X 4 FT. $7.50

GREAT GIFT!
HOUSE-PLANT-A-MONTH PLAN
Give repeated pleasure with a House-Plant-A-Month Plan. Choose a 3, 6, or 12 month plan and tell us when to begin. A gift letter will announce the membership and a handsome plant will be sent each month. 3 MONTH PLAN $4.98 & 6 MONTH PLAN $8.98 & 12 MONTH PLAN $15.98. Send check or money order and complete address information with coupon below. For parent and child in sterling ¾" $3.50; 1" $4.50; 14k gold ¾" $9.50; 1" $13.50. Specify day. P.0. Box 883, Thornwood, N.Y., 10594.

Send photo and order to:
DANION PRODUCTS, INC.
Palmis Lane, Box 202, Thornard, N.Y. 10504

ANKH, SYMBOL OF LIFE
About 3500 B.C., during the 11th Dynasty, Egyptian art, which had been deteriorating for some time due to civil strife, responded in all its splendor to the glory that lasted for over 1300 years. Pharaonic Egyptian art, whose rays terminated in the world. About 1550 B.C., Man was not depicted in either house or animal form. Rather it was modeled in a color disc, whose rays terminated in the world. Now you can own an ae­


ew age reproduction of the ANKH, crafted in the vintage style of these ancient arti­
est of these ancient arti­
est of these ancient arti­
est of these ancient arti­
est of these ancient arti­
est of these ancient arti­
SHOPPING AROUND

FIREFPLACE FELLOW
When winter's day is done, head for the fireplace. Tall warrior could be your work of art there. Saber bearer hails from Mexico where no two pieces of hand wrought metal work come alike. Decorative sculpture's hand painted in antiqued colors. 27" tall. $21.95 plus $1.75 post. Del Mundo Imports, HG12, Box 4285 Overland Park, Kan. 66204.

SEVEN SHEKELS
You never can tell. Some day these fascinating coins may be priceless. Die struck replicas of Herod's Widow's Mite, Tribute Penny, Shekel of Tyre, a Pontius Pilate piece—all Biblical monies. Attribution by the British Museum. Set of seven (including story) $9 ppd. Centre Coln Co., Dept. H12, Box 5490, Sherman Oaks, Cal. 91413.

UNI BUZZ
Nobody need be at all surprised if the wrist alarm type out sells all others. It's a man-size watch but this fact doesn't exclude women wearers; fine Swiss movement for both sexes. BUZZ never fails; hands, hour dots luminous; numerals faceted. $14.98 plus 50c post. Order from J. P. Darby, HG12, 35 Engel St., Hicksville, N. Y. 11802.

A WIDER VIEW

MEMES MAKE MONEY
Mod memo minders come 40 sheets to a pad and three special ly designed pads to a box. A group or organization can make 45c profit on each colorful box it sells. Write for full fund-raising details and send $1 for a sample box of memo minders. Current, Inc., Dept. M13, Box 2020, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

HANG THAT TIGER!
if you're too late to get her a fur coat, show the intent with a work of art and for much, much less. Lithograph on artist canvas in rich yellow, brown and blues on striking red background. By Hug. 22" by 28" and pure paws! $5.95 plus 45c post. Lambert Studios, Dept. 127, 910 No. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. 90069.

FREE AS THE WIND.

Reproduced Directly on Authentic Artist's Canvases.

A Present with a Past

The proper birthstone for your birthday, in an elegant 18k gold-plated adjustable setting. Specify birth date. Style #120, only $2.

A HOME OF CAMELOT

Don't forget the personal Coat of Arms, hand painted on a pad, three special sheets to a pad and three special sheets to a pad, and let you know if a Coat of Arms is recorded. Write us today.

HALBERTS DEPT. HG-118
3867 IRA ROAD, BATH, OHIO 44210

SHOPPING AROUND

A crashed diet only $1.00

LOSE UPTO 5 POUNDS EVEREIGHT!

Learn the secret of T.V.'s fantastic No-Pill No Exercise 1 day interim reducing formula! Eat Plenty Eat to Sleep! Wake Up and you have lost Pounds and Pounds. Amazing! Sure! But guaranteed to work or YOUR MONEY BACK! Send only $1.00 today and also get Free Maintenance Diet. (Sorry, No CODs).

MR. & MRS. ASSOCIATES, Dept.A-206-G
276 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010

MEMO'S MAKE MONEY

How to sell housewares by mail order advertising

Our readers, in furnishing their homes, are shopping for all kinds of housewares. To discover how to sell your housewares in Shopping Around, write: HOUSE & GARDEN, 420 Lexington Ave., New York City 10017

How to sell housewares by mail order advertising

Our readers, in furnishing their homes, are shopping for all kinds of housewares. To discover how to sell your housewares in Shop around, write: HOUSE & GARDEN, 420 Lexington Ave., New York City 10017
HONORABLE ANCESTRY

Fan chart printed on antique parchment paper has spaces for 511 ancestors arranged in sequence through eight generations. Chart, 21" by 34" comes in a storage tube for permanent protection. You fill in paternal and maternal ancestry. $2 plus 30c post. Formco, HG12, Box 3828, Long Beach, Cal. 90803.

ONE-ARMED BANDIT

Timed for fun and frolic during the holidays. Perfect miniature slot machine that is even legal. You can trip the jackpot without emptying the bank! In durable chrome case, 6" h., 4" w., 3" d. Great for stay-at-home bettors. $6.95 plus 75c post. The Game Room, HG11, Box 1816, Washington, D.C. 20013.

PEACE ON EARTH

Close the generation gap. Give a versatile area rug with the unique peace sign. 30" by 50", a unique peace sign. 30" by 50", a versatile area rug with the hanging. Heavy-rayon in colorfast blue/white, orange/brown, avocado/gold. Washable with non-skid back. $9.95 plus 75c post. Peace Inc., Dept. H., P. O. Box 2056, Akron, Ohio 44311.

GIANT MAGNIFIER

Want to read the stock market quotations and get the entire picture at a glance? Use the page magnifier, a 1" by 10" magnifying sheet. It is great for telephone directory or legal documents and maps. The broad view makes reading fine print a pleasure. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

KIT CATALOGUE


CANVAS CAN-DO

The tote vote goes to a canvas bag with a capacity for heavy hauling. Sturdy white cotton canvas bag takes the weight while you carry it off neatly to library loaded with reading matter. A superb shopper. 12" wide, 8½" high. With three initials, specify. $2.98 plus 25c post. Lillian Vernon, GD1, 560 Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.
Carnival Yule Plate
First in a new Christmas in America series . . . hand made dark blue-green glass plate with rainbow hues has picture of Little Brown Church in the Vale, title and Christmas 1970 embossed on front. Reverse side has verse, author's name, place and date. 8" dia. Holder is included.
Order No. 7605 $12.50 pdd.
Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.

A SPARKLING GIFT IDEA
THE KENYA GEM

The brightest jewel of an idea for gift giving... the only man-made gem to rival the diamonds! Incomparable beauty and prismatic fire. Rings, pendants, earrings, tie-tacs, Men's and women's rings, priced from $50. Convenient terms. Send for FREE illustrated booklet.

FOR PRETTY FEET
Unique corn and callus remover restores soft beauty and gives your feet a new lease on life. Light weight, easy to use, it's safe and painless—no blades. Just $1.95 pdd.—you'll save that in nylons the very first week you use it! Write to Rose-Lee, Inc., Dept. HG12, 5 East 4th St., Wilmington, Del. 19801.

BIRD WORDS
In today's hectic world, this whimsical little poem has more meaning than ever. Especially when it's imprinted on a cheery useful ceramic tile. Red and black on white to hang on the wall or start the day under the coffee pot. 6" sq. $3.98 and 40c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.
PARTY PREPARATION

Get set for Santa with holiday trimmed clear plastic glasses and matching napkins. Red holly berries and greenery plus a poem of cheer and two first names plus family name, if desired. Print names on order. Set of eight holiday glasses, $1; box of 40 napkins, $1.79. Ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

90-SECOND WONDER

Boiling water as fast as you set out the tea bags! Or coffee cups! Or soup plates! Teflon Insta-Hot heats in 90 seconds, holds liquids at 100° to 225°. Markings for six cups. For home or travel. Five-year guarantee. $11.95 ppd. New 64-page catalogue. Suburbia Mail Shopping Service, Dept. GE12, 466 Wacouta St., St. Paul, Minn. 55101.

CAMEL SADDLE SEAT

An easy riding seat to make guests sit right down and take notice. In ginger, green, black or red leather with dark brown or black base tellingly decorated with brass studs and fittings. 24" by 14" by 16" high. $24.95 plus $4.50 postage. Lewis Import Mart, HG12, 125 Somerset St., North Plainfield, N. J. 07060.

DINING IN SPAIN

Elegant is the word for furniture in the Spanish mood. Frames are welded aluminum tubing. Top is clear or colored Titan, stronger than glass is 48" dia. Finish is baked enamel in 15 colors. Table and four chairs, $1.50 postage. Lewis Import Mart, HG12, 125 Somerset St., North Plainfield, N. J. 07060.

SPRAY CLEAN

Aerosol mist cleaner for rugs and upholstery penetrates deep so spots lift up as they are sprayed. One 20-ounce can covers three 9' by 12' rugs or a room of spotted upholstered pieces. Spray mist on, allow it to penetrate; blot. When dry, vacuum. Argo & Co., Inc., HG12, Drawer 2747, Spartanburg, S. C. 29302.

PARTING BLESSING

Say "farewell" with a split Mizpah coin, each part attached to a key chain. When together, message is the Biblical blessing, "The Lord watch between me and thee" in gold. Sterling: 1", $4.50; 1½", $5.50; 2", $6.50. 14k gold: $24; $34; $45. Engraving on back 10c per letter. Pdp. The Jamaica Silversmith, HG12, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581.

SHOPPING AROUND

HUMOROUS DESK PLAQUES

Gold-colored metal Desk Plaques in black lettering on stained wooden stand, 2½ x 4".

Tittles:

It's hard to be humble when you're as great as I am
Nobody's Perfect... but me
Sales Manager
Silence! Genius at work
Slupidvisor
Uncle Dept.
Order Miseraker
Big Boss
Chairman of the Bored
Off Duty
Please! I'd rather you did it yourself
Temporarily out of service
I'm new here myself
What makes you think I work here
No Spike Do English
Inquire next Desk Please
I'm Still on my lunch hour
I never get lost, everyone tells me where to go
Tell it to my Psychiatrist He gets paid to listen
This Session Closed
Be reasonable—Do It my way

$1.98 each + 25c Mailing Each
Calif. residents add 5% sales tax.

Anthony Enterprises
Dept. HG-120
565 Market St., San Francisco, Calif., 94110

PAPER NAPKIN HOLDER

Place your paper napkins in this contemporary 7" x 7" black wrought iron organizer. Keeps napkins orderly and always fresh. Mail and phone orders filled. $3.50 Prepaid

KITCHEN GADGETS

Box 9083
Houston, Texas 77011
BEAUTY AND THE BLEACH

No fairy tale this, but a fact!

Problems fade with Jolen Creme

Bleach ... the fabulous new

cosmetic that bleaches superfluous

hair on face, arms and legs. Like

magic, medically approved Jolen
turns dark hair pale blond to

blend with your own skin tones.

Be a beauty ... try JCB now!

JOLEN
Box 561, H12, Fairfield, Conn. 06430

Name
Address
City
State/Zip

$2.20 Reg. Size
$5.50 Giant Economy Size

No C.O.D.'s/Price incl. pp./Money back guarantee

showcases for collectors

Solid walnut or maple frame. Also black,

antique gold or antique white hand-rubbed finish. Velvet lining backed by team pad in

black, red, or color (so send your own fabric),

Naiped glass door with lock. Dustproof,

special hangers easily install case on wall. Hinge

horizontally or vertically. Mounting depth

2 1/2". Engraving—8c per letter, on brash plate at

top. Christmas delivery guaranteed on

orders received up to Dec. 18.

AWARD MAKER

SPECIAL AWARD

All works so decorated that 100 of them

will make a winner. This trophy is one for

you to capture. Sized for paper's art

students or small business. Check your

calendar, call your artist, and order early

over phone or post. Smaller whole geodes,
mating halves, $4.95, plus 75c post. Anthony Enter-
prises, HG12, Box 1270, Lafayette

Hill, Pa. 19444.

GOLF GAG

Your golfer friends will get a chuckle out of this plaque. 6" by 5 1/4" in walnut wood-tone,

it's a fun kind of trophy for the

trophy-less. Ready to hang in

playroom or den or keep as a

spoil in clubhouse locker. $1.98

plus 25c post. Anthony Enter-
prises, HG12, 585 Market St.,
San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

READER’S SECRET

Want to read “Lady Chatterley,”
“Sexual Politics,” “The Sensu-
ous Woman?” Here's the “plain

brown wrapper” if you don't want

to be caught. Sized for paper-
backs 6" to 7" tall and 3 1/4" to

4 1/2" wide, any thickness. Shiny

brown plastic, $1 ppd. Miles

Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh,
Wis. 54901.

REINDEER RUG

Rugged and handsome accent

rug, a smart wall hanging, the

reindeer skin. From Lapland.

In natural silvery gray and white, it's

luxury at bedside, wear-worthy

even to rate a spot in your

young son's domain. About 4' 6"

tall by 5' depending on the available

hides. $39.95 ppd. Western Calf-

skin Products, HG12, 23 Joseph

St., San Rafael, Cal. 94903.

BRIGHT AS PAINT

Fireside chair in red, white,

black, gold, brown, royal blue,

light blue, avocado, lime, kelly,
raspberry, orange, hot pink, light
pink, mustard, yellow, purple,

turquoise, lilac. Washable cor-

duro cushion in red, chocolate,
turquoise, lilac. Washable cor-
duro cushion in red, chocolate,
turquoise, lilac. Washable cor-
duro cushion in red, chocolate,
SHOPPING AROUND

SUPER SPOON
Piping hot coffee and soups can scald your lips and mouth. For them is this little satin gold finished spoon that absorbs heat quickly, making it possible to enjoy hot beverages without dilution. Now Poppa can't miss the garage to protect motor from frost; spread it on the ground at deposit in litter basket or dump. Use it as a poncho, 40" by 79". $1.98 plus 25c post. Standard American, HG12, 1 Park Ave.. N. Y. 10016.

ADDITION TO YOUR KITCHEN, TOO...

"Country Charm" Range
Authentic cast iron reproduction from original patterns (not enameled steel). Combined with the Early American charm of this handsome antique is the convenience of easy care porcelain top and fully automatic oven and burner control. Fits modern range space. $395 F.O.B.

CAST IRON WALL OVEN
(insert). Front is cast iron with beautiful scroll design. Fully insulated and porcelain lined 18" oven. Hearth door conceals all controls and timer. Available in right or left hand door models. Prices begin at $247.50 F.O.B.

ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS.
Age-old patterns that blend so perfectly with modern decor. Transform any drab area into a charmingly elegant setting. Ideal for living room, dining room, bedroom, den, office or showroom, or as accent rugs over carpeting. Enchanting harmony of colors. Exquisitely beautiful designs painstakingly woven into the back out of natural yarns only. Will last longer than most rugs you have ever had, due to their sturdy construction, yet are soft and cozy under your feet. Require very little cleaning. Hides all spots and stains. Guaranteed imported. HOLIDAY SPECIAL: approx. 4" X 6" size 517.95 ppd.; 6' X 9' 533.95 ppd.; 8' X 10' 549.95; 9' X 12' 559.95; 9' X 15' 589.95; 12' X 15' $129.95. Specify red, ivory, Wedgewood blue, or green background. Make ideal Xmas gifts. Orders received up to Dec., 20th will be shipped before Xmas. Our 35th year of proven reliability.

SHOPPING AROUND

IT'S IN THE CARDS
Tarot fortune telling cards, newly printed in Switzerland, come with colorful 14th century illustrations. Authentic, complete set of 78 (22 major Arcana, 56 lesser Arcana) are truly a unique find for card collectors. History, instructions included. $3.95 post-paid. Order from Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG12, 3023 Crane Dr.. Reseda, Cal. 91335.

PEGASUS Dept. HG-12
175 Lauman Lane, Hicksville, N. Y. 11801

CHRISTMAS DELIGHT
SHIP IN A BOTTLE Construction Kits of beautiful scale model ships. Kit is complete, including hand-sculpted figures, wood, bottle and molded stand. Can be painted if desired. Easy to put together, yet mystifying! Everyone will admire them. This is the perfect gift, beautifully boxed, for children aged 8 to 80. Order now for a gift that will be treasured for years to come. Chinese Galleon (Maria Illustrated), Three-masted Schooner. Chinese Junk or The Constitution (Old Ironsides). $2.00 ea.

PENDING Dept. HG-12
629 E. State St., Westport, Conn. 06880

ADD THIS AUTHENTIC TOUCH
TO YOUR KITCHEN, TOO...
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(insert). Front is cast iron with beautiful scroll design. Fully insulated and porcelain lined 18" oven. Hearth door conceals all controls and timer. Available in right or left hand door models. Prices begin at $247.50 F.O.B.

ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS.
Age-old patterns that blend so perfectly with modern decor. Transform any drab area into a charmingly elegant setting. Ideal for living room, dining room, bedroom, den, office or showroom, or as accent rugs over carpeting. Enchanting harmony of colors. Exquisitely beautiful designs painstakingly woven into the back out of natural yarns only. Will last longer than most rugs you have ever had, due to their sturdy construction, yet are soft and cozy under your feet. Require very little cleaning. Hides all spots and stains. Guaranteed imported. HOLIDAY SPECIAL: approx. 4" X 6" size 517.95 ppd.; 6' X 9' 533.95 ppd.; 8' X 10' 549.95; 9' X 12' 559.95; 9' X 15' 589.95; 12' X 15' $129.95. Specify red, ivory, Wedgewood blue, or green background. Make ideal Xmas gifts. Orders received up to Dec., 20th will be shipped before Xmas. Our 35th year of proven reliability.
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Lady be good to your feet

Send for Free Catalog

Sizes 1 to 13 SHOES

AAAAAA to FEEEEE

PHOTOGRAPHICALLY ON TAIL LEATHER:

- DEBBIE shown styles 2½ to 13
- GRAVIE'S smooth calf: deep-beige/gray.
- NAVY: redwood; bone/malt.
- BLACK: white.
- Sizes 2½ to 10 $2.95.
- 12½ to 13 $2.95.
- Please add 75¢ first pair, 25¢ additional pair for postage.

SOLBY BAYES

45 Winter Street (Dept. G9) Boston, Mass. 02108

ZODIACS ARE THE NOW

THE PERFECT "ANIMAL GROOMER" Stops the Mess of Flying Hairs.

IDEAL GIFT FOR PET OWNER.

For the age of AQUARIUS, GEMINI or SCORPIO-

For the age of TAURUS, CANCER or LIBRA-

For the age of VENUS or VIRGO-

For the age of ARIES, LEO or SAGITTARIUS-

DEBBIE shown styles 2½ to 13 for widths AAAA to EE

GRAVIE’S smooth calf: deep-beige/gray, navy: redwood; bone/malt, black or white.

Please add 75¢ first pair, 25¢ additional pair for postage.

SOLBY BAYES

45 Winter Street (Dept. G9) Boston, Mass. 02108

FAT FREE BROILER

Heavy cast iron pan houses on top of stove, steaks, fish or chicken, without grease, heat pan and place meat on ribbed bottom. Drippings drain away—flavor sealed in.

BROILER, 9 inch $6.95

BROILER, 11 inch $9.98

Mail order $1.50

Calf.: residents add 9%, sales tax.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Anthony Enterprises

385 Market St., Dept. HG120

San Francisco, Calif. 94101

Display a Plate . . .

In a wall grouping, hang a collection over the buffet! Hanging holder is hand crafted of solid American walnut, has 1½" tabs to cradle your precious plates (like the 1970 Church Plate shown), 17¼" long, 4½" wide for any size from saucer to a 12" antique. Ideal for collectors!

Postpaid.

7073 Hanging Holder $3.50, 2 for $6.85

2710 Church Plate $12.00

Write for FREE catalog of unusual items.

Please, your zip code is required.

Evanston, Ill. 60204

SHOPPING AROUND

WORRY, WORRY, WORRY

Maybe you’re a natural worrier, maybe you’re gay and happy as the proverbial lark. Whatever your temperament or that of your best girl, the worry bird charm is a wonderfully amusing addition to a bracelet. In sterling silver, $2.95; in 14k gold, $23.95. Ppd. Color catalogue $1. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 72 Bowery, New York, N. Y. 10013.

LOVE PILLOW

Edith Chapman’s way out front with ideas—one is the Love Pillow. Could any true soul mate not covet it for her very own? Made of cotton whose surface nonetheless feels like velvet, cushion’s blended colors emerge as greens, mauves, deep rose (zipper’s concealed) 9" by 13". $7.50 ppp. Edith Chapman, HG12, Blauvelt, N. Y. 10913.

DOGGIE DEN

Wouldn’t any dog of the day stake out his territory when the Sheik’s tent is pitched? Red and white sailcloth over a sturdy wire frame; the all purpose floor’s of solid wood. Comfy foam rubber cushion covered with washable fabric. $14.95 plus $1.25 post. Gift catalogue, 25c. House of Minnel, HG1320, Deerpath Road, Batavia, Ill. 60510.

SWEDISH BIRD

Lovely legend with a hopeful message—if you put a bird in a nest on your Christmas tree, a New Year of happiness is yours. Brightly colored bird in golden nest with clip for hanging. Legend included. 3" across. $2.50 plus 25c postage. Order from Windfall, HG12, 184 Adams St., Bedford Hills, N. Y. 10057.

GARDENER’S CREED

There’s no more thoughtful gift for the green-thumb set than a ceramic tile with their favorite poem. Green and gold on white tile, it can hang anywhere or earn its keep protecting tables beautifully from hot pots, serving dishes and plants, of course. 6" sq. $3.98 plus 40c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.
MUSHROOMS A LA MODE
There's something about mushrooms that set the imagination astr. The wood carvers of Appalachia love to whittle them and for friends with the wit to use them in centerpieces and dried flower arrangements they make great gifts. 1/2" to 2/3" h. Three for $5 plus 35c post. Storehouse, Inc., HG12, 1923 Peachtree Rd., Atlanta, Ga. 30309.

REMEMBER A PRESIDENT
A limited edition of commemorative plaques do honor to Dwight D. Eisenhower. Fashioned of Wedgewood in traditional blue and white, they feature a border in the Jasper pattern surrounding a raised portrait of the late president. $6.95 plus 75c post. The Jones Store Co., HG12, Main, 12th & Walnut Sts., Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

FAT AND SASSY
A pair of owls in stoneware are the brightest little fellows to serve salt and pepper that we've seen in a long while. They are 4" high and come in earthy shades. Wonderful pair to use on a dining table set with informal pottery and homespun linens. $2.95 the pair ppd. Jay Jill, Ltd., Dept. G12, Southfield, Mass. 01259.

THE GOING CLOCK
Surprise him with a reliable black or white Magnaclock for his car. Magnetized base adheres to any surface. Suspended on or from dashboard it can pivot or swivel 90°. Attaches to all surfaces. Luminous hands and numerals. Imported movement guaranteed. $7.95 plus 75c post. L. G. Stultz, HG12, 6329 Colbath Ave., Van Nuys, Cal. 91401.

ARTISTS ARE MADE
You don't have to be a born artist to do stenciling. Anyone can transform plain wooden and tin boxes, trays, canisters into works of art with easy boxes and stencil Kit. Contains eight stencil designs, brush, six paints, instructions. Order EA-1 Kit for $6.95 plus 75c post. American Decorative Arts, Inc., HG12, Box 117, Dorset, Vt. 05251.

CHIPPER TRAY
Magic Touch ice trays are frustration free! The chipper tray delivers about two pounds of chipped ice for drinks, seafood or fruit cups. It fits all refrigerators and comes with ice storage bag. Non-stick finish. $4.98 ppd. John Lyons Co., HG12, 5200 Crayton Rd., Detroit, Mich. 48224.

SHOPPING AROUND

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVER
SAFELY REMOVES UNWANTED HAIR FOREVER

PERMA TWEEZ—revolutionary "one-step" home electrolysis device safely and permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. This is the only instrument with special U. S. patented safety feature that destroys the hair root without puncturing skin. Automatic "tweezer-like" action gives safe and permanent results. Appears in medical journals. Professionally endorsed.

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FREE GIFT!
Nationally advertised foaming skin cleanser—regularly $3.50—sent with each order of Perma Tweez with coupon.

MONOGRAM BASKETS
Take a handsome basket and your imagination in needlework. It's a purely creative activity that results in beautiful and enduring pieces. A kit is included for an 8" by 8" basket with monogram. In canvas, cotton, or green velvet ribbons. HANDMADE with 12" circle base, high woven basket $3.95 HANDMADE KIT, same size, with canvas lid $4.95 WASTEBASKET with woven basket, 11" dia. x 10 3/4" high $6.95

FLOWER ARRANGING SIMPLIFIED

STEREO TAPE SUSANS
NOW IN 5 SIZES FOR 7 INCH REELS

FLOWER ARRANGING SIMPLIFIED
For the fumble fingered—a 6" sq. glass base with removable lucite frog that makes flower arranging non-grooeful. Absolutely! $3 Add $1.25 for shipping and handling. Sorry no C.O.D.'S. N.Y.S. residents add appropriate tax.

ALL SEASONS
39-28 23rd Street, Long Island City, N.Y. 11102

Beautiful Painted Wicker Witchery in Lamps
Gives direct light to work or play areas. Comes electrified & with bracket. $12.50 ppd.

LOTUS LAMP & BRACKET $10.50 ppd.

DECORATOR COLORS
White, Black, Gold, Royal Blue, Light Blue, Avocado, Lime, Kelly, Red, Raspberry, Orange, Hot Pink, Light Pink, Brown, Mustard, Yellow, Purple, Turquoise, Lilac, Natural. 62 page catalog and color chart $1.00.

JOAN C. LUCHS
8010 Old York Road, Dept. HG-9
Elkins Park, Pa. 19117

SAFELY REMOVES UNWANTED HAIR FOREVER

PERMA TWEEZ—revolutionary "one-step" home electrolysis device safely and permanently removes all unwanted hair from face, arms, legs and body. This is the only instrument with special U. S. patented safety feature that destroys the hair root without puncturing skin. Automatic "tweezer-like" action gives safe and permanent results. Appears in medical journals. Professionally endorsed.

14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FREE GIFT!
Nationally advertised foaming skin cleanser—regularly $3.50—sent with each order of Perma Tweez with coupon.

MONOGRAM BASKETS
Take a handsome basket and your imagination in needlework. It's a purely creative activity that results in beautiful and enduring pieces. A kit is included for an 8" by 8" basket with monogram. In canvas, cotton, or green velvet ribbons. HANDMADE with 12" circle base, high woven basket $3.95 HANDMADE KIT, same size, with canvas lid $4.95 WASTEBASKET with woven basket, 11" dia. x 10 3/4" high $6.95

FLOWER ARRANGING SIMPLIFIED
For the fumble fingered—a 6" sq. glass base with removable lucite frog that makes flower arranging non-grooeful. Absolutely! $3 Add $1.25 for shipping and handling. Sorry no C.O.D.'S. N.Y.S. residents add appropriate tax.

ALL SEASONS
39-28 23rd Street, Long Island City, N.Y. 11102

Beautiful Painted Wicker Witchery in Lamps
Gives direct light to work or play areas. Comes electrified & with bracket. $12.50 ppd.

LOTUS LAMP & BRACKET $10.50 ppd.

DECOLORATOR COLORS
White, Black, Gold, Royal Blue, Light Blue, Avocado, Lime, Kelly, Red, Raspberry, Orange, Hot Pink, Light Pink, Brown, Mustard, Yellow, Purple, Turquoise, Lilac, Natural. 62 page catalog and color chart $1.00.

JOAN C. LUCHS
8010 Old York Road, Dept. HG-9
Elkins Park, Pa. 19117
SHOPPING AROUND

STOCKING STICKER
Sagging stockings, straying shoulder straps stay neatly in place with roll-on liquid body adhesive that works wonders yet washes off in water. Roll on skin, and press garment into place. Great for men's socks, too. 2-oz. bottle, $2.98 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

POSTER ART OF TODAY
Great art and great design combine in a poster that someday may be a collector's item. Take advantage of the fact that the National Gallery's autumn exhibit has just closed yet it's still possible to get this full-color lithograph by Mourlot. 23" by 33" and only $6 ppd. Poster Originals, HG12, 16 E. 78th St., New York, N. Y. 10021.

APPLE-STACK
Pick yourself a set of eight crystal apple dishes and you'll find you use them at every meal. Two sizes—4 1/2" by 5" dessert set for jello, puddings, compotes, $4.95; 5 1/2" by 6 1/2" soup and salad plates doubles for cereal, $5.95. Order either or both sets of eight. Ppd. Colonial Garden Country Kitchen, Dept. HGE12, Valley Stream, N. Y. 11582.

PEACE MESSAGE
Heavy-polished bronze plaque, hand-decorated with kiln-fired colors, bears the beautiful words, "Peace, the tranquility of order." Bronze plaque is 10 1/2" by 5 1/4". Hang it over the mantel or in a youngster's room or family room. Gift boxed. $10 plus 50c post. The Western General Store, HG12, 9818 So. 213th Pl., Kent, Wash. 98031.

HANDY HAMPER
Clothes hamper, with louvered front to give proper aeration, serves as a table with drawer for soap and supplies, top for perfume and lotions. 30" h., 19 1/4" w., 12" d. Great for bath or bedroom. Unfinished, $24.95; finished in antique or honey pine, walnut, or maple, $27.95. Exp. coll. Yield House, HG12, No. Conway, N. H. 03860.

ANGLER'S PAL
Combining 15 tools in one neat package, this wizard does everything but catch the fish. There's a hook digger, fish scaler, line cutter, shot splitter, can opener, screwdriver in smart leather case stamped in gold. Loop to hang on belt. Send initals. $8.95 plus 50c post. What's New Shop, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.
THE GAME IS FASHION

Remember the “slinky” you used to play with? The same graceful swirling wire now fashions a high-fashion necklace with bracelet to match. Gold or silver finish in the row-dog collar style. 1" wide. Bracelet complements the look. Necklace: $3; bracelet: $2. Ppd. House of Cameo, HG12, 38 Car-rol Court, Greenlawn, N. Y. 11740.

GUD JULI 1970

The marvelous Christmas plates for 1970 are here. The Bing & Grondahl “Pheasants in the Snow at Christmas” and the Royal Copenhagen “Christmas rose and cat.” Both are that jewel-like deep blue porcelain with the design hand-painted. $14.50 ea. plus 50c post. Reizenstein’s, HG12, 300-6th Ave. Bldg., Pitts-burgh, Pa. 15222.

NOW BAG

What evening on the town wouldn’t seem more glamorous (and we use the word advisedly) with this glorious Pakistani bag in hand: lovely velvet thing with silver or gold appliquéd on red, green, black, blue or gold. Inside zipper. 9 1/2" by 12". $8.95 plus 75c postage. Lewis Import Mart, HG12, 125 Somerset St., North Plainfield, N. J. 07060.

FELINE FANCIERS’ NEWS

Cats Magazine is a monthly that enthusiasts find a joy to receive. It has features, news and pictures about all kinds of cats from domestic darlings to panthers and pumas. There are poems and factual articles on the care and feeding of felines. 75¢ a copy, $6 a year. Cats Magazine, HG12, 10 California Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15202.

BAROMETER OF THE TIMES

Unusual and unusually practical a barometer mounted in a walnut shadow box for den or office. Choice of two—Jefferson’s “I am for a government . . .” or Paine’s “These are the times that try men’s souls. 11” by 13” with touches of white, green and gold. $17.95 ppd. Classic Arts, HG12, 531 W. Grandview Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15202.

STATUS SYMBOL

Top-drawer-store Christmas catalogue for fashion buffs and other collectors: just off the press, Bonwit Teller’s famous book is ready for you now. One dollar brings you not only the gift-jammed publication but also a dollar certi-ficate which you may use for purchasing anything. Bonwit Teller, HG12, Box 569 F. D. R. Station, New York, N. Y. 10022.

SHOPPING AROUND

CHRISTMAS CATS

Top-drawer-store Christmas catalogue for feline fanciers includes: Jeffer-sen’s “I am for a government . . .” or Paine’s “These are the times that try men’s souls.” Both are that jewel-like deep blue porcelain with the design hand-painted. $14.50 ea. plus 50c post. Reizenstein’s, HG12, 300-6th Ave. Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

LUXURIOUS

Red Suede Slippers

Appearance... bright; comfort... right! You’ll be delighted with these wonderful red lounging slippers. Upper is of soft suede lined with imported natural lamb’s wool; soles of durable cowhide. You’ve never seen anything so beautiful; never owned anything so comfortable. And the red is a real Christmas red—and as cheerful as holly berries. Men’s sizes 7-13: $12.95 ppd. Women’s sizes 4-10: $12.50 ppd.

Giant “Magnetic” Photo Album

NO GLUING! NO CORNERS!

Change photos as often as you like. Crystal Clear Protective Pages! Spiral Bound! Hard Cover!

At last! Now you can change your favorite photos as often as you like. Just rearrange them at any time— without mess gluing or hazing with clumsy corner holders. Yes, this giant “Magnetic” Photo Album that holds up to 200 pictures works automatically! You simply press the crystal clear protective page down on your photo, and presto—it stays in place until you want to remove it. Your pictures always look like new, never degrade or tear. Giant page opens out as a full 11 1/2" x 11 1/2"—big enough for your largest glossies. A real beauty—handsome miniature on outside—richly padded cover in colorful, floral pattern fabric. Big, split binding for easy opening. Always flat for easy viewing. A real find for the entire family!

SAVE! SPECIAL OFFER: Order 2 Albums for just $5.50. Extra album makes a beautiful gift.

SMIHUT

Enjoy your pool year round in the new space-age enclosure. Solare-heated by day, holds in and utilizes pool heat by night. Swim in real comfort! Patented water border perimeter seals air-tite to pool deck; filtered fresh air within keeps pool sparkling, keeps out leaves, wind, dirt, animals and insects. Vinyl top appears as stained glass roof, with window clear sides, nylon stabilizers. Durable and lightweight, can be quickly erected or removed as desired by home owner. Low cost is fractional of permanent structures. SwimHut will repay in pool pleasure and care.

Free brochure on request.

AQUAGARD POOL COVERS

2801 SAN FERNANDO RD.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90065

A GAL’S BEST FRIEND

Boast money cache is your best protection against purse snatchers. None own like Hollywood Wings. Made of flesh textured fabric treated to adhere to the skin. Moisten HOLLYWOOD WINGS and press over furrows. Use warm water to remove. Theatrical size box, $2.00, ppd. NEW BOX, Queen size, $5.00, ppd. (Priced Clearly)

A GAL’S BEST FRIEND

Boast money cache is your best protection against purse snatchers. None own like Hollywood Wings. Made of flesh textured fabric treated to adhere to the skin. Moisten HOLLYWOOD WINGS and press over furrows. Use warm water to remove. Theatrical size box, $2.00, ppd. NEW BOX, Queen size, $5.00, ppd. (Priced Clearly)
Your Family Tree

First Easy-to-Use Genealogy Chart

You own it to future generations to keep your family lineage intact and up-to-date. This beautiful giant 21" x 34" FAMILY TREE CAN BE PRINTED on quality holland and parchment paper and mounted flat. Pages are provided for 250 names of family members arranged in their proper relationship so that you can see in a glance your family tree now and all its branches.

This chart is a most rewarding, interesting, and educational hobby that merits an upgrade of your stationery and is a perfect present for generations. Perpet for framing.

The Ideal Gift.
Only $2.00 (plus 30¢ post. & handling.)

Formsco
Box 3028-CC
Long Beach, California 90803

New and Beautiful Personal Stationery

Charming and quaint drawings of wild strawberries and blackberries lend elegance to your letters. 12 extra large deckle edged sheets, six of each design, with matching envelopes, gift-boxed for only $3.00 ppd. Choose black ink on white paper, or brown on honey.

Formsco
Tarissa, 134 6th Ave., S., Clinton, la. 52732

Don't Pull Hair from Nose!

Why risk infection? Unightly hair can be trimmed safely and safely with the Groomeett, narrowly fitted in nape and twist knob. Hair is stripped off painlessly and neatly. Pins surgical steel. Use it to remove hair from ears, too.

Groomeett
$1.49 -- 15c mailing each
Cuts, resists and 1% saline too. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises
865 Market St., Dept. HG-128
San Francisco, Calif. 94105

The Safe 2-Way Pet Door

Make a man's home his castle with the family coat-of-arms on display. Embossed copper on polished mahogany base, hand-painted motto, 8" by 5", $16.95; 10" by 13", $29.25; two-family shield 10" by 12", $34. Add 75c post. Send 10¢ for color card of plaques, parchments, emblems, etc. "1776" House, 448, 260 Mass Ave., Boston, Mass. 02115.

It's All a Sham


Formsco
813 Anacapa Street, Santa Barbara, California 93101

In Case of Fire

Store heavy-duty steel and aluminum ladder close to window. Fits any style window; supports 1000 lbs.; won't rust, burn, deteriorate. Special design keeps ladder closed to window. Fits any style window; supports 1000 lbs.; won't rust, burn, deteriorate. Special design keeps ladder closed.

Formsco
HG-12, 1152 Sixth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10036.

Oak Tree Wisdom

It's a wise gal who puts her hot plates on a ceramic tile backed with cork. The tile is six inches square and has a hanger to use when it isn't protecting precious tables from heat. Owl with a wink sits on an oak tree branch above the usual. (Aquarians take note.) Imported Executive U Phone in diplomatic gray is ready for use, has adjustable bell. $29.95 plus $1.50 post. Send for free brochure.

Formsco
HG-12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

Shapely Number

Particularly appealing if you are sensitive to shape and in search of the unusual. (Aquarians take note.) Imported Executive U Phone in diplomatic gray is ready for use, has adjustable bell. $29.95 plus $1.50 post. Send for free brochure.

Formsco
HG-12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.
SHOPPING AROUND

DUCKY DECOR
Some people we know put creative talents to work. Why not you? Bisque porcelain birds in glorious colors (painted by hand) are a challenge to play with for purpose of charming decoration. North American game could highlight your men's den. 8" tall. Pair, $4.98 pppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. MEE-6, 20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 10606.

WATCH THE WORKS
First one came along about 1450 A.D. For our era's pleasure, the Swiss have reproduced in exact detail the original timepiece movement's visible; gears are whose fascinating clockwork is a challenge to play with for purpose of charming decoration. North American game could highlight your men's den. 8" tall. Pair, $4.98 pppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. MEE-6, 20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 10606.

HAND ETCHED ZODIAC GLASSES
Hold them up to the light. Examine the fine silhouette detail and design. Each glass is hand etched.

A quality gift you will be proud to give to anyone. Anytime. 11 oz. size. Set of six glasses display all 12 signs of the zodiac.

$12.50 Two sets only $20.00 pppd. (No C.O.D.).

Quite a buy when you consider hand cut glosses with this detail run as high as $75.00 a set.

LEDGEWARE GLASS, BOX 317 A, LEDGWOOD, N. J. 07852.

CHAPEL SPRAY
Just spray it on and allow to dry. Your crystal chandeliers will sparkle in a blaze of glory. 7 oz. spray can protects and preserves all surfaces with an invisible coating of miracle silicone.

FROM ROGER LECLOUTIER
Gus the Lion, one simple stitch makes this superb design. In golds with yellow and green accents. Kit includes stamped beige linen, yarn, needle, easy instructions. Design size 26" x 18". Finished size 30" x 20". Guaranteed, $9.95 postpaid.

McDONALD-LECLOUTIER
P.O. Box 2181
San Francisco, Calif. 94126

IDEAL GIFT FOR EVERYONE ON YOUR CHRISTMAS LIST
Beautifully designed desk calendar at gold or silver polished aluminum. Easy-to-read removable strips show three months at a glance and can be replaced every year. Free-standing holder is available in 6 or 8" lengths. Perfect gift for every man, woman or child on your list. An elegant and inexpensive way to remember business associates too. COME IN BEAUTIFUL GIFT BOX. We pay the postage. Not available in any store.

6" length just $3.00
8" length just $3.50

Send cash, check or money order to:
BARBARA BAXTER GIFTS
P. O. BOX 581
ARCADIA, CALIFORNIA 91006

HOSTESS PANT APRON
Finally the ultimate touch for the chic hostess, a delightfully busy reversible apron made especially for pant suits. Made of cotton and available in black and white print or multicolored print. Only $9 pppd. No COD's.

ARKS
P. O. Box 5415
Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y. 10017

OPEN YOUR WALLS—Photograph on Drapery!
This PINEWOOD scene on white cotton panels 51" wide, can be sewn together for a continuous wall or patio door cover. The panels are 92" high and have an additional 4" of cloth on top and bottom— Sensational—breathtaking— Pinewood scene only.

Available in black, gray, green or brown.

SHOP in DENMARK
Impaired Scandinavian Gifts and Furniture. Free catalogue

DRAPERY DEPT.
2606 S Shepherd
Houston, Texas 77006

DECEMBER, 1970
Over 1000 Active, Inactive and Obsolete Sterling Patterns
For Immediate Delivery
We will also give a liberal allowance on incomplete sets of old sterling silverware, diamonds and jewelry against the purchase of any new, current pattern of silver.
We specialize in buying for cash your diamonds, silver, jewelry
JULIUS GOODMAN & SON
113 MADISON AVE., P.O. BOX 195
MEPHIS, TENN. 38101

Exquisitely Designed
Crystal Ashtray and Lighter
- Each piece is hand finished and hand polished; antiqued brass plate
- Choice of Clear Crystal or Smoked Crystal
- Italian Marble Base, 4" square
- Perfect gifts for the bride, favorite hostess or your man's desk
Ashtray, 5 1/2" high; 8" square .......... $8.50
Lighter, 8" high ....... $1.00
We pay postage. Sorry no C.O.D.'s.
Return Guarantee

Fairyland Decorators Dept. HG12
891 Bergen Ave., Jersey City, N.J. 07306

SHOPPING AROUND

PETITES
Well, let's go for a knockout tiny tree present: miniature green and gold earrings (1/2" square), stylishly gussied up with bits of tinsel, make the holiday scene prettier for young and grown-up alike. Pierced or screw-back styles. $3 ppd. Order from Jere-dith Manor, HG12, Box 130, Nyack, N. Y. 10960.

CANISTER CAROUSEL
Flour, sugar, tea and coffee are easy to reach on counter or shelves. Big cookie container tops it all. Holds 61/2 lbs. flour, 51/2 lbs. sugar, 2 lbs. coffee, 1 lb. tea or 48 tea bags. Choose avocado, gold, flame fawn to match or accent your kitchen. Durable construction. $10.95 ppd. Omni House, HG12, 135 So. Morgan, Tampa, Fla. 33602.

SILVERY MINIS
Quartet of tiny vases in different shapes is ready to hold one perfect bud. The little beauties are 31/4" high and 31/4" diameter. Exquisite display pieces on a shelf of treasures, too. Vases are ceramic with silver platting. $2.50 each; set of four, $8.95. Add 75c post. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG12, Northport, N. Y. 11768.

STRAIGHT AND STRONG
Spring post bookends keep book shelves neat and orderly. Gold anodized aluminum encases a steel tension spring. Poles fit shelves from 9 to 15 1/2" in height and are slim enough to be quite unobtrusive. Great for big art volumes. $1.29 a pr. plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

PET DRINKING FOUNTAIN
An automatic water supply for the family pooch assures him of a fresh water supply at all times. It adjusts so mighty mastiff or miniature poodle can drink at his own level. With two feet of hose, couplings, bracket, pipe, valve and bowl. Attaches to any spigot; requires no plumbing, bracket, pipe, valve and bowl. $9.75 ppd. Turen, Dept. 61, Danvers, Mass. 01923.

FELINE FESTIVAL
Six beauties of the feline world decorate as many placentas. The mats, 11 1/2" by 17 1/2", are heavy plastic laminate with ivory scratch-resistant background. Among the cats are: Siamese, Burma and Marz as well as Double Tabby and Tabby. Fun for family suppers. Six sets, $9.75 plus $1 ppd. Box 471, Woodside, N.Y. 11371.
MIGHTY MINIATURES
Three clear pressed glass vases are replicas of museum pieces and only 3¼ high. Try with nosh­
gays of holly or Christmas red sweetheart roses, to hold cig­
arettes or striped candy sticks. Lovely for dried bouquets, too.
Each one is different. Set of three, $2.50 ppd. Wales, HG12.

COMFORT A-FOOT
Holly berry red suède slippers lined with imported natural
lamb's wool make a luxurious gift. In men's and women's sizes,
they are wonderfully warm and handsome. Treated to resist soil.
Soles are leather. Men's: 7 to 13, $12.95; women's: 4 to 10,

JEWEL BOX? GUESS AGAIN
Just as jewel contrast. $59.95 plus $1.50
post. Metropolitan Teletronics Corp., HG12, 35 W. 35th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10001.

SPITTOON REVIVAL
Whether you use it as a planter,
for fun and games in the game
room or stash it near the bar,
this replica of the old spittoon
impresses everyone with its good
old days style. And yours. Solid
brass with no-polish lacquer fin­
ish. The 8" size is $12.98. the
5½" is $8.50. Ppd. Downs,
Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

GETS OOOHs AND COOS
The more sophisticated she is,
the more verbal will be her de­
light. And of course for toddlers
he's a natural. Today's favorite
dog reproduced in fine quality
acrylic plush—just made for
 cuddling. A big 14" tall, 19" from
nose to tail. Black and white; red
goggles. Only $5.88 ppd. The
Windmill Group, Inc., HG12, Box
26, Armonk, N. Y. 10504.

BE ORGANIZED IN '71
If you're like us, you've resolved
to do something about your
Christmas card list before Yule­
tide '71. To wit: this red, green,
and white metal file box with 75
address cards (each 3" by 5" holds
10 yr. record and 10 index cards).
Makes new order out of chaos.
$1.95; 100 extra address cards,
$1. Ppd. Bruce Bolind,
HG12, Boulder, Colo. 80302.

SHOPPING AROUND
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THIS COOK BOOK IS MORE THAN JUST A COOK BOOK.

It's luncheon on the lawn. A gourmet club buffet. A cocktail supper. It's 1000 recipes and menus gleaned from Nashville's most gracious hostesses.

And ordered into over 300 pages of simple, thorough instructions. Plus menu suggestions and cooking tips. For beginners. For connoisseurs.

This fifth edition of the Nashville Taste is $4.25 postage included. And gift-wrapped, if desired.

Nashville Seasons is also available nationwide in fine bookstores and gift shops. Send your check of $4.25 to:

NASHVILLE SEASONS
DEPT. H-10
3850 GREEN HILLS VILLAGE DRIVE
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37215

SHOPPING AROUND

SILVER SPARKLERS
Magic leaf goes in the dishpan to keep silver shining bright and tarnish-free. It cleans engraved and embossed surfaces or even gold jewelry, too. Use it before the next party and impress your guests. Odorless. One leaf 98c; plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

HOW TO WIN FRIENDS
Remember their names! At your next party, write name and choice of beverage your guests are drinking on these labels that stick to glass or plastic. Makes a great impression to know you haven't forgotten. Ideal hostess gift idea, too. Set of 50 for $1; three sets for $2.68. Add 15c post. Handy Gifts, HG12, Culver City, Cal. 90231.

Lucky Putt Marker
A four leaf clover stymlin marker is almost a guarantee of a perfect putt and this in silver or gold plate has space for two or three letter monogram. For a favorite golfer or members of his four-some. Specify initials. Silver, $2; 24k gold plate, $3. Pod. Elgin Engraving Co., HG12, 614 South St., Dundee, Ill. 60118.

TV Trouble-Shooter
Beat the high cost of television repairs and the long wait for service. Handy chart pictures 37 ways a picture can go wrong. Pick the illustration that duplicates your trouble and you know which tube to replace. 11" dia. Black-and-white and color. $2.98 ppd. Franzen Gifts, HG12, 110 Franzen Bldg., Flanagan, Ill. 61740.

SPECIAL GREETING
Merry Christmas tile is snow white with red and green angel and tree plus personalization. White with red and green angel, letter monogram. For a favorite golfer or members of his foursome. Specify initials. Silver, $2; 24k gold plate, $3. Ppd. Elgin Engraving Co., HG12, 614 South St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

DECORATING PLANS
Three dimensional room planning kit with styrofoam forms that can represent over 150 different pieces of furniture scaled 11/4" to a foot. Shapes may be covered with fabric, painted. Arrange as many as three rooms on graph paper equivalent to 27" by 44". Walls, windows, doors, too. $7.98 ppd. Plan-it-Kit, Inc., HG12, Box 429, Westport, Conn. 06880.
CAMEO TELEPHONE
A happy blending of the old and the new! Grecian cameo design, an 18k gold trimmed cradle phone has white figures on beige, off-white handset, tilted dial panel. Complete with plug, ready for instant use $149.95 plus $2 post. Metropolitan Teletrons Corp., Dept. PG12, 35 W. 35th St., New York, N. Y. 10001.

COUNTRY KITTENS
Cuddly, lovable kittens handknit of washable wool yarns. They stand 10” high and come dressed in checked gingham; they have lovely tails, too. Choose a boy or girl kitty for a favorite child’s Christmas stocking. Specify sex. $5.75 each, plus 50c post. New Hampton General Stores, 1276 King St., Hampton, N. J. 08827.

WORK OR PLAY GEAR
Heavy duty gloves for the outdoor man. Pair shows up in vigorous red suede lined with a brand new thermal knit that keeps the paws real warm in sub-zero weather. Work or play, the man will want it in his size: small, medium or large. $4.95 ppd. Deerskin Trading Post, HG12, Rt. 1 at 114, Danvers, Mass. 01923.

MAIDS AND MUSIC
She never outgrows her love for music boxes and these are especially delightful with an 8" tall porcelain doll in gay painted costume to go with the tune: “When Irish Eyes Are Smiling,” shown “Swedish Polka,” “Tiptoe Through the Tulips.” $3.99 each ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

MAKE A NOTE OF IT
Tiny memo pads are just right to scribble notes during the day. Pad of about 20 pages is 2" by 3" with name imprinted in gold on each pad. Pads are in assorted cheerful colors. Tuck a pad in each purse, one by each ear. Send names. Set of 10, $1.50 ppd. Order from Bruce Bolind, HG12, Boulder, Colo. 80302.

ELEGANT TRADITION
Natural choice for living room or bedroom is the “Hamilton” armchair with button tufted back and lined skirt. Foam over hard-wood frame, 29 1/2" by 31 1/2" h.; seat, 19" by 16 1/4" h. 28 velvets, moirs, solids. $84 ea.; $164 a pr. Catalogue, switches, $1. Exp. charges coll. Hunt Galleries, Inc., HG12, 2920 No. Center St., Hickory, N. C. 28601.

SHOPTING AROUND

TWICE THE SPICE!
2 in 1 Pepper Mill
Double duty pepper mill and salt shaker in one handsome piece to add a touch of precision and originality. Heirloom quality, thin dried genuine American walnut, treated with a hard rubbed oil process to produce a long lasting finish. Exclusive grinding mechanism is accurately machined of case hardened steel. Superb gifts for any occasion. Guaranteed unconditionally.
6" high: 2 1/4" diam. $13.25 ppd. 9" high: 2 1/4" diam. $12.50 ppd.
N. Y. state residents add 5% sales tax.

BLOCK HOUSE ENTERPRISES, Dept. 6-120
Box 206, Saltport, N. Y. 11783

BIRD NEST PIN MADE OF GEM STONES AND PEARLS
Our unusual pin holds 3 genuine cultured pear "eggs" in a gold-plated woven nest surrounded by a cluster of 8 genuine turquoise leaves. Guarding the nest is a miniature bluebird, handcarved from ivory in meticulous detail and handpainted in tones of blue, Pin is 1/2" across and makes a lovely and unique gift.
$7.50
Send for free GIFT CATALOG
No C. O. D.'s

MINIATURE FIGURINES
Stone polished pottery from Tonala. (Wire clips for hanging.) Decorate Christmas trees. Mark place cards, give them as party favors or collections for whatnot shelves. Size about 2". Decorated by Tonala Indian artists in fiesta colors. No two are identical but birds, piggies and turtles as pictured are typical. Collection of 10 pieces:
$5.00 pp
The Old Mexico Shop
Patio 1, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501

25c SAMPLE OFFER, if you're interested in
ANTQIUES
Fascinating new newspaper devoted to Antiques, is check-full of interesting items for collectors.
At last, America has its own aptly-titled, wide-ranging newspaper devoted to Antiques. Edited with skill and knowledge. This fine 32-page newspaper is full of easy reading. It brings you the news of the antique world with other features. Authorization articles by experts. Galleries, auctions, antiques, show, prop, photo. Write: Antiques Monthly. Dept. 2, Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401.

25c SAMPLE OFFER:
Antiques Monthly, Dept. 2, Tuscaloosa, Ala. 35401
I, , send me sample copy, your issue No. G-120.
I wish a free copy of your current issue. Send me sample copy.
I, , send me sample copy, your issue No. G-120. ( ) Send me full 12-month subscription at special reduced price of $8.99. Bill me later. (Your money refunded later if not pleased.)
Name
Address
City State Zip

kat-trene®

$4.98 postpaid (two for $9.50 add. 50c postage west of Miss.)
Personalized: $1.00 a word/PRINT

kat-trene® Dept. HG10
P.O. Box 3056/Elimina, N. Y. 14005

DECEMBER, 1970
Recorder Kit

Information Method
by the TRAPP FAMILY SINGERS

Complete Instruction Method for Recorders, Fingering Chart plus a fine 32⅓" Soprano Recorder hand-made by famous Johannes Adler. An enjoyable and educational musical instrument, the recorder is used for solo or group playing by persons of all ages.

$0.50

Add $0.50 for postage & handling. NY residents add 4%. Connecticut residents add 5% tax. California residents add 5% tax. The VEGA is UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED FOR LIFE not to scratch, break, chip, dim or discolor, or will be replaced at NO COST. For a FREE CATALOG of styles visit HG-12.

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd.

212 East 57 St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022

LARGEST IN THE FIELD OF OIL PORTRAITURE MASTER CHARGE CREDIT PLAN AVAILABLE

$79.50 AT $795.00

Beautifully Illustrated Catalog and Book "How To Order An Oil Portrait,"

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd.

4 East 49th Street

New York 10017, Dept. 10

PROTECT EYES FROM GLARE
Now you can enjoy comfortable vision in strong sunlight while playing tennis, sailing, golfing, motoring, reading on the beach. Adjustable, dark green plastic shield slips on your specs in a jiffy.

SPORT VISOR
$1.50 + 15¢ mailing each
Calf, rayon, worsted or denim, $1.40 each.
Postpaid in U.S.A.

Anthony Enterprises Dept. HG-12

585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

WEDGWOOD COMMEMORATIVE PLAQUE. Traditional blue and white Wedgwood Jasper with a raised portrait of the late president, Dwight D. Eisenhower. 4¼-inch diameter. Limited edition.

EDWARD BENNETT

Add 75¢ postage and handling.

The Jones Store Co.

12th and Main

Kansas City, Mo. 64106

TIFFANY LAMP KIT
Now, as a result of our new novel forming technique, it is fun and easy for you to assemble this choice Tiffany Decorator Lamp. Everything is included in the kit but the two hours of your time necessary for completion. The resistent interest in this lamp style make this true 22-inch-diameter Tiffany lamp, with electrical components, an unheard of value. Hard acrylic base indistinguishable from glass.

 enclosed 90c for postage.

$16.95

WORLD ARTS
Box 377-G, Wilmington 47, Calif. 90744

SHOPPING AROUND

LANZ FOR ALL AGES

STRAP SAFETY
Lingerie guard keeps straps together and on your shoulder. Pinfastens to dress or blouse, holds straps securely. No slipping! Order several pair so you won't have to do a switch each morning. Two pair are just $1. Plus 75c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105

BULL SHOTS
Pictures of the bullfighter and the beast glorify six highball glasses from Spain. Brand new to make the scene in the U.S.A., motif's baked onto glass for permanency. Verily, a conversation starter: what every hostess longs for, if the party gets off to a slow start. $7.50 ppd. Old Mexico Shop, HG12, Santa Fe, N. M. 87501.

... AND SEW A FINE SEAM
If your lady love sews, compliment her with a sewing stand. Hinged top has two compartments for the needles-and-pins basket, roomy basket for cloth or knitting. 16" by 9½" and 32½" high. Pine finished in antique or white. Dainty red and blue print on white with perky eyelet ruffling at neck, yoke and cuffs. Children's sizes 4 and 6. $7.80, 10.12. $8. Women's S, M, L. $11. Add 75c post. Dreamy mother-daughter gifts. Free catalogue. The Talbots, Dept. NA, Hingham, Mass. 02043.

FOR BEAD BLOOMS
Everybody seems to be carrying on about the beauty of a beaded bouquet. It's the latest craze; as usual, H. G. comes up with the bon marché way to go. Kit contains all you need to make a basketful of field flowers in red, blue, yellow, white. $6 plus $1 post. Lee Mar Products, HG12, 1300 Midland Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 10704.

PAYROLL DESK
Authentic copy of payroll desk used at Fort Henry is in rich, dark solid pine with a lightly distressed finish; water and stain-resistant. Three large drawers, four small. Lower shelf has room for reference books. 64" w., 25½" d., 35½" h. $169.50. 37½" w., desk, $139.50. Exp. coll. Catalogue, 25¢. Bryan Robeson, HG12, Box 757, Hickory, N. C. 28601.
SIT IN STYLE
Tripod sport seat and cane is a find for sports followers everywhere. Use it as a cane when folded, then as a seat while observing the puts or tree-off. Lightweight, sturdy aluminum with 8" seat of brown vinyl-covered foam rubber. $12.98 ppd. Taylor Gifts, HG12, 226 West Wayne Ave., Wayne, Pa. 19087.

HARD TO FIT?
Distinctive cobra pump comes nymph-narrow. Multi-colored red and beige insets spark your choice of black or brown. Gentle and beige insets spark your nymph-narrow. Multi-colors red. IVz heel. $35 plus $1 post. Mooney & Gilbert, Inc., HG12, 31 W. 57th St., 5th floor Sohmer Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10019.

GIVE A HOOT
From this world's most famous toy store—a cuddly stuffed Peter Hoot Owl soft as a pillow, 16" tall and just as wide, he's covered in sturdy stylish fabric. But the kicker is the eyes. Of black and gold felt they're 2 1/4" set in white plush. $15 plus $1 post. F.A.O. Schwarz, Dept. 190, 745 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022.

THREE'S A TEAM
That comes in mighty handy for extra seating, as end tables or to rest weary feet. Nesting taborettes are natural rattan, light but remarkably sturdy. Large, 18" h., 16" dia.; medium, 17" h., 14" dia.; small, 16" h., 13" dia. Set of three, $24.95 plus $2 post. Catalogue, 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG12, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

DEVELOP TOT'S DRIVE
How do do-it-yourselfers start? Someone gives them a kit at an early age and they put together a pick-up truck. Sturdy precut parts of solid hardwood need no tools—just sandpaper and white glue. 12" by 7 1/4" and 7 1/4" high, $5.50 ppd. American Toy Craft Ltd., HG12, Box 312, Smithtown, N. Y. 11787.

SHOPPING AROUND
STORE YOUR CHRISTMAS GLITTER
Heavy duty corrugated Kraft/white box holds over 100 ornaments in 4 compartmented lift off trays with room at top for lights, etc. 36"x14"x12" compact in closet or attic. $5.95. Two for $10.50 plus 75c postage each.

AMERICAN FRANCE
Finest quality full color prints
F-20 1918 American La France pumper $9.95 each
F-21 1922 American La France pumper $9.95 each
Size: 14x14 / Postpaid / Satisfaction Guaranteed

Piano Rolls
FIT ALL PLAYER PIANOS
Close To You — Somewhere My Love
Sanddrops Keep Falling — Bill Bailey
Those Were The Days — Mrs. Robinson
Raindrops Keep Fallin — Baby, Take A Bow
Tiny Bubbles — Harper Valley P.T.A.
Those Were The Days — Let The Sunshine In
Brass Band — Don't Let The Sun Go Down
Dry Well — Good Morning Starshine
Let's Go — Let It Be
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Check selections and send ad to:
AMERICAN TOY CRAFT LTD., Dept. HG12-0
Box 312, Smithtown, N. Y. 11787
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A CUPFUL OF SUNSHINE
Even more cheering than a cup of tea—the gayety of hyacinths in winter. Just "plant" bulbs in a cup of water. Soon your room fills with fragrance and rich pastel blooms. Simple instructions included. Two for $1, four for $1.75, six for $2.50. Ppd. House of Wesley, Nursery Div., R.R.1, Dept. 3458-38, Bloomington, Ill. 61701.

HYDRANGEAS IN CREEV
Elegant pitcherful of blue hydrangeas is ready to embroider with yarns that are a blend of acrylic, nylon and wool. Kit includes ecru linen-like stamped fabric for 18" by 24" finished picture, yarns, needle and instructions. $9.95 plus 60c post. Agar House, HGE-12, 179 Saw Mill River Rd., Yonkers, N. Y. 10701.

EXPANDING SUBJECT
Favorite snapshot of bride, beau or pup? Blow it up to giant size. Best results with original black and white or color photo (no negatives) up to 8" by 10". Shipped in self-storing tube. Original photo returned unharmed. 20" by 24", $2.50; 2" by 3"; $503; 3" by 4", $7.50. Ppd. The Blow Yourself Up Co., G-90, 663 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022.

WHAT'S COOKING?
Easy to hunt up the recipe with your favorite cookbooks at hand. Stack them neatly in this practical rack. In honey tone pine or walnut. 10701.

MARBLE MARVEL
To banish stains, remove rings and discolorations from marble, we recommend this Marglo kit. Stain remover, polishing wax, marble sealer wax, wood and felt buffing toast and instructions. $5.95. Sealer paste that protects marble surfaces up to 8" by 10". Shipped free. $9.95 plus 60c post. Blow it up to giant size.

HYDRANGEAS
Elegant pitcherful of blue hydrangeas is ready to embroider with yarns that are a blend of acrylic, nylon and wool. Kit includes ecru linen-like stamped fabric for 18" by 24" finished picture, yarns, needle and instructions. $9.95 plus 60c post. Agar House, HGE-12, 179 Saw Mill River Rd., Yonkers, N. Y. 10701.

EXPANDING SUBJECT
Favorite snapshot of bride, beau or pup? Blow it up to giant size. Best results with original black and white or color photo (no negatives) up to 8" by 10". Shipped in self-storing tube. Original photo returned unharmed. 20" by 24", $2.50; 2" by 3"; $503; 3" by 4", $7.50. Ppd. The Blow Yourself Up Co., G-90, 663 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022.

WHAT'S COOKING?
Easy to hunt up the recipe with your favorite cookbooks at hand. Stack them neatly in this practical rack. In honey tone pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Hang or stand. 17" h., 13" w., 8 1/2" d. Twin drawers hold 3" by 5" index recipe cards incl. Finished $15.50; kit $12.25. Ppd. Yield House, HG12, No. Con- way, N. H. 03860.

MARBLE MARVEL
To banish stains, remove rings and discolorations from marble, we recommend this Marglo kit. Stain remover, polishing wax, marble sealer wax, wood and felt buffing tool and instructions. $5.95. Sealer paste that protects marble surfaces up to 8" by 10". Shipped free. $9.95 plus 60c post. Blow it up to giant size.

HYDRANGEAS
Elegant pitcherful of blue hydrangeas is ready to embroider with yarns that are a blend of acrylic, nylon and wool. Kit includes ecru linen-like stamped fabric for 18" by 24" finished picture, yarns, needle and instructions. $9.95 plus 60c post. Agar House, HGE-12, 179 Saw Mill River Rd., Yonkers, N. Y. 10701.

EXPANDING SUBJECT
Favorite snapshot of bride, beau or pup? Blow it up to giant size. Best results with original black and white or color photo (no negatives) up to 8" by 10". Shipped in self-storing tube. Original photo returned unharmed. 20" by 24", $2.50; 2" by 3"; $503; 3" by 4", $7.50. Ppd. The Blow Yourself Up Co., G-90, 663 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10022.

WHAT'S COOKING?
Easy to hunt up the recipe with your favorite cookbooks at hand. Stack them neatly in this practical rack. In honey tone pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Hang or stand. 17" h., 13" w., 8 1/2" d. Twin drawers hold 3" by 5" index recipe cards incl. Finished $15.50; kit $12.25. Ppd. Yield House, HG12, No. Conway, N. H. 03860.

MARBLE MARVEL
To banish stains, remove rings and discolorations from marble, we recommend this Marglo kit. Stain remover, polishing wax, marble sealer wax, wood and felt buffing tool and instructions. $5.95. Sealer paste that protects marble surfaces up to 8" by 10". Shipped free. $9.95 plus 60c post. Blow it up to giant size.
SIT-DOWN CLOWN
What child wouldn't adore sitting in a clown's lap? Vinyl inflatable chair in bright red has a happy clown's head and a nose that squeaks when you tweek it. Approx. 23" h. by 18" dia. Light and easy to inflate, folds compactly for storage or travel to grandma's. $5.98 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

EYESIGHT SAVER
Boon for all sewers who find the eyes of needles grow smaller and hands less steady. Needle threader consists of a plastic funnel into which the needle is dropped, a spindle to transfer thread to needle, a blade to cut thread. Done! $1 plus 15c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

PARSONS PLOY
Super space-saver! Dining table or desk with 2" butcher block top 29" h.: 48" by 24" $138; 48" by 18" $140; 58" by 24" $147.50; 48" by 24" or 60" by 24" $147.50; 48" by 18" $132; 48" by 60" $147.50; 17" h.: 48" by 18" $132; 48" by 24" $147.50; 14" h.: 48" by 24" $147.50. Exp. coll. by 24" or 60" by 24" $147.50. J & D Brauner, HG12, 298 Bowery, N.Y. 10012.

LUXURY LIGHTING
Wouldn't you know that Artistic Lighting would come up with the best looking crystal chandelier? So, latch onto the five light fixture from Europe: 18" wide, 15" high plus 15" of chain. $40. Exp. coll. Add $12 crating. Catalogue, 50c. Luiggi Crystal, Dept. HG12-7, 7332 Frankford Ave., Phila., Pa. 19136.

ELEGANT CRYSTAL LAMPS
WITH ITALIAN MARBLE BASES
The richness of these handcrafted Rogers gold finished marble and imported Italian marble bases with crystal prisms, sparkling like snow drops in sunlight, is unbelievable at this price. The perfect impersonator for father, mother, piano or bureau. They are reminiscent of an oriental grace. Completely electrified, they are 36" high. Pkg. $34.95. Berylli Crystal, Dept. HG-12, 672 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14204. SHIPPED EXPRESS.

HOURS OF FUN FOR KIDS
INDOORS OR OUT

6 FOOT INDIAN WIGWAM & WAR OUTFIT
- 14 SQUARE FT. OF PLAY AREA
- INCLUDES RUBBER TOMAHAWK, BOW AND ARROW AND FULL RED AND MEAL
- WASHER non-toxic WAR PAINT SET
- WASHABLE non-toxic WAR PAINT SET

$98

ALEXANDER SALES CORP.
HG1270
26 South 6 Ave. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10551

GREAT SERVER!
Used originally in England for aspics, it is the only satisfactory server we've seen for molded salads, veal loaf, etc. Plus it is a handsome piece of good design in English silverplate. Makes an original gift, plus a nice item for you to own yourself. 8½" long. $4.00 includes mailing.

Edith Chapman
Dept. 21 • Route 306
Rockland County, Hawley, N.Y. 10933
TOGGLE FOLDABLE

Whoever conceived this version of checkers deserves a medal of some kind. Pieces appear in the shape of colored cubes, folding board in colorfully printed cotton duck. The only game you need take on a trip. $4.50 ppd. For more fun and info, a free brochure. Environmental Design, HG12, 10 W. Fordham Rd., New York, N. Y. 10468.

TOT TILES

Doesn’t everyone have a little genius at home? Consider his handiwork for Granny’s Christmas. Walnut, corklined box (5” by 5” by 2½”) whose top is a glittering 4¼ tile on which the small one’s drawing (any size, even if folded) can be reproduced in color. $7.95 ppd. Nancy Restar, HG127, P. O. Box 781, Port Chester, N. Y. 10573.

REFRESHMENT TIME

Scandinavian chairs with straps and webbing need replacements now and again. Evans supplies three styles of rubber straps: metal clip or metal peg ends; loop ends to use with dowels. Specify style and slot-to-slot distance. Straps, $1.35 ea.; nail webbing, 50¢ a foot ppd. E. J. Evans, HG12, 630 No. Western Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90004.

ALL-WEATHER FUN FORT

Move the cowboys and Indians outside with a sturdy all-weather real cedar wood fort. Lasts for generations! A big 5’ by 5’ by 5’ with a swinging gate, firing platform, blockhouse and ladder. Easy assembly. $34.95 F.O.B. Camden, N. J. Order from Cedar Products, HG12, Box 84, No. Baldwin, N. Y. 11510.

EASY DOES IT

The home passenger elevator is a superb aid in households where an occupant is suffering from heart trouble, arthritis or rheumatism. It requires no special wiring and installs in two hours, plugs in and leaves stairs free to use. Rental or purchase plan. American Stair-Glide, HG11, 201 W. 80th Terr., Kansas City, Mo. 64144.

FOR STOCK WATCHERS!

You’re an automatic expert with this handy stock market calculator. A fast flip of the dial tells total price, profit or loss, commission, break even cost. For any stock from $1 to $100 in share units 5 to 500. Outmodes pen cil figuring, prevents errors. $3.95 plus 50¢ post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.
SHOPPING AROUND

CLASSY CONTRAPTION
Call is loud and clear—he needs help. Marion Travis comes to the rescue with a snappy valet chair—keeps suit in press, off the floor during off hours. 47" by 19" by 15", cord seat height 14¼". Unfinished $17; natural $19; pine, walnut, maple $21; antique green, red, white $23. Exp. coll. Marion Travis, HG12, P. O. Box 292, Statesville, N. C. 28677.

MORNING SONG
Start the day bright with a musical alarm that plays Rogers and Hammerstein's "Oh What a Beautiful Morning." Silver and black case is 6¾" by 3¾" by 1¾". The size is perfect for bedside table or storage headboard, elegant enough for any room. $16.95 ppd. Catalogue, 50c. Hilldegard's, HG12, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105.

FAUCET FINERY
Turn-on elegance for your bath! Custom-designed, imported cut crystal on solid brass handles and spout, pop-up. Use in a bathroom or powder room. Contoured structure developed by engineer 1 yr., consumer tested (1 yr.). IT'S THE GREATEST GIFT—Pretty satin and Viennese lace pop-off washable top cover. Designer case is included. Shipped same day in gold appointed gift box. 4.95 ppd. Deluxe gift wrap 50c. Satisfaction guaranteed. Mr. Hardware, 3005 N Lamar St Dept 0-12, Austin, Tex. 78705.

RIGHT AS ROUND

CARD UP HIS SLEEVE
Flattering gift for business friends—reproduce their cards on cuff links or tie clip. For a more personal touch, send signature from a letter to etch the handwriting. Sterling silver cuff links $15, clasp $10; in 14K gold, links $70, clasp $30. Ppd. Holiday Gifts, 312E, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, Col. 80221.

MARVELOUS MARIA
Bohemian crystal chandelier is imported from Italy. The five-light beauty is called Maria Theresa after the Austrian Empress and is an elegant name sake. 22" dia. and 17½" high with 15' of chain and hooks for hanging and swagging. $99.50 exp. coll. Kellum Lighting, HG12, 652 Lighthouse Ave., Monterey, Cal. 93940.
Gardener's notes

BY JAMES FANNING

THE FIRST SNOW BRINGS COLOR

out in the wintertime garden. Near the ground, stems of red-twig dogwood (Cornus stolonifera or C. alba sibirica) stand out brightly, and arching stems of Lewthwaite Catesbaei droop their bronzy leaves. Higher up, the twigs of black alder (Alnus incana) are crowded with scarlet berry clusters, and the scorned but useful privets are hung with clusters of jet black fruit, left. Nearer your windows—if you’ve planted wisely—evergreen English or American holly will sparkle with red and green, firethorn will flaunt clusters of orange, and fruit-hung branches of crab apple and hawthorn will bend under the weight of snow.

This hawthorn, right, is Crataegus phaenopyrum, the Washington thorn, and one of the very best.

SEDUCTION THROVE IN THE PALM COURT of every old-time hotel, so did the palms. It was the background music that was responsible for both, or so theorizes Dr. George Milstein, who has just made a recording titled *Music to Grow Plants* (Pip Records, $4.98 including a packet of seeds). There is a certain amount of scientific evidence behind the idea that sound waves stimulate the growth of plants, so Dr. Milstein recorded a high-pitched tone (near the upper limit of human hearing) and superimposed a concert of slightly old-fashioned jazz. By itself, the shrill plant-stimulating sound would be intolerable for human ears, but the mask of music makes the recording acceptable for a reasonable amount of experimentation in any living room or home greenhouse.

WINTER STORM DAMAGE TO LARGE TREES can be forestalled by a little work before the bad weather begins. A tree crotch that might split under the weight of ice and snow should be bolted or cabled. Over-long branches that might snap should be shortened or cabled to higher, stronger branches. This is really a job for the professional tree surgeon, who would use wire cable and steel bolts, but a reasonably good temporary job may be done with rope for tying and poles for support. Any branches that break, of course, should be cut off as neatly as possible, as quickly as possible.

THOSE HORRID AGE SPOTS*

FADE THEM OUT

*Weathered brown spots on the surface of your hands and face tell the world you’re getting old—perhaps before you really are. Fade them away with ESOTERICA, that medicated cream that breaks up masses of pigment on the skin, helps make hands look white and young again. Not a cover-up. Acts in the skin—not on it. Equally effective on the face, neck and arms. Fragrant, greaseless base for softening, lubricating skin as it clears up those blemishes. Distributed by the trustworthy 56-year-old Mitchum laboratory. ESOTERICA at leading toiletry and drug counters. $2.
CLEAR THE DECKS OF YOUR WINDOW-SILL GARDEN or greenhouse at the end of the year. Be ruthless, get rid of all the unattractively overgrown, unproductive plants that are only taking up space, and start over with fresh young plants, maybe even a fresh approach to the whole problem. You could, for instance, concentrate on cacti. These rewarding and not too difficult succulents have an almost infinite variety. One or another of them will be in flower every day of the year, and the plant forms are endlessly variable. One of the best books for beginner or advanced cacti fanciers is The Pocket Encyclopedia of Cacti by Edgar and Bryan Lamb (Macmillan, $4.95). It tells you what to do with your cacti every month of the year and has a really encyclopedic section of color photographs.

PLANTS AND ART BELONG TOGETHER. There is no better illustration than the way in which Mrs. Enid Haupt combines greenhouse plants with the art in her apartment, see page 70. Although few of us have anything like Mrs. Haupt's magnificent collection of painting and sculpture, we can follow her lead in providing for a year-long succession of plants to go with whatever we may have. Wax begonias, for instance, she uses lavishly. As one batch of plants begins to show the wear of city life it is retired to a greenhouse in the country, cut back, and nursed along until ready to be put on display once more. Good for only one brief spurt of bloom per year are Mrs. Haupt's topiary azaleas, but that one burst of glory amply warrants caring for the plants the rest of the year. The three-tier azalea soaking up summer sunshine in preparation for next spring's flowering, LEFT, is a single plant that took several years of pruning to achieve its present size.
Wake up your den.

Decorate your entertainment center with this timeless classic; solid brass ring accents your choice of fruitwood or polished black finish. Elegant in its simplicity. The world's largest mirror manufacturer can help you wake up any wall in your home. Write for our complete color catalog and list of nearby dealers. Enclose 50c.

Carolina Mirror Corporation
North Wilkesboro, North Carolina 28659

EATING AND ENTERTAINING

1. TAKE A CULINARY TOUR OF AMERICA with a handy 200-page paperback from I. W. Harper Distillers Co. It's a complete guide to entertaining American-style, with party plans and recipes from 16 regions.

2. DISCOVER ITALIAN WINES through an exciting guide to the wines and indigenous foods of the Italian provinces from Piedmont to Sicily. This volume from the Italian Wine Commission explores the far-reaching provinces and examines their profile, their history, their soil, etc., $7.95.

3. GETTING INTO THE SPIRIT is easy to do with a manual on liqueurs from Leroux. Explains the special liqueur vocabulary and histories of the various liqueurs. Some delightful recipes are also included.

4. BUILDING AND REMODELING—Versatiles are handsome, easy to install. Literature from the Tile Company of America features this high-fashion flooring in many attractive styles.

5. SHOPPING FOR A RESILIENT FLOOR? The Armstrong Cork Co. offers valuable advice in a 16-page comprehensive guide to all types of flooring, including vinyl, linoleum, tile, cushioned materials, and new scuff resistant flooring.

6. YOUR CAN HAVE A HOME ORCHESTRA with a Baldwin Home Organ. It's the only musical instrument that is whatever you want it to be. Full color literature shows a style for every home.

THAYER COGGIN

Your move. For brochure packet on all Thayer Coggin furniture groupings send $1.00 to Hilda Lee, THAYER COGGIN, INC., High Point, N.C. 27262

“Cushions filled with Dacron” polyester.

100

SOUND
13. THE AGELESS GRACE OF EARLY AMERICA is captured in the styling of the Bay Colony furniture collection. A 22-page Cochrane brochure is filled with photographs of this hand-rubbed solid rock maple furniture. 50c.

14. A GUIDE FOR WALLWATCHERS by a noted expert in the home furnishings field tells how to create more excitement and beauty with attractive wall arrangements. From Syroco. 95c.

15. NEW 70s EXCITEMENT FOR YOUR HOME comes from Hammary. A lush, 40-page catalogue presents an exciting collection of tables, occasional pieces, and upholstery. 50c.

16. EARLY AMERICAN ELEGANCE. An attractive new folder by Temple-Stuart shows the entire Pioneer Treasury line of dining and living furniture in the new Rockingham finish. 10c.

17. LIGHT UP YOUR LIFE with specially designed lighting fixtures from King's Chandelier Co. Each order is assembled from selected parts, according to your specifications from designs shown in the King catalogue. 25c.

18. A TIMELESS COLLECTION of traditional American furniture is presented in a 200-page treasury from Pennsylvania House. Included also is a handy floor-plan guide and directions for furniture care. $2.

POTPOURRI

19. LIGHT UP FOR CHRISTMAS with the help of an idea-filled booklet from General Electric. Includes a checklist of basic suggestions to help you have more attractive, effective, and trouble-free decorations.

20. NEW ROSES FOR 1971 from Jackson & Perkins are featured in a full-color catalogue. Among the many lovely varieties shown are the 1971 Rose of the Year and the All-America winner.

21. BEFORE YOU BUY ANY UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE there are certain important questions you should ask. A helpful guide from Bissell offers tips on buying upholstered furniture and discusses the most effective methods of upholstery care.

22. YOUR NEXT ADVENTURE? See the States, the world in a Corlez motor home. Full-color literature describes this luxurious mobile home. Specifications, standard equipment, options are listed.

ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS—

December, 1970

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money order, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery.

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #12
Box 3579, Grand Central Station
New York, N. Y., 10017

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22

Enclose:
$________ 25 for postage and handling of my request for booklets
$________ for booklets circled requiring payment
$________ is my total remittance

Offer expires 2/15/71

Name
Title
Address
City State Zip

Show how clever you are. Play Cardino.

It’s new. It’s exciting. It’s a strategy game and it’s sociable. All the play’s in the open. On a board. What you do is deploy your card tiles to pick up points. But your opponents do, too. So the minute you devise a strategy you have to revise it. Think fast. It’s furious fun. For two or three or four. The more you play Cardino, the more you want to play it some more. So be clever. Show your friends a good time with Cardino by Milton Bradley.

Milton Bradley makes the best games in the world.

Milton Bradley Company, Springfield, Mass. 01101
Armstrong introduces Adventure Prints.

If you've got the courage we've got the carpet.
For the timid, Armstrong's new Adventure Prints. Bold and bright, they can transform any room into a whole new lively world of color and pattern.

Patterned prints are what's happening today in fashion and design. Join the trend setters. These carpets go with practically anything. Combine your Adventure Prints with big plaids, muted stripes, solid colors, or patterns—anything goes!

Adventure Prints come in three styles...bold, bolder, boldest. The one below is called "Vaquero," and you'll find it in 4 exciting color combinations.

Adventure Prints can take punishment, too. They're made of Armstrong proved continuous filament nylon with a pile so dense that 199,000 tufts of yarn are packed into every square yard. The result is a durable carpet that withstands soil and wears and wears.

Let your color sense to an exciting adventure. For a free booklet displaying the 11 different style and color combinations of Adventure Print Carpets, just write Armstrong, Dept. 70-A, Lancaster, Pa. 17604.
Matchmaker! Three distinct colors in a plush new shag to triple your chances of bringing a room together. That’s Matchmaker. World made it with a pile of 100% Kodel® polyester to be deeper, softer, more resilient; to resist dirt, stains. Choose from a wide range of triple tones. When your room and Matchmaker get together, it’ll be love at first sight!

WORLD CARPETS
For nearest dealer dial anytime, toll free: 800-243-6000; in Conn. 800-942-0655.
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(The references are to month and page respectively)

Architects

Alesti, Gae—Oct. 103 (quote)
Breuer, Marcel—Oct. 130-131; Dec. 83, 84, 85
Cashen, Terence—Dec. 80-81
Clougherty, Thomas—Oct. 103, 122-123
Gropius, Walter—July 92
Grover, William—Dec. 66
Hardy, Holzman, Pfeiffer Asso’s—Dec. 62-63
[Xmas decoration]
Jacobsen, Hugh—Sept. 71, 102-107, 129
Mumma Jr., Albert G.—Aug. 48-49
Owen, Christopher—Dec. 26, 28 (Speaks His Mind), 82-85, 100
Pei, I. M.—Nov. 114, 147 (interview), 114-123, 146
(1st private house)
Philpot, Dean—Aug. 53
Pollock, James—Oct. 103 (quote)
Rudolph, Paul—Sept. 82-83; Oct. 103 (quote)
Sau U—Dec. 67 (Xmas)
Sauer, Louis—Oct. 103 (quote)
Sattle, David—Dec. 80-81
Walker, John C.—Oct. 58, 60, 62 (Speaks His Mind), 110-115, 163
Warneke, John Carl—July cover, 4, 32-37
Wells Koetter—Dec. 80-81

Authors

Aiken, Sen. George D.—Nov. 56-57
Baldwin, Benjamin—July 10-12; Aug. 12, 13; Sept. 12, 13, 16; Oct. 12, 13, 26; Nov. 18-20, 122, Dec. 6-7, 10
Baron, John—July 22, 26; Aug. 14; Sept. 58, 61; Oct. 72, 74, 75; Nov. 60, 64, 66; Dec. 34, 36
Brooks, Patricia—Dec. 102, 104
Brown, Philip—Dec. 102, 103, 104
Buchwald, Art—Aug. 26, 28
Child, Julia—July 74, 84, 89
Christie, George—Dec. 104
Claiborne, Craig—July 82, 88, 89; Dec. 104
Clark, Kenneth—Dec. 68-69, 106-107
Cooper Lorraine S.—Aug. 24
Cruso, Thalassa—Oct. 24, 30, 250-251
Dannenbaum, Julie—Dec. 103
Fanning, James—Aug. 136-137; Nov. 120-121
Evans, Paul—Nov. 107
Fay, DeDe—Dec. 42
Fleming, Thomas—Sept. 72-73, 86-87; Nov. 109
Forassneti—Nov. 107
Gallant, Arla—Oct. 119
Gartner, Louis J.—Dec. 86-87
Goldman & Brown—Nov. 101
Goodenow, Girard—Dec. 86-87
Grimaldi, Joe—Aug. 64, 70
Hall, Anthony—Sept. 80-81
Hampton, Mark—Dec. 46
Hare, Richard—Sept. 80-81
Harr, Ray—Nov. 103
Harris, John—Sept. 99-100; Dec. 120-121;
Nov. 124-125; Dec. 67
Heer, Peter—Nov. 124-125
Hicks, David—Oct. 119
Hilbert, David—Aug. 12, 13
Hillard, Ray—Nov. 103
Houk, Herman—Aug. 64, 70
Hutcheson, Jane—Sept. 80-81
Irvine, Keith—Sept. 72-73, 86-87; Nov. 109
Jean, Raymond Wing—Sept. 136
Kagan, Vladimir—Oct. 125
Khan, Quasar—Aug. 60; Dec. 105; Nov. 99-100, 125;
Dec. 80-81
Kjaerholm, Poul—Oct. 171-171
Kukkapuro, Yrjo—Oct. 170-171
Kurokawa, Noriaki—Aug. 62-63
Laurids, Zamp & Pinter—Nov. 103
Leonard, William—Sept. 136-137
Logan, Ralph—Aug. 67, 96
Machado, William—Oct. 138-141
Mack, Ronald—Oct. 42-47
Malino, Emily—Aug. 56
Malkov, Stephen—Dec. 58-59
Maup & Dupuy—July 94
Mason, Derek—Sept. 78-79
Mayén, Paul—Sept. 71
McCarty, Bily—Dec. 81
McMullen, Inc.—July—Aug. 50; Sept. 71, 95
Megarity, Ferris—Dec. 86-87
Miller, Gerald—July 38-41
Nelson, Richard—Nov. 102
Olson, John—Nov. 124-125
Orman, George—Nov. 139
Owen, Sylvia—Dec. 82-85
Parish-Hadley—July 61; Aug. cover, 4, 44-47
Paulin, Pierre—Sept. 171
Perrig, Maria—Nov. 105
Perkins Potachine—Sept. 91-92
Peso, Gaetano—Dec. 80, 81
Poulsen, Monique—Nov. 104
Ridge, Richard L.—Aug. 82-83
Rick, John—Dec. 62-63
Roberts, Thad—Sept. 137
Ross, Michael—Dec. 62-63
Rouger, Roger—Nov. 111
Santer, Leland, Jr.—Sept. 112-113
Saladio, John F.—Oct. 130-133; Dec. 42-43, 67
Saltman, Sven—July 74-75
Samuel, Henry—July 66, 69
di Sant Angelo, Giorgio—Dec. 64-65
de Schutter, Michael—Sept. 71, 112, 114-115
Schulze & McCarville—Sept. 137
Scott, Ken—Oct. 117; Dec. 102
Sevilla, Teresa—Nov. 125
Siegman, August—Oct. 124-125
Sonneman, Robert—Sept. 97, 98-99, 134
Sottsass, Ettore—Nov. 124-125
Stepp, Jay—Oct. cover, 4; Nov. 105
Stubbing, Tony—Dec. 80-81
Taylor, Michael—Oct. 110-115
Vera—July 92; Aug. 6-7, 10
Whitney, Frances—Dec. 60-61
Wright, Don—Aug. 70, 97
Zajac & Callahan—Sept. 84-85; Nov. 110
Zanuso, Marco—Aug. 88, 97

Landscape Architects & Designers

Bowman, Brian—July 70-73
Church, Thomas—Oct. 110-115
Collins, Lester A.—Aug. 48-49
Fanning, James—Sept. 108-111, 200
Hoy, George—July 70-73
Tananoto, Yoshiko—July 70-73

Owners

Aguilera, Mrs. Guillermo—Sept. 71, 86-87 (living room, dining room); Nov. 109 (study)
Ahoua, Mme.—Aug. 87 (menu & recipe)
Arthur, Jean—July 70-73 (garden)
Bocci, Lauren—Sept. 71, 75-79 (dressing room)
Bartlett, Mr. & Mrs. Charles Lefebvre—Aug. 56 (living room)
Beard, James—July 31 (powder room), 76-77
Berger, Mrs. Irving—Aug. 90 (menu & recipe)
Biddle, Mr. & Mrs. James—Aug. 49 (stairs)
Bradlee, Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin C.—Aug. 50 (study)
Britt, Mr. & Mrs. Thomas—Dec. cover, 40-41
(Cristmas tree)
Brown, Mrs. Preston—Aug. 90-91 (menu & recipe)
Bruce, Mr. & Mrs. David K. E.—Aug. 34-39 (house), 96 (menu & recipe)
Burros, Mrs. Donald—Aug. 87 (menu & recipe)
Burton, Miss Elizabeth—Aug. 91 (menu & recipe)
Byers, Mrs. Mellon—Aug. 44-47 (house)
Charles, Mr. & Mrs. Robert—Aug. 50 (library)
Child, Julia—July 31, 74-75 (kitchen)
Christie, Julie—Oct. 126-127, 162 (wall paintings)
Claiborne, Craig—July 82-83 (kitchen)
Coburn, Mr. & Mrs. James—July 31, 42-47 (house)
Cooper, Sen.—Oct. 77
Crozier, Mrs. John Sherman—Aug. 50 (porch), 91 (menu & recipe)
Cox, Mrs. Raymond E.—Aug. 38 (menu & recipe)
Currey Jr., Mr. & Mrs. Brownlee—Sept. 80-81 (apartment)
Cushing, Mrs. Fell—Oct. 147, 108 (hallway)
Defner, Mr. & Mrs. Harold—Nov. 103 (living room)
Devereaux, Mr. & Mrs. John Drew—Nov. 100-101 (living room)
Dickerson Jr., Mr. & Mrs. Wyatt—Aug. 57 (terrace)
Driscoll, Mrs. Walter—Dec. 43 (tree for the birds)
Duncan, Mr. & Mrs. John—Aug. 54 (stair)
DuVal II, Mr. & Mrs. Clive Livingston—Aug. 54 (dining room)